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Abstract

The thesis describes the development and evaluation of a novel instrument combining hot-stage microscopy (HSM) with an ambient ionisation technique known as direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry (DART-MS).

Hot-stage microscopy DART-MS (HDM) combines two complementary analytical techniques to maximise the information obtained from a single experiment. DART-MS has the ability to quickly analyse materials at atmospheric pressure without sample preparation. HSM provides both a controllable temperature stage (essential for accurate thermal analysis) and gives information on the physical changes in a sample arising from a change in colour or morphology.

HDM comprises of a hot-stage designed and constructed to fit between a DART-100 source (IonSense) and an ion trap mass spectrometer (Bruker). It incorporates a digital microscope situated 90 ° to the DART-MS path and is focused on samples placed in metal or ceramic crucibles on the hot-stage. Experiments typically use samples of a few milligrams in mass and heating rates of 0.1 to 50 °C min⁻¹ standard for many conventional thermal analysis techniques. Software was developed using Visual Studio 2017, (Microsoft) to control the hot-stage, collect micrographs and record optical and colorimetric data in real-time. Software was also developed to extract selected ion intensity data from the MS and combine it with temperature and optical data.

HDM was successfully evaluated with a range of applications. Synthetic organic reactions have been performed in situ. Reactants, products and transient intermediates were successfully monitored and profiled as a function of temperature, with correlations between the reaction colour and micrographs being made to mass spectra. Physical properties of common polymers including melting points, cold crystallisations and glass transitions have all been shown optically with relation to their mass spectrum. An optical method to measure and calculate the coefficient of thermal expansion (applied to silicone polymers) is described and shown to be consistent with literature data. HDM has also been applied to the thermal profiling of inks adsorbed on alumina matrices. Studies with mixtures of energetic materials collected from surfaces demonstrate that limits of detection at the nanogram level are readily achievable.

Further developments of both instrumentation and software are also discussed.

Keywords – Hot-stage microscopy, thermomicroscopy, DART-MS, thermal analysis, ambient ionisation, mass spectrometry, hyphenated techniques.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Project Preface

The project described in this thesis combines two analytical instruments from two different disciplines, mass spectrometry (MS) and thermal analysis (TA). A modern ambient ionisation technique known as direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry (DART-MS) has been integrated with a thermal analysis system called a hot-stage microscope (HSM).

To set the context of the project each technique (DART-MS and HSM) is introduced in turn within this chapter. The project findings and results follow in subsequent self-contained chapters.

1.2 Mass spectrometry

1.2.1 Fundamental operation of MS

Mass spectrometry (MS) is concerned with the separation, detection and evaluation of ionised chemical species within the gaseous state. This is achieved through monitoring differences in mass-to-charge ratio (m/z, the mass of an ion divided by the number of charges it possesses) and their relative abundances. MS can be used to determine elemental compositions of analytes (compounds of interest), through assignment of characteristic profiles and using more advanced methods molecular structures may be postulated.¹

Today, mass spectrometers come in an array of very different types but fundamentally rely on the same operational principles, these have been summarised below as a flow diagram in Figure 1.1.

![Figure 1.1 Basic flow diagram of the operation of a mass spectrometer.](image-url)
a) Ionisation.

Analytes must be in the gas phase and carry a charge (be ionised) before reaching the separation step. Typically, ionisation takes place under reduced pressures. Methods such as electron ionisation (EI), achieved through bombardment of neutral analytes with a stream of electrons, are used to induce a charge on a neutral species. However, developments within mass spectrometry have led to ionisation taking place prior to the spectrometer using a family of techniques known as atmospheric pressure ionisation (API) (see Section 1.2.3).

b) Separation and focusing.

Ions are separated using a section of a mass spectrometer known as a mass analyser, operating under high vacuum. The high vacuum used within this section assists with the separation of the gaseous ions introduced previously. Non-ionised species (molecules, atoms and radicals) are removed through the high vacuum pumping system with only ionised species being amenable to the focusing and separation provided by electrical and magnetic fields.

Ions are focused towards each section within the mass spectrometer using a series of devices known broadly as ion guides. By changing the electrical and magnetic fields incoming ions with specific \( m/z \) ratios can be selected and guided towards the detector.

c) Detection.

A range of MS detectors exists and the choice is determined by several key factors such as response time, sensitivity and accuracy. Typical MS detectors include Faraday cages and electron multipliers. The output from the detector is then sent to a PC and stored as individual mass spectra for post processing. Real-time data may also be manipulated using more advanced MS techniques introduced later.

The combination of these components results in the ability to analyse samples as functions of their ion abundance vs their \( m/z \) distribution. An example mass spectrum of air generated by EI-MS is shown in Figure 1.2. It can be seen that the spectrum shows both a qualitative measure of what is in air and quantitative measure of how much is analysed.
1.2.2 Mass spectrometers

The fundamental work of mass spectrometry began before the turn of the 20th century, with investigations by W. Wein into how ‘canal rays’ (a beam of positive ions) were affected by the presence of strong electric and magnetic fields. Sir J.J. Thomson developed the first type of mass spectrometer, the ‘parabola mass spectrograph’, that could separate ions by parabolic trajectories shown using photographic plate. The quoted first application paper published using MS was by F.W. Aston (a colleague of Thomson) who proved the existence of isotopes for the non-radioactive element neon in 1920 in the form of a mass spectrograph (accurate mass separation). Meanwhile, A.J. Dempster had developed the first magnetic sector MS instrument used to determine accurate ion abundances as opposed to the accurate mass measurements performed by Aston. During the late 1920’s Dempster proposed the combination of the two types of analyser the mass spectrograph developed by Aston and his own mass spectrometer forming the first dual focusing mass spectrometer and with it the base of modern mass spectrometry.

The introduction of an in situ ionisation source was an important addition to early mass spectrometry producing the first electron ionisation mass spectrometers EI-MS. EI gives characteristic ‘fingerprints’ of analytes, owing to EI being a hard ionisation technique, that is, an ionisation method that usually induces significant, but repeatable, fragmentation of molecules.

The early EI-MS instruments would often produce extra peaks in profiles generated in the absence of a sample. Later, organic chemists realised that these peaks arose from hydrocarbon compounds (presumably within the atmosphere or materials used to construct the spectrometers) and an appreciation for the use of MS for a wider range of
materials was realised.\textsuperscript{1} The analysis of hydrocarbons became important prior to the start of World War II, as new analytical methods were required to quickly analyse aviation fuel for high octane content.\textsuperscript{12}

The start of World War II propelled MS research. Instruments called 'Calutrons' were developed that could separate fissionable isotopes in a technique known as preparative MS. This was used to enrich plutonium and uranium ores by collection as opposed to detection to form weapons grade material, in the lead up to the first nuclear weapon being deployed. US scientists also invested a significant amount of research effort into synthetic rubber, including characterisation by MS, as the supply of natural rubber from Malaysia was cut when the country fell under Japanese occupation.\textsuperscript{1,12}

Time-of-flight (ToF) technology had been developed earlier and was used to separate gas phase ions\textsuperscript{14} but was not coupled to a mass spectrometer until the 1950s.\textsuperscript{15-16}

ToF-MS works by measuring the time taken for ions to travel between the ion source and the detector (typically over a distance greater than 1 m). Ion separation occurs by all ions having the same initial kinetic energy (after acceleration) and the difference in \(m/z\) ratios causes differences in momentum and hence velocity. The ions travel freely within the high vacuum region between source and detector, and the differing velocities result in separation determined proportional to their \(m/z\) value.\textsuperscript{17}

The development of ToF-MS was revolutionary for mass spectrometrists as the operation of the ToF-MS system meant that there was theoretically no upper \(m/z\) limit\textsuperscript{1} - a factor that became of great importance for the later study of large structures such as biomolecules. The issue with early ToF-MS instruments was poor resolving power\textsuperscript{18} and, for this reason, it became less used until the invention of softer ionisation techniques (see Section 1.1.3) such as chemical ionisation (CI) and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI).\textsuperscript{19}

ToF-MS was surpassed in general popularity for many years through the introduction of the quadrupole mass analyser (QMA) and ion trap (IT) technology, typically providing cheaper instruments with significant space saving over the larger ToF-MS instruments of the time.

The QMA became a highly selective analyser towards monitoring single ions of interest, which later became an invaluable tool when used in combination with separation techniques such as gas chromatography (GC)\textsuperscript{20} and liquid chromatography (LC).\textsuperscript{21} The QMA can operate at relatively high pressures (\(10^{-5} – 10^{-4}\) Torr) and fast scan rates owing to the fact it uses relatively low voltages during operation, ideal for linking with GC or LC but offering only integer \(m/z\) resolution.\textsuperscript{22} QMA operates by applying out of phase radio frequency (RF) voltages to opposing rods (2 pairs) typically arranged co-axially towards
the ionisation source and detector as shown in Figure 1.3. Ions travel between the four rods (hence the term quadrupole) towards the detector, and only ions of a specific m/z range will be focused and reach the detector determined by the applied voltages to the quadrupole itself.

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of a QMA quadrupole mass analyser, incoming ions are filtered by an alternating RF control circuit to only allow certain ions to the detector. Adapted from

The use of QMAs remains popular with many analytical scientists purely due to the ease of operation and relatively low costs when compared to other mass analysers. Many techniques such as thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) may utilise evolved gas analysis (EGA) in combination with a quadrupole mass spectrometer for the study of simple evolved gases such as H₂O, CO₂ and NH₃ (see Section 1.8).

The ion trap mass analyser was a development from QMA. As its name implies, it traps ions through the application of alternating RF DC voltages on a set of electrodes to form a potential energy well. Ion traps are able to ‘concentrate’ analytes prior to analysis, achieved through trapping the ions before discharging them towards the detector in a sweeping motion across a range of m/z values (achieved by adjusting the potential well).

Ion trap technology was crucial in the development of tandem MS (MSⁿ). Today, there are a variety of ion trap technologies including Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR), quadrupole ion trap (QIT) and orbitrap. Figure 1.4 shows a QIT schematic.

Figure 1.4 Quadrupole Ion trap schematic. Ions are introduced and stored within the potential energy well (illustrated by a red dashed line). The voltages are adjusted (to change the potential well) so that small ions are ejected first and larger last. Adapted from
1.2.3 Ionisation sources

The ionisation stage is crucial in mass spectrometry and has undergone many developments. One of the earliest forms was electron ionisation (EI). In EI energetic electrons are ejected (usually from a hot filament) and accelerated by applying a voltage between the filament and the trapping plate (an internal component) to form a continuous helical beam of electrons.\(^4\) If the electrons in the beam have sufficient kinetic energy when they hit an analyte molecule then a radical molecular ion is produced. Typically, electrons are accelerated to a standard energy of 70 eV (set as a standard by convention for comparisons with original databases) which is significantly higher than molecular ionisation energies (usually between 7 and 15 eV).\(^3\) A schematic of an EI source is shown in Figure 1.5 and fragmentation pathway shown in Schematic 1.1 for nitrobenzene.

Although the radical molecular ion is unstable and undergoes fragmentation in a predictable manner depending on the makeup of the molecule.\(^3\) Fragmentation usually occurs at the weakest bond, moving from the radical molecular ion to a fragment cation (MS detectable) and a free radical. It is also possible that a starting radical molecular ion (directly after EI impact) can fragment to another radical molecular ion of lower mass after losing a neutral fragment. This series of fragmentation is what gives EI its characteristic and reproducible fingerprint patterns of analytes.

\[ e^- (70 \text{ eV}) + \text{Ph-NO}_2 \text{ (analyte)} \rightarrow \]
\[ [\text{Ph-NO}_2]^+ \cdot + e^-\text{(thermal)} + e^- \]
\[ [\text{Ph-NO}_2]^+ \cdot \rightarrow [\text{Ph-O}]^+ + \text{NO}^- \]

or

\[ [\text{Ph-NO}_2]^+ \cdot \rightarrow [\text{Ph-O}]^+ \cdot + \text{NO} \]

\[ [\text{Ph-O}]^+ \rightarrow [\text{Ph}]^+ + \text{O}^- \]

Figure 1.5 Left) Schematic of an EI source adapted from\(^1\) Schematic 1.1 Right) EI mechanism using nitrobenzene as an example.

The predictable fragmentation afforded by EI allowed the development of mass spectral libraries for thousands of compounds, particularly useful for chromatography, and EI remains one of the most common ionisation methods used in GC-MS.\(^3\)

The primary problem for EI is that it is considered a ‘hard ionisation’ technique which can cause considerable fragmentation when analysing larger molecules which can lead to
ambiguity in the data interpretation for significantly large molecules such as polymers. In 1966 a 'soft ionisation' technique named chemical ionisation (CI) was developed.\(^{38}\)

The CI name was derived through the mechanism in which ionisation occurs. The process requires a reagent gas (such as ammonia or methane) to be introduced into an EI source (one which the analytes do not come in direct contact with but the carrier gas does), forming reagent ions. These ions collide directly with the neutral gas phase analyte and produces a range of simple analyte ions, most commonly molecular ions ([M]\(^+\)) or adduct ions ([M+H]\(^+\)) depending on the reagent gas used as shown in Schematic 1.2.\(^{39}\)

\[
e^{-} (70 \text{ eV}) + \text{NH}_3 \text{(reagent gas)} \rightarrow \text{NH}_3^{+} \cdot + e^{-} \text{(thermal)} + e^{-} (<70 \text{ eV})
\]

\[
\text{NH}_3^{+} \cdot + \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \text{NH}_4^{+} + \text{NH}_2^{-}
\]

\[
\text{NH}_4^{+} + M_{\text{analyte}} \rightarrow [M+H]^{+} + \text{NH}_3
\]

Or

\[
\text{NH}_4^{+} + M_{\text{analyte}} \rightarrow [M+N\text{H}_4]^{+}
\]

**Schematic 1.2 An example mechanistic route for chemical ionisation using ammonia.**

The strength of CI lies with the formation of intact molecular ions as opposed to excessive fragmentation produced with EI. However, CI remains only applicable to compounds that are highly volatile.\(^{40}\)

Later ionisation developments included desorption ionisation (DI)\(^{41}\) and fast atom bombardment (FAB).\(^{42}\) These techniques led to the development of mass spectrometers capable of detecting ions above 1000 \(m/z\), something which previously wasn’t required as the size of the ions generated was small, either from EI fragmentation or through high volatility small molecules in CI.

In 1973 a new technique known as atmospheric pressure ionisation (API), later renamed atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation (APCI), was introduced by Horning’s group.\(^{43}\) In operation, solutions are introduced into a needle and form a spray of micro-droplets through interaction with a co-axial stream of high pressure gas. Ionisation occurs when the micro-droplets of solvent and sample (now heated) interact with a coronal discharge (a type of high voltage discharge) and the solvent becomes ionised.\(^{22}\)

Mechanistically the process is initially very similar to CI (hence its inclusion in the name) as the high pressure carrier gas is ionised through interaction with an electron. Depending on the carrier gas (commonly nitrogen) the corresponding energetic ion is formed. The ionisation is transferred through to a molecule of water, which in turn forms a cluster of water carrying a charge. Finally, the analyte interacts with the protonated water cluster to become protonated itself prior to the introduction to the mass spectrometer.\(^{44}\) The APCI source is shown in Figure 1.6 and the ionisation mechanism is shown in Schematic 1.3.
The benefit of having an atmospheric pressure ionisation source is that the sensitivity was improved significantly due to the increase in ionisation efficiency caused by the source operating at significantly higher pressures leading to more gas phase collisions.\(^1\)

\[
e^- (70 \text{ eV}) + R \text{ (reagent gas)} \rightarrow R^+ \rightarrow R^+
\]
\[
R^+ + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}^+
\]
\[
\text{H}_2\text{O}^+ + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_3\text{O}^+ + \text{OH}^-
\]
\[
\text{H}_3\text{O}^+ + n\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H(H}_2\text{O)}_n^+
\]
\[
\text{H(H}_2\text{O)}_n^+ + M_{(\text{analyte})} \rightarrow [\text{M+H}]^+
\]

*Figure 1.6 Left) the schematic operation of an APCI source adapted from\(^{45}\) and Schematic 1.3 Right) an example of an APCI ionisation mechanism route through water cluster formation.

The APCI technique did not gain significant popularity within the MS community until the introduction of electrospray ionisation (ESI) and matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI). This was mainly due to the inability of the inlet systems of the mass spectrometers of the time to cope with the significantly higher pressures that APCI operates under. Although, significant work was being undertaken to improve MS inlet technology to copy with these higher pressures.\(^{46}\)

ESI is very similar to APCI although the ionisation of the solvent takes place within the liquid phase as opposed to within the gas phase. The ionised solvent is forced into droplets, as in APCI, through a high pressure spray before they undergo coulombic explosion forming even finer droplets. Finally the solvent is removed and the charge is transferred to the analyte prior to MS analysis.\(^{47}\)

MALDI however, operates in a significantly different way from all the previously introduced techniques. In MALDI the analyte is mixed together with a matrix compound (for example dihydroxybenzoic acid) in molar ratios 1:5000 respectively within a suitable solvent. The mixture is then applied to a plate and allowed to dry, a pulsed laser is fired at the plate and the rapid gain in internal energy of the matrix induces a localised explosion of the matrix material forming gas phase analytes.\(^{1,48}\) The details of the ionisation mechanism of MALDI are still disputed,\(^{49}\) but is still regarded as a soft ionisation technique owing to the formation of a variety of adducts of the analytes’ molecular ion such as the protonated and sodiated forms.

APCI, ESI and MALDI set the foundations for a new class of techniques known as ‘ambient ionisation’ described in the next section.
1.2.4 Recent ambient ionisation techniques

Today a wide range of ambient ionisation techniques are available with variants being constantly reported.50 Although the earlier ambient pressure techniques (ESI and APCI) were being used and had been commercialised they still required sample preparation prior to analysis. Two techniques, developed almost simultaneously, desorption electrospray ionisation (DESI)51 and direct analysis in real-time (DART)52 were the first to allow analysis of unprocessed samples in the open atmosphere. In essence, almost any sample could be placed in front of the ionisation source and a mass spectrum could be obtained from the sample’s natural state.

At the time of writing there are almost thirty recognised ambient ionisation techniques, the majority of which are fundamentally based on APCI and ESI ionisation. The list of ambient ionisation methods is too extensive to cover in meaningful detail therefore only DESI and DART will be discussed here.

In DESI, samples are introduced in front of the DESI source as opposed to being incorporated into the solvent spray as in the ESI method. An ionised spray is directed towards the sample and analytes are removed through a solid-liquid extraction process. This extraction process is a combination of pneumatic action and localised electrostatic repulsion upon introduction of the sample into the DESI stream. DESI-MS is able to achieve experiments (for solid samples) that weren’t previously available to ESI users. DESI was found to be extremely useful for biological applications53 owing to the soft ionisation and a spin off from these original biological investigations was found in DESI imaging.

DESI imaging is possible due to the extremely fine solvent jet that delivers the extraction solvent. By placing the sample onto a motorised stage below the DESI source, pieces of biological sample may be moved across a 2D plane. A scanning type motion can be made and at each location a DESI mass spectrum can be collected. Microscopic images can then be overlaid with mass spectral intensity profiles correlating to ions of interest to show locations of particular analytes within biological media. Figure 1.7 shows a schematic of the operation of DESI and an example of DESI imaging of a flower.

![Figure 1.7 Left) Schematic representation of a DESI source in operation adapted from51 & Right) an example of DESI imaging of a flower highlighting a particular compound of interest.54](image-url)
1.3 DART-MS

Direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry (DART-MS) was introduced by Cody and co-workers in a 2003 patent (filed),\textsuperscript{52} and was later introduced in an introductory paper in 2005.\textsuperscript{55} DART is a type of APCI technique that requires no sample preparation. The key components of a DART source are shown in Figure 1.8.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{schematic.png}
\caption{A schematic cutaway view of the original DART source operating under helium. Ground state helium (1\textsuperscript{1}S) is moved to its metastable state (2\textsuperscript{3}S) inducing sample ionisation. Adapted from\textsuperscript{56}}
\end{figure}

The name DART doesn't describe the mechanism by which the source operates unlike many other techniques. As described by Gross\textsuperscript{57} the actual name that describes the DART source is a 'TDPIIAPCI' thermal desorption Penning ionisation-induced atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation source. The simpler acronym DART describes what the source does: analyse samples directly in real-time.

Since DART is an APCI based technique, it requires a carrier gas which is most often helium, nitrogen or argon. The choice of carrier is significant as the energetic species formed during the ionisation carry varying amounts of energy, which is of critical importance to the type of mass spectrum obtained.

The carrier gas is passed through a tube into the first region of the DART source where the gas becomes energised. If a noble gas such as helium or argon is used Penning ionisation occurs. Penning ionisation occurs through interaction of the gases with a glow discharge (a high voltage discharge between two points), the Penning ionisation induces the carrier gas into a metastable state (either vibrational or electronic). Around the discharge area other energetic species are developed radicals, ions (both cationic and anionic) and electrons carried through the gas stream, left hand region of Figure 1.8.

The charged species are filtered out by a series of electrodes as shown in Figure 1.8. These electrodes have a bias charge applied to them so that the ionisation polarity may be selected, this may be either positive or negative.

The DART source also contains a heating element so that a hot gas can be produced to aid the thermal desorption processes often required to analyse samples.

Since helium is almost exclusively used as the ionisation gas the ionisation mechanism will be explained using helium (see Schematic 1.4).
1. Positive ionisation of analytes through interaction with metastable helium

Initially helium is energised into a metastable state (denoted as He*) through Penning ionisation induced by the corona-glow discharge (1). The reason helium is used is one of its metastable forms (He 2\(^3\)S) holds a high energy of 19.8 eV, sufficient to ionise most materials. The He* can interact with gas phase species upon reaching the atmosphere, either, naturally abundant gases (such as N\(_2\) or O\(_2\)) or with gas phase analytes themselves. If He* reacts directly with a gas phase analyte with a lower ionisation energy than 19.8 eV then the molecular radical ion may be produced (2). Alternatively the He* follows a similar route to standard APCI ionisation where the charge is generated and passed on to form protonated water clusters (3-6). The water clusters then act as reagent ions (as in APCI) and protonate the analyte (7).

Adducts may also be generated and are commonly observed depending on the atmosphere around the DART source. Typically, ammonium adducts ([M+NH\(_4\)]\(^+\)) may be observed along with protonated molecular ions due to the natural ammonia present in the atmosphere (between 0.2 and 22 µg m\(^{-3}\) in the UK). It was found that ammonium adduct formation was significantly more stable than the corresponding protonated molecular ion formation when using selected gases.

Schematic 1.4 Positive ionisation of analytes through interaction with metastable helium

![Schematic 1.4](image)

\[
\text{He} + \text{CG discharge} \rightarrow \text{He}^* \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{He}^* + \text{M} \rightarrow \text{He} + \text{M}^+ + e^- \quad (2)
\]

or

\[
\text{He}^* + \text{N}_2 \rightarrow \text{He} + \text{N}_2^+ + e^- \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{N}_2^+ + \text{N}_2 + \text{N}_2 \rightarrow \text{N}_4^+ + \text{N}_2 \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{N}_4^+ + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_3\text{O}^+ + 2\text{N}_2 \quad (5)
\]

\[
\text{H}_3\text{O}^+ + n\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}(\text{H}_2\text{O})_n^+ \quad (6)
\]

\[
\text{H}(\text{H}_2\text{O})_n^++ \text{M}_{\text{analyte}} \rightarrow \text{MH}^+ \quad (7)
\]
processes occur between atmospheric oxygen and the liberated thermal electrons forming oxygen radicals (2). Molecular ions may be generated as either oxygen adducts (3) or as the molecular radical ion through loss of the recently bound oxygen (4). Electrons may also react directly with the analyte to form the molecular radical ion through direct electron capture (5), or a molecular ion may be generated through dissociative electron capture (6). Deprotonation can generate a molecular ion (7) with basic interactions or through anionic attachment (8).  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He}^+ + G &\rightarrow \text{He} + G^+ + e^- \\
e^- + O_2 &\rightarrow \text{He} + O_2^- \\
O_2^- + M &\rightarrow [M+O_2^-]^- \\
[M+O_2^-]^- &\rightarrow M^- + O_2 \\
M + e^- &\rightarrow M^- \\
MX + e^- &\rightarrow M^- + X^- \\
MH &\rightarrow [M-H^-]^- + H^+ \\
M + X^- &\rightarrow [M+X^-]^- 
\end{align*}
\]  

Schematic 1.5 Negative ionisation of analytes using negative mode DART.

The DART source relies on thermal desorption of analytes from the surface of the introduced sample. Typically a working temperature range of ambient to 500 °C may be set, with higher boiling point compounds requiring higher temperatures for thermal desorption to occur, while low temperatures may be used for highly volatile compounds. Significant differences between the set temperature and the measured temperature of the DART gas have been explored and are covered in more detail in Chapter 2.

In some cases ionisation can occur without external heating, even for low volatility compounds such as salts. It was proposed that this effect arises from a chemical sputtering process which occurs when charge clusters build up on solid analytes.

Since DART is a thermal based technique increasing temperatures have been shown to lead to an increase in in-source fragmentation, a method in which an analyte has sufficient excess energy (in this case provided thermally) to undergo self-fragmentation. This can be particularly problematic at higher temperatures when relative signal intensities of fragment ions increase leading to undesirable excessive fragmentation, profile misinterpretation and overall loss of signal.
Another important factor directly relating to the temperature is the distance between the sample, DART exit and MS inlet. Manufacturers guidelines recommended that samples should be introduced close to the DART source (within 3 mm) but care must be taken not to contaminate the exit cap of the source. The distance variation created here causes significantly different mass spectral profiles to be obtained and may impact the DART’s ability to be used quantitatively.

Originally, samples were introduced directly into the DART stream using a pair of tweezers but a range of sample introduction methods have now been developed. For qualitative analysis most samples can be introduced directly into the heated gas stream using tweezers or on a glass rod (either a melting point tube or the commercially available DIP-it® tip). This approach provides a mass spectrum usually within seconds of sample introduction. For quantitative analysis using DART the use of transmission mode (TM) DART is often employed. TM-DART works by introducing a rail (often motorised) across the path of the DART stream, samples (primarily liquids) are placed onto a metal mesh and placed within the sample rail. The metal mesh is gradually passed in front of the DART source and the ionising stream passes through the mesh and ionises analytes bound to the mesh itself.

Less common techniques include thin layer chromatography (TLC) plate holders, for synthetic reaction monitoring, and tablet holders for pharmaceutical applications.

1.4 Applications of DART-MS

DART-MS has found applications in a wide variety of fields since its commercial introduction in 2005. Some of the key applications, discoveries and recent advancements are described below.

1.4.1 Forensics

In a recent review by Hall et al. the authors note the use of DART as an excellent analytical tool for the forensic scientist. DART-MS was found to be an excellent method for analysis of energetic compounds, such as explosives, having rapid and sensitive screening whilst adding the additional resolution needed for qualitative assignment. The analysis of energetic materials is covered in further detail in Chapter 5.0.

The risk associated with chemical warfare agents are currently headline news. Understandably the detection of these compounds (which are usually volatile and in low concentrations) is of paramount importance. DART-MS has been applied to the
identification of a nerve agent and its derivatives which were successfully detected on a range of surfaces, concrete, foliage and even bird feathers.\textsuperscript{74}

In a novel application DART-MS was applied to the analysis of exotic woods. The sale of certain lumbers is internationally prohibited on rare and endangered species of certain trees. Usually, it requires a specialist to identify different species of the same genus and this is usually achieved through morphological studies, a time consuming process. The study monitored volatiles released from lumber samples during DART-MS analysis. Characteristic compounds were noted between species and using a type of statistical analysis known as principle component analysis (PCA) trends were found to correctly identify unknown samples.\textsuperscript{75}

The literature contains a large number of forensic and potential forensic applications of DART-MS including seized drug identification,\textsuperscript{76} toxicological studies of metabolites\textsuperscript{77} and determination of document authenticity through studies of papers.\textsuperscript{78} The potential of DART-MS as a screening tool for forensic science has become so apparent that a freely available mass spectral database has been created to quickly help identify unknown substances of forensic interest. Currently, the database holds spectra for over 800 substances of forensics interest.\textsuperscript{79}

\subsection*{1.4.2 Quality control}

DART-MS has also been found to be particularly useful for routine analysis within the quality control (QC) sector. The attractiveness of the technique is the high throughput that can be obtained using the rapid analysis capability of DART-MS.

A paper by Zhang \textit{et al.} described work on the analysis of illegal compounds added to cosmetics particularly glucocorticoids which serve as anti-inflammatories reducing acne and dermal creasing. Although these compounds have desirable properties, repeated exposure has been associated with adverse skin problems. The authors used a 96 well plate attached to a motorised stage to allow for rapid screening of liquid samples deposited on individual glass slides. This method allowed quantitative detection of glucocorticoids through the addition of an internal standard.\textsuperscript{80}

In another study, DART-MS was employed to analyse pharmaceutical products for ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol which are toxic and their level in formulations is strictly regulated. Samples were spiked with both ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol at threshold concentrations to determine if DART was able to analyse the compounds in the matrix of the formulation. The authors demonstrated that DART-MS was excellent at detecting the spiked trace components and the speed of analysis was significantly higher than the traditional method using a GC.\textsuperscript{81}
The food and drinks sector has found applications for DART-MS to study polymer additives in food packaging. This is of particular importance as certain additives have been shown to migrate into the food through close contact with the encasing plastic. Ackerman et al. used DART-MS to identify Irganox, a common stabilising agent, in a HDPE polymer matrix. The potential benefit of DART-MS is that the additives can be rapidly analysed directly from both the polymer itself and also samples of the packaged food.

In addition, DART-MS has also been used for environmental analysis, pharmaceutical studies and the profiling of synthetic chemistry reactions.

1.5 Recent developments in DART-MS

The introduction of DART-MS has provided a powerful technique for the analytical chemist. However, limitations of the initial system were recognised both by IonSense®, a manufacturer, and the broader DART-MS community. The first major development for DART came from the introduction of the DART-SVP the DART-100’s replacement (see Figure 1.9) in 2009. The DART-SVP uses a fixed flow rate and pressure of carrier gas to help with lab-to-lab reproducibility. Further consideration of the fluid dynamics of the gases exiting the source cap were used in the design of the successor model, the results from the study were based on how the stream of gas moves around introduced glass rods.

Most plasma ionisation techniques use helium, and the majority of the literature reports the use of this gas with DART-MS. However, the expense and possible eventual shortage of helium is of increasing concern. To tackle this users are starting to evaluate the potential of cheaper and plentiful gases such as nitrogen and argon.

Nitrogen DART has been shown to typically rely on direct Penning ionisation of the analytes themselves since the ionisation energy of nitrogen is insufficient to generate water clusters as in helium DART. The use of nitrogen metastables appears to generate ammonia adducts (lower ionisation energy required to form ammonium adducts and insufficient energy to generate water clusters), which are more selective to non-polar molecules whilst helium remains more sensitive to the generation of protonated adducts.

IonSense® have introduced a number of ancillary attachments for the DART source, including the HT (high throughput) for large numbers of samples and the infusion module for assisted calibrations.

BioChromato have recently introduced a modification to the DART-MS inlet system known as the ‘IonRocket’.
The IonRocket attempts to address the limitations of conventional DART associated with how the sample is heated. The unit is installed between the DART and MS interface with samples being placed in a small copper pot which is quoted to heat at a rate of 100 °C min\(^{-1}\) between ambient and 600 °C. Evolved volatiles are ionised by the flowing DART stream before being pulled into the mass spectrometer.

Bridge et al. investigated the analysis of vehicle paint for forensic purposes. They thermally profiled layers of paint using an IonRocket-DART combination and detected analytes not seen using conventional DART-MS or by pyrolysis GC-MS. H. Abe et al. also used the thermal profiling capability of the IonRocket for the rapid screening of drugs directly within complexes matrices such as blood and urine noting the ease of sample preparation compared with alternative techniques.

Forbes and co-workers have introduced two techniques for thermally desorbing samples directly into the DART stream. In 2017 the group introduced the JHTD-DART-MS system, the name Joule heating thermal desorption describes the sample preparation step prior to DART ionisation. Samples are rapidly heated through heating of a resistive wire which causes them to thermally desorb. The group reported the additional benefit for the detection of explosive compounds that typically have low vapour pressures through the additional heat energy applied. Another recent development by the group used an infrared heater to thermally desorb analytes on various swabbing materials, in a technique known as IRTD-DART-MS.

DART-MS continues to show significant growth and development within the field of MS. The rapid nature of the technique has allowed users to report on a variety of materials and an extensive bank of literature knowledge is being created. The hyphenation of ambient techniques as a whole appears to be a promising avenue for MS ensuring analytes remain intact for ease of deconvolution, opening the door of MS for non-mass spectrometrists.
1.6 Thermal analysis

Thermal analysis (TA) is a branch of analytical science concerned with the study and evaluation of the properties of a material with respect to temperature.

The initial IUPAC definition of TA excluded some key experiment types such as isothermal analysis and sample controlled thermal analysis (covered in Section 2.7.4.1). As such, the definition was modified in 2014 to include these ‘forgotten’ experimental types, the latest IUPAC recommendation as presented by the ICTAC council is ‘Thermal analysis (TA) is the study of the relationship between a sample property and its temperature as the sample is heated or cooled in a controlled manner’. In short, how does a material behave when heated or cooled?

In its broadest context TA has been practised for centuries, even if the methods were crude by today’s standards. The earliest accounts of the utilisation of TA start with extracting metals from their ores around 8000 BC, the firing of pottery and later making glasses around 3400 BC, leading to the developments of Fahrenheit thermometry (the measurement of temperature) in the 18th century. It was after the development of thermometry and the introduction of the analytical balance that the controlled and quantitative studies of materials under the influence of temperature could be evaluated.

Today most thermal analysis techniques are typically categorised by the sample property which is being studied. Table 1.1 includes a list of some of the commonest TA techniques and the properties that are measured. Table 1.2 illustrates some common observable thermal events, the property of the sample measured and the associated TA technique used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal Analysis Technique</th>
<th>Property evaluated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermogravimetry (TG) Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)</td>
<td>Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)</td>
<td>Temperature Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)</td>
<td>Heat Flow (Enthalpy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA)</td>
<td>Mechanical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)</td>
<td>Elastic modulus and dampening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themomicroscopy (TM)</td>
<td>Optical properties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In accordance with the definition of TA, the sample must be subjected to a controlled temperature programme. This is achieved in a number of ways (see Chapter 2) but in essence the sample is situated in a furnace with heating achieved through applying current to a resistive wire, common in TGA. A thermal analysis experiment may comprise a sequence of heating, cooling and isothermal stages called a temperature programme. Most TA techniques measure the temperature of the sample directly. This is achieved through a variety of means including the measurement of changes in resistance in platinum wire\textsuperscript{101} or measurement of the voltage produced through thermoelectric generation between two metals of different composition known as the Seebeck effect (achieved by charge carriers migrating due to temperature differences between the materials).\textsuperscript{102}

The Seebeck effect is commonly employed in devices known as thermocouples. A range of thermocouples exist and are typically selected for the instrument’s application, high temperature, sub-ambient or chemically aggressive environments.

Most TA instruments use samples with masses in the 1 – 20 mg range which are placed in pans or crucibles (typically made from metal or a ceramic) for analysis. The plot of the measured property as a function of temperature is sometimes called a ‘thermogram’.

Atmospheric control is often an important factor in many TA experiments and the use of inert (such as helium or nitrogen) or oxidative (air) atmospheres can have a significant impact on the results obtained. In addition to the reactive nature of the atmosphere, differences in thermal conductivity and density can also have an effect.
1.6.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measures changes in mass as a function of temperature. As mass is a fundamental property of a material it has wide application and is innately quantitative. TGA is used to measure thermal stability under different atmospheres as well as decomposition and adsorption/desorption processes. TGA instruments operate over a wide temperature range from sub-ambient (ca. -120 °C) to well over 2000 °C in some commercial models.

The key component of TGA (apart from the furnace) is the balance mechanism which needs to be able to detect mass changes down to the microgram level. Figure 1.10 (left) shows a schematic representation of a TGA balance mechanism. A sample is supported on one side of the balance whilst an inert reference counter mass is on the opposite side of the cantilever. The amount of power input to keep the balance level will be proportional to the mass. The sample is situated within a furnace and the temperature is monitored by a nearby thermocouple.

![Diagram of TGA balance mechanism](image)

Figure 1.10 Left) A schematic representation of the ‘hang down’ balance mechanism used in some thermogravimetric analysers. Adapted from 103 & right) An example of a thermogram produced by TGA monitoring the decomposition of calcium carbonate.

Figure 1.10 (right) is an example of a TGA thermogram for the decomposition of calcium carbonate showing the quantitative nature of the technique. CaCO₃ (RMM 100 gmol⁻¹) decomposes to CaO (RMM 56 gmol⁻¹) with the loss of CO₂ (RMM 44 gmol⁻¹). The process is reflected by the mass loss of 44%. The quantitative feature of TGA can be used to evaluate even quite complex materials which is often exploited within the polymer industry.

Jeske et al. showed that TGA could be used to determine the amounts of wood and copolymer in a wood plastic composite demonstrating a clear use for the technique in manufacturing quality control.
1.6.2 Differential temperature techniques - DTA and DSC

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) are related techniques which utilise the difference in temperature between a sample and an inert reference material caused by enthalpic or heat capacity changes in the sample. As every physical or chemical process involves releasing or absorbing heat energy then DTA and DSC can be considered as universal TA techniques.

Figure 1.11 shows schematics of a DTA and DSC system. In DTA the sample and reference are separated and (nominally) there is no direct heat path between them. In standard (heat-flux) DSC the sample and reference are normally thermally linked through a shared thermally conductive metal plate.

Both techniques utilise a pair of thermocouples arranged in such a way that a differential signal (typically µV) is produced whenever there is a temperature difference between the sample and reference.

The presence of a heat path in DSC means that the heat flow between sample and reference can be monitored and converted to a measurement of power after a suitable calibration factor is determined by using melting point standards. It is also considered more sensitive at lower temperatures. DTA on the other hand, is generally more sensitive at higher temperatures and without the requirement for an efficient heat path between sample and reference crucibles constructed from alumina or another refractory material.

The thermogram profiles obtained for these differential techniques are functionally identical, although as stated it is the measurement that differs. When the sample temperature lags behind the reference temperature the sample is undergoing an endothermic transition such as a melting or dehydration. In contrast when the sample leads the reference temperature the process is exothermic, examples of observable exothermic processes include crystallisations and oxidations.
Figure 1.12 shows an example of a DTA thermogram obtained for polylactic acid. This example serves well to demonstrate some of the key features noted by differential temperature techniques. Initially an endotherm is shown around 60 °C, and this can be attributed to the glass transition ($T_g$) of the polymer, note the step change in baseline (due to a heat capacity change) and the accompanying endotherm caused by the polymer 'relaxing'. The second event between 90 and 120 °C shows a broad exothermic process known as cold crystallisation, this is a common event that occurs between $T_g$ and the melting point, this process is covered in further detail in the Chapter 4. The final event is the endothermic melting around 140 °C, since the material requires more energy to melt and undergo a solid-liquid phase transition the sample ‘lags’ behind the reference during the event and gives the melting profile before returning to the baseline when sample and reference show no changes in enthalpy.

Low temperature phase change materials (PCMs) are increasingly being incorporated into construction materials (such as concrete) as a chemical means of energy storage. During the day the materials will be heated until they undergo an endothermic phase change taking in excess energy. During the night when temperatures fall, the materials exothermically revert to their original phase releasing the stored energy. Ge et al. have shown how DSC is an ideal technique to evaluate the effectiveness of different PCMs. DTA finds its main uses today as a complimentary technique for TGA or for high temperature work. A simultaneous thermal analyser (STA) combines both a TGA and a DTA (or sometimes DSC) to yield a very powerful technique, resulting in both enthalpic changes and mass losses being monitored simultaneously. Applications of DTA used in a STA system are numerous. Lalia-Kantouri et al. have shown how the technique can be used to determine the authenticity of historically significant bricks and the temperatures at which they were likely to have been formed.
1.6.3 Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA)

Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) is the study of the dimensional changes of a material as a function of temperature and is widely applied to the study of deformations or relaxations of materials that will be subjected to environmental temperature changes.\textsuperscript{103}

TMA works by applying stress, usually compressive or tensional, to a material as it is heated. It is ideally suited to studying the softening of a material during a glass transition ($T_g$) or measuring the extent of expansion of a material during a heating or cooling.

Figure 1.13 shows examples of how these properties are measured, the probe distance changes when the material softens through $T_g$ the probe displacement is continuous for a thermally expansive material.

Ouyang et al. applied TMA to the determination of the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of synthetic fibres through the change in the coefficient of linear thermal expansion (CTLE) above and below the glass transition temperature.\textsuperscript{116} The authors used this method to evaluate the properties of the fibrous material as a function of different spinning speeds used in the manufacturing process.

\textbf{Figure 1.13 Representation of how TMA is applied to monitor dimensional changes in materials.}
1.7 Hot-Stage Microscopy

Hot-stage microscopy (HSM) and thermomicroscopy (TM) are terms used interchangeably to describe instrumental techniques for thermoptometry, a process where an optical property is monitored as a function of temperature.

There are many variants of thermoptometry including, thermoluminescence analysis (monitoring light emitted from a material), thermophotometric analysis (monitoring the intensity of reflected light) and thermospectrometric analysis (monitoring the reflected or transmitted wavelengths). However, in contrast to TG and DTA/DSC, HSM is a relatively unused technique and many TA users may not realise the useful information that it can provide.

There are broadly two main types of HSM systems distinguished by how the optics are orientated and the nature of the sample being analysed. Both use a heated stage to transmit heat through to the sample so that optical data may be collected as a function of temperature.

One type of HSM uses a compound microscope (Figure 1.14, left hand image). Typically, this type uses higher magnifications and relies on the sample being transparent as light is transmitted through the sample. It is particularly useful for studying processes such as melting or phase changes in small samples such as single crystals.

The other HSM type utilises a stereoscopic microscope (Figure 1.14, right hand image). This form is a surface imaging technique and is not limited to transparent samples. It is most useful for materials that undergo changes in colour or geometry and is mainly applied to the study of larger samples around 10 mg (more typical of conventional TA).

Figure 1.14 A graphical comparison of the two types of hot-stage microscope system. Left) Compound HSM and Right) Stereoscopic HSM.
1.7.1 Applications of HSM

Both compound and stereoscopic hot-stages are available commercially and often come with a range of attachments for analysis in more demanding environments. The atmosphere of most HSM systems can be controlled by covering the sample with a transparent window allowing the effects of oxidative and inert atmospheres to be studied.

In a study by Charsley et al. a reductive atmosphere was used to convert lead oxide into its metallic form, since the reduction occurred at a temperature above the melting point of lead (327 °C) the metallic lead was found to coalesce into a single bead of molten metal.\textsuperscript{117}

As well as selective atmosphere control, reduced atmospheres may be generated through the attachment of a vacuum. Thorsen et al. applied HSM to high temperature welding studies under vacuum conditions and showed that by adjusting the pressure the temperature at which metallic brazing occurred could be shifted.\textsuperscript{118}

Many HSM systems allow sub-ambient studies through the use of Peltier coolers or liquid nitrogen. Diogo and Ramos have recently demonstrated the identification of two different polymorphic forms of a potential pharmaceutical compound by using a combination of sub-ambient HSM and DSC.\textsuperscript{119}

There are many published articles on the application of compound HSM to the study of cocrystals. Perpétuo et al. studied the formation of a cocrystal between ketoprofen and nicotinamide using polarised (light oriented in a single plane) light microscopy (PLTM).\textsuperscript{120} PLTM allows investigation into the birefringence of a material, a type of double refraction causing a colour to appear in crystalline materials although for amorphous materials or crystals in a cubic form this effect is not observed and the material cannot be discerned from background due to low contrast.\textsuperscript{121}

Compound HSM has also been applied to the study of liquid crystals where phase changes can have low energy, making DSC studies difficult, but have significant optical changes. Meltzer and co-workers have reported this effect through comparative studies between DSC and polarised HSM when investigating a cholesteril-based liquid crystal system.\textsuperscript{122}

HSM has the capability to monitor formation of gases when the sample is liquid or submerged within an oil. Small microbubbles, formed as gaseous products are released can be detected. This can be particularly important for monitoring the degradation of pyrotechnic compositions to show the onset of degradation prior to the ignition temperature. Pyrotechnic compositions will typically show sharp mass losses through TGA, but through HSM earlier stages of decomposition can be seen.\textsuperscript{123} The method of monitoring gaseous product formation is commonly utilised in HSM by submerging the sample in a liquid (demonstrated in Figure 1.15).\textsuperscript{124}
Thermochromics are a class of compounds which undergo a phase change, often reversible, associated with a colour change making thermochromics ideally suited to HSM analysis. Bourne et al. showed the potential of HSM in their study of thermochromism for crystals of an organometallic cobalt complex as shown in Figure 1.16.125

Another study by Miyake et al. used stereoscopic HSM to study the effects of the decomposition of ammonium dinitramide, a solid classified as an energetic material. The decomposition was initiated through the melting of the dinitramide and subsequent reaction with a copper oxide catalyst. Through monitoring the colour, surface effects and correlation with evolved gases techniques the authors were able to evaluate a decomposition pathway.126
1.8 Simultaneous TA & Hyphenated TA techniques

The benefits of combining thermal analysis techniques (sometimes termed hyphenated techniques) to increase the information obtained in a single experiment has long been recognised, particularly in cases where samples may be in limited supply such as extraterrestrial samples, historical artefacts or materials that are difficult or expensive to synthesise.\textsuperscript{100}

The combination of TG-DTA, or TG-DSC, discussed earlier, is the most common hyphenated technique and the term simultaneous thermal analysis (STA) specifically applies to it. Although there are benefits, there can be compromises with hyphenated techniques as the desirable conditions for one technique may conflict with the other so the results may be weaker than both performed individually. However, these difficulties have been partly addressed with the improvements in electronics, computing and modern precision engineering.\textsuperscript{103}

Evolved gas analysis (EGA) is a thermal analysis technique where gases released by a sample during heating (either through desorption, decomposition or reaction) are monitored. Typically, techniques such as MS or Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) are used to allow identification of unknown volatiles. Although sometimes used as a separate technique, EGA is most commonly linked with another TA technique such as thermogravimetry. In TG-FTIR, the whole gas flow (carrier, reactant and product gases) passes directly from the TGA to the FTIR for analysis so the concentrations of gaseous analyte remain representative of product evolution.\textsuperscript{127}

TG-MS is typically quicker, more sensitive and is significantly less subjective to spectral interpretation than FTIR, but does come with compromises such as higher instrument maintenance and generally higher instrument cost. In addition, reduced flow rates are usually required for better mass spectra generation, meaning that only a small portion of the gas stream is sampled.\textsuperscript{128} There is the additional complexity of ensuring the transfer line between the sample and gas analyser is short and sufficiently heated to ensure that minimal condensation occurs and the lag between vapour formation and detection is minimal.

In both methods (MS or FTIR) of TG-EGA advanced graphics such as 3D plots may be produced to represent how the chemical information ($m/z$ or wavenumber) and intensity change as a function of temperature or time. This is usually combined with an overlay of the TG thermogram. Bakierska and co-workers\textsuperscript{129} used TG-FTIR to investigate the decomposition products generated through the thermal analysis of aerogels synthesised from different polysaccharides (see Figure 1.17).
In early research by Haines and Skinner, a DSC was modified so that a microscope could be focused onto the sample pan. The authors noted that topological changes in the sample could be monitored by the addition of a light sensor to the microscope eyepiece to measure the reflected light intensity (RLI). RLI allowed subtle changes in the sample, not detected by the DSC, to be observed and highlighted the benefit of the combination of the two techniques.\(^{130}\)

HSM-DSC has seen significant growth recently with the introduction of commercial instrumentation Sorrentino et al. noted how crystal growth in polymers is typically studied separately through enthalpic methods (such as DTA or DSC) and through surface analysis (microscopy) and that combining the techniques had obvious benefits.\(^{131}\)

Alimi et al. used a DSC600 HSM-DSC (Linkam) to study a property known as thermosalience where a crystal ‘jumps’ or explodes during thermal cycling as a result of changes in internal mechanical strain (Figure 1.18). The DSC trace shows how a large exotherm accompanies the thermosalience of the crystal during cooling whilst the micrographs provided by the microscope show the crystal fragmentation.\(^{132}\)
Figure 1.18 Thermosalience demonstrated using HSM-DSC. Left) DSC of the energetic event & Right) micrographs of a single crystal of p-aminobenzonitrile exploding during cooling.

The combination of microscopy with TGA has been evaluated by Matzakos and Zygourakis who used a TGA coupled with a video microscope to allow monitoring of samples within the sample pan of a hang down balance mechanism within a furnace. The authors used this arrangement to monitor coal under rapid heating and pyrolysis conditions.\textsuperscript{133}

The literature does appear to be lacking in hyphenated HSM-EGA techniques. As described earlier HSM users readily submerge their samples to monitor the formation of gaseous products, but monitoring these products through more sophisticated techniques appears almost unexplored. The use of microscopy with mass spectrometry is becoming more abundant within the literature even though HSM and EGA is lacking.\textsuperscript{134, 135}

One of a few papers that documents HSM used in combination with a mass spectrometer was reported by Lambrecht et al. The technique hyphenation was actually developed from a HSM-TG arrangement. To further characterise the TG profile the vented gas stream from the hot-stage was introduced directly into a quadrupole MS.\textsuperscript{136}

The authors used the combination of the three techniques HSM, TG & MS to monitor differences in how lichens (a symbiotic organism between an algae and fungi) deteriorate ancient pigments. This was achieved by monitoring the degradation of calcium oxalate films formed by the different organisms and thermally profiling them.

The technique shows how morphological changes can be linked to mass losses and with the addition of a mass spectrometer the gaseous products could be assigned.

The development and application of an integrated hot-stage microscope direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry system is described within the upcoming chapters combining well established thermal analysis and mass spectrometry methods. This work aims to address the missing ‘gap’ within the literature through this combination of analytical techniques HSM and DART-MS.
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2.0 Instrumentation Development
2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the various stages in the development of the Hot-stage Microscopy Direct Analysis in Real-Time Mass Spectrometry (HDM) instrument and software.

The idea of HDM developed from an earlier project investigating the ‘suppression effects’ commonly observed within DART-MS where the apparent intensity of an ion may be reduced by the presence of other analytes or the sample introduction matrix itself. The plan for this study involved using optical microscopy to determine if any correlations could be drawn between the ablation processes (the removal of compounds, or layers of compounds) observed during DART analysis and the order of layers applied to surfaces of common DART sample introduction matrices such as DIP-it® tips or wire meshes.

A related preliminary project investigated the relationship between the set temperatures, as applied by the heated DART source, and how the actual temperature of the sampling region varies, through the use of low mass thermocouples.

The result of these initial studies demonstrated that there could be many benefits in a true combination of DART-MS and hot-stage microscopy. At the start of the current project a list of desirable features for the proposed HDM were devised with the aim of constructing a truly integrated instrument:

1. To have a hot-stage that could be accommodated within the geometry of the DART-MS while heating samples under the controlled conditions required for thermal analysis.

2. To be able to accept samples as either liquids or solids in the typical mass range used in conventional thermal analysis (from a few milligrams).

3. To incorporate a simple but effective digital microscope that could be accommodated within the geometry of the DART-MS.

4. To be as simple as possible to facilitate construction and minimise cost.

5. To modify existing software to allow real-time collection of images and other optical information from the sample during an experiment.

6. To modify the existing software to allow the future incorporation of cheaper computing platforms to eliminate the need for expensive temperature programmers.

7. To incorporate an alternative, simpler, ionisation source.

The HDM went through a series of iterations of both hardware and software as improvements in design and functionality were implemented.
2.2 Initial evaluation studies using DART-MS

2.2.1 Suppression effects

This investigation was one of two preliminary studies that led to the development of the HDM system. Its aim was to evaluate the effect of having compounds deposited in layers on a wire mesh (utilised in transmission mode DART-MS (TM-DART)) when analysed using DART-MS. As part of the initial study a simple rig was developed (see Figure 2.1) – that incorporates the use of a digital USB microscope (Supereyes, B008). The microscope provides a series of images to link mass spectra with the extent of ablation or thermal desorption depending on the set temperature of the DART outlet.

The rig consisted of a wooden frame incorporating a mount to hold the USB microscope (away from the DART source) that was adjustable using M8 threaded rods, and a linear rail to allow accurate positioning of the wire mesh sample holder respective to the USB microscope.

Figure 2.1 A schematic of the imaging station constructed for DART-MS ablation studies. A) USB Microscope and B) Sample rail. The rig was constructed to allow for accurate repositioning of the sampling rail in front of the USB microscope.

The evaluation study focused on comparisons between rhodamine B (Aldrich, 97% analytical standard) and benzil (Aldrich, 98%). These compounds were selected as they gave strong colours, large mass differences and were readily ionised. The DART was operated at a temperature of 150 °C (a commonly quoted DART operating temperature) in positive ionisation mode. Dominant selected ions of benzil and rhodamine B were chosen (211 Da [M+H]+ and 443 Da [M-Cl]-, respectively) and recorded as a function of time through their extracted ion chromatograms (EICs). Solutions of the two compounds were
prepared (1000 ppm in methanol) and loaded onto metal meshes held by the in-house constructed TM (transmission mode) rail developed in the previous study.\textsuperscript{1}

Most of the benzil was removed within the first few minutes of exposure to the DART stream as can be seen in Figure 2.2. Rhodamine B bound more strongly to the mesh surface and experienced a longer signal lifetime than that of benzil. A clear pattern can be seen from the removal of the rhodamine B directly from the centre of the mesh where the heat was most concentrated.

As the individual profile characteristics were obtained for both benzil and rhodamine B, a physical mixture was made of the two solutions and placed directly onto the mesh and allowed to evaporate. Benzil (E) appears to suppress the rhodamine B (F) in Figure 2.3 through the delay in the rhodamine B ion maximum. The individual profiles (Figure 2.2) show that the rhodamine B exhibits a gradual decline from the onset of the experiment as opposed to reaching a maximum later on as is observed with the mixture example.

In another experiment benzil (E) was then added to the mesh and allowed to dry. To this rhodamine B (F) was added and the mesh analysed (Figure 2.4). In this example it is evident that the upper layer of rhodamine B appears to ‘protect’ the lower layer of benzil extending the sampling lifetime. The images show the mesh appears more like the rhodamine B than the benzil.

The reverse profiles are shown in Figure 2.5 for a layer of rhodamine then benzil, in this example the mesh looks more benzil like showing more crystallisation. Benzil (E) appears to suppress the rhodamine B ion profile (F) for the duration of the experiment.

In terms of the current research, this preliminary study had three important conclusions:

(a) Simple digital USB microscopes could provide useful ancillary information to complement DART mass spectra.
(b) A more accurate control of the temperature than provided by the DART may allow thermal separation of mixtures with different physical properties such as melting points or decomposition temperatures.
(c) Compounds adhering to meshes may have different binding affinities to the surface, this may result in different mass spectra depending on the type of mesh used.
Figure 2.2 Individual component comparison. Removal of benzil from steel mesh A = benzil at 0 min, B = benzil at 10 min, C = EIC of benzil 211 Da [M+H]^+, D = rhodamine B at 0 min, E = rhodamine B at 60 min and F) EIC of rhodamine B 443 Da [M-Cl]^+.

Figure 2.3 Mixture analysis of benzil and rhodamine B from a mesh surface. A = 0 min, B = 20 min, C = 40 min and D = 60 min. E = EIC of benzil 211 Da [M+H]^+ F = EIC of rhodamine B 443 Da [M-Cl]^+ plotted as a function of time.
Figure 2.4 Layer analysis of benzil layered then rhodamine B on top. A = 0 min, B = 20 min, C = 40 min and D = 60 min. E = EIC of benzil 211 Da [M+H]^+ F = EIC of rhodamine B 443 Da [M-Cl]^+ plotted as a function of time.

Figure 2.5 Layer analysis of rhodamine B layered then benzil on top. A = 0 min, B = 20 min, C = 40 min and D = 60 min. E = EIC of benzil 211 Da [M+H]^+ F = EIC of rhodamine B 443 Da [M-Cl]^+ plotted as a function of time.
2.2.2 DART-MS Temperature profiling

DART-MS users within the literature commonly quote mass spectral profiles achieved at the DART set temperature. It has been noted by several research groups that there is a significant temperature gradient between the DART outlet and the MS inlet. The second preliminary study investigated this effect, noting the temperature gradients when using DART-MS, a feature that was hoped to be eliminated in the development of HDM.

DART has been shown to have a coronal type exit plume as was noted in earlier studies. The study had shown that the exit gas acts like a focused jet which aids with the idea that DART is actually mildly destructive causing sample ablation as was discussed in the previous section (Section 2.2.1). Thermal modelling of the DART exit gas plume was performed and confirmed with thermocouple measurements by Harris et al. the study shows the rapid decline of temperature within the sampling region and how the temperature models are affected by sample location within the gas stream.

To evaluate the DART temperature plume an experimental rig was designed to profile temperature as a function of distance (see Figure 2.6). The rig consisted of an X-Y axial mount that held a low mass type K thermocouple connected to a thermocouple reader with 0.1 °C precision. The temperature per sampling position was taken by allowing the temperature reader to take the average reading over an arbitrary 10 second period.

The DART parameters were fixed to give a helium flow rate of 1.5 L min\(^{-1}\) and temperatures were fixed at three set temperatures; 150, 250 and 350 °C. Sample measurements were taken once the DART temperature had stabilised itself according to the DART’s own controller software. A fixed distance was selected at the midpoint between the DART outlet and the MS inlet (6 mm), from this distance sweeping measurements of temperature were taken 5 mm apart in two planes up to a radial distance of 20 mm from the midpoint.

Three set temperatures were selected to give a representation of standard operating temperatures used for DART analysis; 150, 250 and 350 °C. The raw values were recorded into a 2D plot and a colour gradient was applied to give a better visual representation of the temperature about the DART exit cap, shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.6 Temperature mapping rig for DART thermal profiling. a) Type K thermocouple (0.1mm), b) Thermocouple reader, c) Sampling within the discharge area, samples taken 5mm apart (*) from the centre of the DART source (@), d) DART source, e) Y-axis rail, f) X-axis rail, g) Thermocouple support.

Figure 2.7 An example of thermal profiling of the DART outlet region at 150 °C, values shown are temperature obtained in °C.
Using Microsoft Excel average colour plots were generated from the raw data (shown in Figure 2.8), these were generated by assigning a colour to temperature range, and then applying a series of averages between the points. The outlet has a focused temperature region of about 5 mm at the centre of the stream, and the temperature gradient rapidly falls away with distance away from the centre (Figure 2.8, a, b and c).

An inverted tear drop shape is shown in the higher temperature plots. This shape has arisen due to the thin thermocouple ceramic support beginning to heat up itself, the heat transmits down the ceramic towards the thermocouple tip, and hence the shape is only noted at higher temperatures in the lower sampling region. In an ideal design the point of the thermocouple would have been positioned coaxially into the DART stream to eliminate this effect, although the geometry did not allow for this.

The temperature gradient was approximately 70 to 80 °C lower than the set DART temperature, which is to be expected when the preheated gas stream hits the cold front of air within the sampling region. The difference in quoted against actual temperature has significant importance when quoting thermal based events, such as the sample desorption temperature.

In terms of current research, this preliminary study had two important conclusions:

(a) The best results would be obtained if the sample was reproducibly positioned between the DART source outlet and the MS inlet, thus controlling metastable exposure and desorption temperature improving the reproducibility of MS profiles obtained.

(b) A localised and controllable heating source would be desirable to heat the sample, as opposed to relying on the heated gas stream from the DART source. This method would be significantly more comparable to conventional thermal analysis and give more reliable results in general, improving reliability of data obtained.
2.3 Development of HDM

Partly as a result of the preliminary studies described previously, the potential benefit of a hyphenated hot-stage microscopy DART-MS system was recognised. The HDM went through several major design iterations both in terms of hardware and software, the following section describes these developments.

2.3.1 HDM Instrument Overview

A schematic representation of the current iteration (using hot-stage 2, introduced later) of the HDM system is shown in Figure 2.9. The system brings together three key pieces of instrumentation; a hot-stage microscope, a DART ionisation source and an ion trap mass spectrometer.

The equipment can be considered from two separate viewpoints depending on the user; either a thermal analysis instrument with a high quality chemical detector attached or, alternatively, as a mass spectrometer with a multifunctional thermal desorption-ionisation source.
The core components of the HDM are:

(a) **Hot-stage (C in Figure 2.9)**
Various prototype hot-stages were constructed in-house but all were fundamentally similar. They consisted of a series of ceramic components, nichrome resistive heating wire and embedded low mass type K thermocouples for sample temperature measurement. Typically the hot-stages were designed to hold conventional thermal analysis pans between 5 and 6 mm in diameter. The hot-stages are discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4.

(b) **Power-supply (F in Figure 2.9)**
A variety of power supplies were trialled, the current iteration of HDM uses a switch-mode unit (TooGoo®, AD2410, 240W) capable of delivering 24 V DC and drawing a maximum current of 10A.

(c) **Solid state relay (E in Figure 2.9)**
An optocoupled solid state relay (FDTEK, SSR-25 DD) was used to switch the power supply. The solid state relay was controlled through logic level signal provided by the temperature programmer.

(d) **Temperature programmer (J in Figure 2.9)**
A Eurotherm® 818P temperature programmer was used and interfaced to a PC running the HDM controller and analysis software via a RS232C serial connection. The unit continuously measures the temperature of the hot-stage via the embedded thermocouple. Power is applied to the heating wire within the body of the hot-stage from the power supply using a technique known as pulse-width modulation described later in Section 2.3.2.

(e) **Digital microscope (B in Figure 2.9)**
A variety of digital USB microscopes were trialled (see Section 2.3.3) but generally a resolution of 800 x 600 was used. The focal length and magnification were adjusted so that the entire 6mm pan filled the image.

(f) **Computers (H & K in Figure 2.9)**
Two computers are used in the operation of HDM. The first runs the HDM software. The second controls the DART (Ionsense, DART control) and the mass spectrometer software (Bruker, esquire control).
(g) **DART source (A in Figure 2.9)**

The DART-100 source serves as the ionisation source in the HDM system. The DART voltages were fixed at needle voltage 3 kV, discharge and grid electrode 400 V. The gas flow rate through the DART source was controlled through a needle valve and measured using a digital flow meter (Omega, FMA3109) and calibrated using a positive volume displacement method. The temperature of the DART source was typically set to operate at a fixed temperature of 30 °C so that any heating was solely provided by the hot-stage. The DART source may be operated in either positive or negative polarity mode, selected through the DART controller software depending on the nature of analysis.

(h) **Mass spectrometer (D in Figure 2.9)**

The ion trap mass spectrometer (Bruker, esquire HTC) was used to analyse samples in either positive, negative or alternating polarity modes depending on the nature of analysis. The mass spectrometer was operated using the dedicated controller software. The mass spectrometer was optimised for DART analysis and the method was fixed throughout the research project using the following parameters unless otherwise stated: analysis was typically collected over a mass range of 50-2800 Th, the source temperature was set to 300 °C, an accumulation time of 200 ms was used, a Smart target of 200,000 was set and the capillary voltage was set to 4kV.

(i) **HDM controller software**

This was developed from existing software written within the University of Huddersfield by Dr Gareth Parkes using VB.NET. The software controls the temperature programmer, records and processes images from the microscope and saves the data in the CSV format, allowing post-acquisition processing. A review of the software is given in Section 2.5.

A flow diagram of the operation of HDM is given in Figure 2.10.
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2.3.2 Temperature control - PID algorithm and pulse width modulation

Accurate control of the temperature of the sample heater is a vital part of any thermal analysis instrument. To achieve this there needs to be a link between the temperature and the electrical power being supplied to the heater.

Four terms are considered:

(a) The process variable (PV), in HDM this is the actual temperature.
(b) The setpoint (SP), the temperature the HDM should be.
(c) The error (e), the difference between PV and SP.
(d) The Output, the measure of power being supplied to the heater.

In temperature control systems the error is continuously calculated and used to modify the output. If $e = 0$ ($PV = SP$), that is if the actual temperature is equal to the setpoint the output remains unchanged. If $PV > SP$ ($e < 0$) then the output is decreased, contrastingly if $PV < SP$ ($e > 0$) then the output is increased. The aim of any controller is to attempt to maintain the error, at, or near, 0 even if the SP is changing with time (as would be the case during a linear heating experiment). There are many mathematical relationships (algorithms) linking the output and error but the most common used is called 'PID' where P stands for proportional, I for Integral and D for derivative. This type of control is shown in Figure 2.11. The PV (actual temperature) is represented by the blue trace and the setpoint (SP) is given by the red dashed line. The PID algorithm reduces the error over time until the error becomes 0 when $PV = SP$, ideally the time should be a short as possible whilst retaining good control (minimal overshoot).
Within the HDM system PID controllers (Eurotherm and Arduino, Section 2.7.2.1) incorporate the individual terms to evaluate how the error may be change over time and how best to control the output to maintain the best possible temperature control. The PID terms act as follows:

(P or $K_p$) Proportional. This term is directly proportional to the magnitude of the error. This is usually the main controlling term used in the algorithm but if used solely can induce major oscillations of the PV about the SP.

(I or $K_i$) Integral. This term is proportional to the magnitude of error over a selected period of time (denoted as $e(t)$). The integral term usually compensates for the ‘undershoot’ found when the PV lags behind the SP.

(D or $K_d$) Derivative. This term is linked to the rate of change in error over a selected period of time. The derivative acts like a dampener, slowing how rapidly PV approaches SP, and can minimise induced oscillations of the PV around SP.

The three terms are individually weighted and then summed to produce the output value. The values for the weightings are crucial for good control which is essential for thermal analysis. These values are dependent on how responsive the sample heater is and usually dictated by how good a heat path exists between the heater and thermocouple.

Other terms may be incorporated into the basic PID algorithm to further improve the control and responsiveness of the system. The two most common are:

($P_{\text{band}}$) The proportional band is used to account for any large differences between PV and SP which may occur, particularly when the controller is initialised. A basic description is it allows regions of coarse and fine PID values to be set. Should $e$ lie outside of the $P_{\text{band}}$ coarser weighting values are applied, this minimises control and focuses on making the PV come close to SP as quickly as possible. Once $e$ lies within the $P_{\text{band}}$ finer weighting values are used, aiming for better control over speed, this ensures minimal overshoot of PV against the SP. Typically, the Eurotherm system uses P only if the error is greater than the $P_{\text{band}}$, and introduces I and D when $e < P_{\text{band}}$ to regain control.

($P_{\text{gain}}$) The proportional gain is used to account for significant differences between PV and SP by scaling the response of the P term by applying a multiplication factor.

A typical PID algorithm (incorporating the $P_{\text{band}}$) is shown as a block diagram in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12 PID block diagram used in the temperature control of the hot-stage.

The output is calculated according to the following algorithms (Figure 2.13) based on the block diagram in Figure 2.12. The Eurotherm controller uses the proportional only term when the error is outside of the $P_{band}$ ($e > P_{band}$), when the error is within the $P_{band}$ ($e < P_{band}$) the D and I terms are included. As was introduced in the description of the individual algorithm terms, I and D have a time component (t). Time is used in this algorithm to monitor how the error is changing within a certain time period.

This approach is used by the Eurotherm, later, the Arduino microcontroller is introduced (Section 2.7.2.1) which uses PID continuously regardless if the error is above or below the $P_{band}$. Instead, the Arduino PID utilises fine ($K_{fp}$, $K_{fi}$ and $K_{fd}$) and coarse ($K_{cp}$, $K_{ci}$ and $K_{cd}$) values depending on if the error is within the $P_{band}$ or not.

\[
\text{If } e > P_{\text{band}} \quad \text{Output} = K_p \cdot e \cdot P_{gain}
\]

\[
\text{If } e(t) < P_{\text{band}} \quad \text{Output} = (K_p \cdot e \cdot P_{gain}) + (K_i \int_0^t e \cdot \Delta t) + (K_d \frac{\Delta e(t)}{\Delta t})
\]

Figure 2.13 $P_{band}$ based output algorithm selection
Although theoretically the output from the PID controller could be amplified and fed directly into the sample heater it is more common (and electrically simpler) for the output to be converted proportionately into on and off states using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). PWM is readily adaptable for use with solid state relays which are capable of switching the high currents often required for heating applications.

In PWM an overall cycle time is selected and this is divided into on and off periods. If the cycle time was 1000 ms then an output from the PID algorithm of 50% would be 500 ms on and 500 ms off, likewise for an output of 60%, 600 ms is spent on and 400 ms off. This is shown graphically in Figure 2.14. Long cycle times can result in poorer control as the temperature may fall during extended off times hence the reason for using shorter times. Although shorter cycles put more strain on the electronic components shortening the lifetime of the system so an appropriate balance must be found.

The Eurotherm has a useful feature that allows the controller to auto tune for a specified temperature range. Tuning is used to achieve maximum control over temperature changes. A well-tuned system will respond to changes in temperature rapidly, with minimal over or undershooting effects, whilst a poorly tuned system will struggle to ensure stable control and will often lead to temperature oscillations and steps in the output. PID values were tuned in for each hot-stage constructed to ensure reproducibility in temperature control.

The majority of the results presented in this thesis were produced using a version of the HDM incorporating a commercial temperature controller (818P, Eurotherm) which has its own internal PID routines. However, the most recent forms of the instrument utilise micro-controllers (as part of a move towards a cheaper, ‘open source’ approach to HDM) which required the development of code to implement PID (see Section 2.7.4.2) as the main temperature control routine.
2.3.3 HDM – Digital microscopy and image processing

One design aim for HDM was to have flexibility in the software, allowing the use of different digital microscopes with the ability to switch between them relatively easily.

Individual microscopes were evaluated separately from the HDM but utilising the HDM software (see Section 2.5). Several digital microscopes were trialled but the three principal types used during this project were the Supereyes-B008, MAOZUA-MI001 and the Teslong-MS100 (see Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Comparison table of the three main USB microscopes used & evaluated during this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microscope</th>
<th>Supereyes B008</th>
<th>MAOZUA MI001</th>
<th>Teslong MS100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Supereyes B008" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="MAOZUA MI001" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Teslong MS100" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Length = 126 mm O/D 17 mm</td>
<td>Length = 110 mm O/D 33 mm</td>
<td>Length = 147.0 mm O/D = 8.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnification</td>
<td>1-500X</td>
<td>20-300X</td>
<td>10-200X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>8 Bright White LEDs.</td>
<td>8 Bright White LEDs.</td>
<td>8 Bright White LEDs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera Resolution</td>
<td>5.0 Megapixel CMOS sensor</td>
<td>5.0 Megapixel HD CMOS Sensor</td>
<td>1.0 Megapixel CMOS sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal Distance</td>
<td>3-∞ mm</td>
<td>0-150 mm</td>
<td>10-500 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One important criterion in the selection of the digital microscope was the focal distance which needed to be out of the DART stream. It was noted in the preliminary studies that should the microscopes be introduced too close to the hot-stage the combined additional heat rising from the hot-stage and the ionisation potential of the DART would lead to an increase in background peaks, mainly in the form of phthalate plasticisers from the plastic body of the microscope itself.

An additional consideration was the possible effect of temperature on the digital microscope optical sensor as it is well-known that the performance of camera electronics is inversely proportional to temperature,7 with higher temperatures inducing increased
levels of noise superimposed on the image. Although not currently implemented, future developments of HDM may incorporate a cooled microscope to maximise image quality.

In addition to the actual camera there was also a requirement for the images to be available for processing by the main HDM software (developed using Visual Studio (Microsoft, ed, 2013 – 2017). Although all the digital cameras came with basic software provided by the manufacturers these were ‘self-contained’ and not possible to integrate with the HDM software. After an online search for possible solutions, a webcam library called Touchless⁸ was identified as being the most appropriate for this project.

The Touchless software library is a community run project and has not been updated recently. However, it has the advantages that:

(a) It is designed specifically to work with Visual Studio

(b) It operates seamlessly with the majority of USB microscopes and provides a measure of ‘plug and play’ allowing different cameras to be quickly evaluated.

(c) It has user selectable control of parameters such as image resolution and image capture rate

(d) It is freeware.

There are, however, some problems with the Touchless library partly that is was being developed by a small team but mainly from its primary aim of being used with webcams and not microscopes. USB cameras come with an array of controllable parameters such as hue, saturation, sharpness and auto-brightening. The latter parameter, while useful for a webcam, proved to be problematic as it cannot be disabled. In effect, a sample may undergo a variety of colour and brightness changes during an experiment which may trigger the auto-brightness feature causing a sequence of images to appear non-uniform with step changes in brightness. The effect has a particular impact on a feature incorporated into the HDM software for real-time monitoring of the colour of a selected part of the image (see below). Currently, these effects are manually removed after an experiment but software routines to account for these step changes in brightness are being developed.

In the longer term, an alternative camera library may need to be used or even developed in-house.

In operation, the HDM software (see Section 2.5) collects between 1 to 3 images (800 x 600 pixels), via Touchless, over approximately 200 ms. These images can be averaged, pixel by pixel, to reduce noise before being displayed on the screen together with superimposed information (typically time, temperature and sample name). The final image
is displayed on screen and updated once per second. Images are saved to disk in jpeg format at user-selectable intervals of time or temperature.

In addition to the images, real-time information relating to changes in the total colour of selected rectangular regions (‘colour monitoring boxes’) of the image are also recorded. The average colour value for the box is taken by averaging the RGB (red, green and blue) values for each pixel within the selected region as shown schematically in Figure 2.15

---

**Figure 2.15** Graphical explanation of how RGB colour scores are achieved from user defined areas. Firstly an image is taken (A), and from this the user defines an area of interest (B). The camera captures 3 images within a few milliseconds of each other (C). The images are then broken down into their individual 8-bit colour values, each RGB term is represented by an integer between 0-255. D represents the sampling region, E shows the expanded individual colour components into the pixels (exaggerated) and F shows one pixel’s individual RGB components.
An average integer is inbuilt into the code to choose how many pixels to take an average from (G); in this example the sampling integer is four. H shows how RGB colours vary across the sample, RGB values of 165 are obtained for the grey background but for the orange sample RGB scores of 255, 192 & 0 are obtain respectively. For best results and sample representation the user boxes should overlay as much sample as possible, the larger the box the more representative the result is of the true overall colour. In the 8-bit colour scale the closer the three components are to 0 the closer the sample in to black, is contrast as the 3 values come closer to 255 the sample appears white.

Gamma (another pixel collected term) corrects for non-linearity within the obtained images and gives a depth property but is not an active property that is monitored during HDM analysis, instead the primary RGB values are focused on.

The RGB values are processed in a number of ways either using the individual colour components red, green and blue, the summated score which is defined as $\Sigma$RGB or as the difference in colour from the starting colour ($\Delta$RGB) viewed as a sample colour history profile. They both produce subtly different plots, $\Sigma$RGB is good for broad colour changes whilst $\Delta$RGB is good at highlighting sharp events.

The most recent version of the HDM software incorporates a feature called ‘in range pixel counting’ (IPC). IPC sums the total number of pixels that are ‘in range’ of an upper and lower threshold level for a particular colour. This allows a measure of, say, the change in the number of green pixels in a selected region. IPC was used as a means of determining changes in size of a polymer due to thermal expansion and contraction (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4). The operation of IPC is shown schematically in Figure 2.16. As the size of the selected region of the image is known in terms of height and width of pixels IPC can be expressed as a percentage.

![Figure 2.16 Schematic representation of IPC monitoring of a sample during expansion.](image-url)
A stable lighting source is crucial for any form of microscopy. During the initial development of HDM, a variety of lighting sources were evaluated by comparing the noise and stability of the calculated ΔRGB values obtained when a thermally inert sample (silicon carbide) was heated (see Figure 2.17).

![Figure 2.17 HDM lighting comparison evaluated against thermally inert silicon carbide. A) No additional lighting, B) Lamp, C) inbuilt LEDs & D) LEDs and Lamp.](image)

Optimum lighting would give a desired profile that contained minimal spikes (large random fluctuations), and retained a relatively stable background throughout the run.

Lighting based on 240 V filament bulbs was found to produce the least consistent lighting and the decision was made to use the simple white LED lighting inbuilt into most of the digital microscopes (in combination with the overhead fluorescent lighting within the laboratory). This combination provided minimal noise spikes within the colour traces, whilst keeping shadowing effects, caused by lighting position bias, to a minimum. Overall profile C shows a very gradual drift but retains minimal noise throughout on the ΔRGB trace.
2.3.4 HDM – Temperature measurement

As described in Section 2.3.2 the control of the temperature of the hot-stage is facilitated by the Eurotherm temperature programmer, under control of the HDM software.

The various hot-stages developed as part of the project will be discussed in detail below but in all cases they utilised a low mass type K thermocouple for temperature measurement. This is then fed into the Eurotherm and then read by the HDM software. The choice of type K thermocouples was based on from a combination of factors; affordability, compatibility with the Eurotherm (and later Arduino) and an excellent temperature range (sub-ambient to >1000 °C).

Each of the stages was calibrated for the desired working range for each block of experiments and validation checks were performed at least every few weeks. Accurate temperature measurement is a critical factor in any thermal analysis technique and thus a standard method for temperature calibration was developed for all the hot-stages.

A common practice with thermal analytical techniques such as DTA and DSC is to calibrate for temperature through the detection of the phase change(s) in well characterised materials. These include solid to liquid transitions in metals (e.g. indium, tin and lead) and organic materials (e.g. diphenylamine, m-dinitrobenzene and benzoic acid) or solid to solid phase changes (e.g. potassium nitrate, ammonium nitrate and caesium chloride). For hot-stage microscopy, materials with transitions resulting in colour changes (thermochromics) have been suggested (e.g. mercury (II) iodide, vanadium dioxide and ammonium metavanadate). In all cases, the transition needs to be detectable and repeatable.

Indium, tin, bismuth and lead were used throughout the project for temperature calibration for all hot-stages. The method used to calibrate HDM utilised a combination of the micrographs and monitoring the colour change during the melt (see Section 2.3.3). Typically, a sample of the metal to be used for calibration was pressed using ridged pliers both to give a flatter sample that has small indentations on it. These indentations produced sharpened edges whose disappearance as the metal melted was clearly visible optically. In addition, the average RGB values for the pixels in two regions of the image were recorded (see Section 2.3.3). One region comprised the entire field of view while the second was positioned directly over the indented metal, both were recorded during calibration. Graphs of measured melting temperatures against literature values were plotted and fitted with second order polynomial curves. Values from the polynomial curves were stored within the HDM software and used to apply a real-time temperature correction during the operation of the instrument, typical offsets between 1 and 10 °C were noted between measured and literature melting points prior to correction.
The ΔRGB values proved an effective means of detecting the melting point with a step being seen between the values before and after melting (see Figure 2.18 for a sample of indium). This change was not truly the result of a change in colour but rather a change in reflectance of the metal with the indentations serving to create a fresh piece of exposed metal which was lost as the sample melted. The final value for the melting point was taken by extrapolating the colour baseline before the melt and the colour step change itself, standardising on the onset of the melt for calibration values.

![Figure 2.18 HDM temperature calibration example using indium on a graphite insert (to maximise optical contrast) analysed with hot-stage 2. Images shown before and after the melt.](image)

The 'indentation' method was developed to increase the sensitivity of the melting event, as other metallic samples such as bismuth are subject to high levels of oxidation. The oxides of bismuth are highly coloured and produce large variations in the RGB baseline, so the edges of freshly revealed metal aids the detection of the melting point.

Currently the HDM software only supports two pixel monitoring boxes although this can be readily expanded to several more. It is hoped that a later development would be to have, say, four metals in the same pan, to use as a standard calibration pan with the RGB values of each metal being monitored independently during a temperature calibration.

In an ideal situation, simultaneous temperature and mass spectrometer calibration would be achieved. This may be possible through the thermal degradation of PEG (polyethylene glycol) which is already the 'unofficial standard' for DART-MS calibration. The molecular mass of the polymer chains observed with the DART-MS increase with temperature over the range 50 to 350 °C due to increasing thermal lability, so it may be possible to use the first appearance of certain mass fragments as diagnostic of a given temperature. Although it is likely that an accurate temperature measurement would not be possible through this approach it may be a useful rough guide to validate the hot-stage temperature.
2.3.5 HDM – DART and MS

Although an integral component of the HDM system very little DART-MS optimisation was required after the initial evaluation experiments to obtain sufficient MS spectra using the DART source.

A standard DART-MS method, previously developed by Dr Lindsay Harding at Huddersfield was used throughout the course of the study with minor changes made depending on the sample being studied. Generally, initial wide mass scans were performed when evaluating unknown material, with later focusing around the target mass region for the ion of interest.

Small molecule analysis was optimised using the mass spectrometer’s inbuilt ‘smart parameters’ settings with the mass spectrometer focusing on masses typically below 500 Th. This method was mainly employed in the reactions and desorption chapters, Chapters 3 and 5 respectively.

In contrast, a large molecule DART-MS method was utilised mainly for polymer analysis. This method was developed to focus the mass spectrometer to the middle-high end of detection range of the spectrometer, typically above 1000 Da. This method provided most useful for polymer studies in which broad spectrum analytes are noted with significant variety of ions observed during decomposition (see Chapter 4, polymers).

Depending on the nature of the sample, the ionisation polarity chosen is important as certain analytes may not be ionisable in certain polarities. The DART-100 source can be set to operate in either positive or negative polarity mode, and takes several seconds (approximately 10-15) to switch. The mass spectrometer also operates in either positive or negative polarity mode and it can operate almost simultaneously sampling both positive and negative modes within the space of a few hundred milliseconds. Unfortunately since the DART-100 source was relatively slow at switching polarities (when compared to the spectrometer) dual polarity mode was not able to be used and single polarity mode experiments were performed when using the DART-100 source. This dual polarity feature was later exploited during the development of the µ-DART (see Section 2.6).

The following DART and MS parameters were used for the majority of experiments unless otherwise stated in the individual experimental sections.

Flow rates of helium between 1.0 and 1.5 L min^{-1} controlled by a needle valve and monitored using a flow sensor were used for the ionisation gas. The operating temperature was fixed at 30 °C when used in conjunction with the hot-stage. The DART-100 used grid and discharge voltages of ±400 V and the needle voltage was set to ± 3 kV (depending on the polarity used). The mass spectrometer (Bruker, Esquire HCT ion trap) analysed over a range 100-2800 Th. Accumulation times of 200 ms were set with a Smart Target of 200,000. Capillary voltage was set to 4 kV with a source temperature of 300 °C.
2.3.5.1 MS Inlet heater

A heater was constructed to fit around the length of ceramic that protrudes from the gist adapter on the mass spectrometer.

It was noted during the analysis of some samples that material condensed on the inlet ceramic to the mass spectrometer. Such condensation is inevitable when large molecular masses are released from samples on the hot-stage at higher temperatures, although the immediate interior of the mass spectrometer is operating at temperatures of 250-350 °C, the inlet ceramic itself is marginally above ambient temperature.

To address the issue of condensation which, if at a sufficient level, could increase the level of background peaks observed in the mass spectra a simple experiment where the inlet ceramic was covered in an insulating material was trialled. The additional insulation did appear to delay or reduce the condensation problems presumably by increasing the heating effect produced by the heated gases leaving the hot-stage and maintaining the inlet temperature set by the spectrometer. The insulating material itself presumably obtained some condensation also, hence the noted delay.

Based on the initial insulation experiments a heater was developed, constructed in a similar manner to the hot-stages themselves (Section 2.4) and comprised of a series of windings of nichrome heating wire wrapped around an electrically insulating material, similar to the interfaces used in other TA-MS instrumentation (used to prevent condensation) with adjustable power being supplied by a standalone microcontroller. This inlet heater reduced the overall signal intensity observed in the mass spectrometer which was attributed to the face plate of the heater being exposed metal which may have provided a surface on which ions could have been grounded before entering the mass spectrometer.

To overcome this, an inert ceramic based paint was applied to electrically insulate the heater. Initial experiments showed that this modification was successful in maintaining signal intensity and that no additional background fragments were observed from the paint. The heater was utilised continuously in the later stages of the project reducing condensation build up from volatiles. Typically a temperature of 250 °C is used (the maximum is around 400 °C) and has been shown to minimise condensation from most samples. Figure 2.19 shows a schematic of the inlet heater and a photograph of it installed.

![Figure 2.19 Left) Inlet ceramic heater schematic & Right) photograph of the installed unit.](image)
2.4 Hot-stage designs

The hot-stage design went through many development stages. Initially, these were variations of types and geometry of heater and microscope and are described in this section. However, more recent developments have considered other methods for heating samples and passing vapours into the DART stream and these are discussed in Section 2.7.

2.4.1 Hot-stage design 1

The first prototype HDM system is shown schematically and photographically within Figure 2.20. The design mainly was developed to use the Supereyes B008 USB microscope (see Section 2.3.3) situated above the sampling region. The aluminium rig was designed to fit directly onto the standard DART-100 MS coupling flange.

The hot-stage was held in place using an aluminium framed rig that could be adjusted in all three axial directions by using a series of nuts and M6 threaded rods. A linear rail was added for the microscope to adjust the focal length, and focusing was achieved using the focusing wheel itself on the camera (see Figure 2.21).

The hot-stage consisted of a ceramic body (Alumina tube, Almath, OD = 12 mm, l ) with a DSC pan (Mettler, 27311) added into the top surface and held in by silicate adhesive. The Type K thermocouple (Omega, Type K, 0.1 mm) was then threaded into a twin bore ceramic rod (Almath, OD = 0.5 mm, l = 15 mm) and fed out through a hollow threaded rod, later used to fix the hot-stage to the aluminium rig. Around the thermocouple ceramic was a length of electrical resistance wire (nichrome, l = 10 cm, 2.4 Ω) that was led out of the side of the ceramic stage. The interior was filled with silicone carbide which is both an excellent conductor of heat and provides sufficient electrical insulation between the resistance wire windings (see Figure 2.21).
Figure 2.21 Hot-stage design 1 rig and cutaway. a) MS inlet, b) DART-100, c) Type K thermocouple, d) resistive wire windings, e) DSC sampling plate, f) Silicone carbide infill and g) Ceramic body.

The strength of this design was the high level of reproducibility in positioning the sample in the DART stream as the hot-stage was locked in place and the sample was contained within the area of the shallow DSC pan (Metler, Aluminium 27311).

However, this design has a major drawback in that the hot-stage was so rigid that when it need to be cleaned (due to excessive contamination) the whole rig required dismantling.

The aluminium DSC pan used for the hot-plate design had two major flaws that were addressed in the next design. Firstly the pan was too shallow, meaning that most crystalline samples could easily be blown directly into the mass spectrometer inlet.

The second major design flaw was that the use of aluminium restricted the maximum operating temperature to roughly 600 °C (aluminium melts at 660 °C). Although many experiments typically never needed to reach this temperature it did restrict ‘baking out’, a decontamination step used to destroy most organic based residues where temperatures higher than 600 °C are sometimes desirable.

Sections covered using this edition of the hot-stage:

- Section 4.2, 4.3.1- 4.3.4
- Section 5.2
2.4.2 Hot-stage design 2

To address some of the issues and limitations noted during the operation of the first hot-stage a new design was developed.

The major constraint for development of HDM was the small working area in which the hot-stage needed to fit. The typical height from the baseplate of the DART to the sampling region is ca. 40 mm. Within this height the hot-stage and appropriate wiring needed to be installed, although it was achieved using the first stage more space was desired for design two. Since it was less desirable to drill a hold straight through the DART’s baseplate it was decided to modify the interface to orientate the DART 90 ° from its original position.

Feasibility studies (not shown) were performed by clamping the DART to the MS interface and no notable signs of performance loss were noted, therefore a new permanent steel adapter was machined (by Dennis Town of the University of Huddersfield, School of Computing and Engineering) as shown in Figure 2.22. Additionally the steel adapter had holes drilled in the top section of the steel. These holes served as anchors for a motorised rail for the various microscopes, with the intention of later software developments for focusing control.

![Figure 2.22 Technical drawing of the desired adapter and photograph of the final machined part.](image)

A larger working area had been generated using the DART in this orientation, allowing for the hot-stage to be constructed in a completely linear fashion as shown in Figure 2.23.

Hot-stage two was similar in construction to its predecessor having similar key components. The main body is a ceramic crucible (Almath, TGA175, OD 12.5 mm, 20 mm) hosting the thermocouple/heater assembly. The central assembly consists of the same thermocouple in a ceramic rod construction as before, but with the modification of a second thin ceramic tube to enable more turns of heating wire. This design enables greater uniformity of heating across the stage. The heating wire used was nichrome (l = 16 cm, 3.8 Ω) and the stage itself was filled with silicon carbide powder as in the original design.
A brass collar (1/4”, brass ferrule, Swagelok) was added in the top of the stage to transmit heat further up the walls of the pan enabling further uniformity of sample heating. The Inconel pans were then placed within the well of the brass as shown in Figure 2.23.

Figure 2.23 Hot-stage rig and stage design two. Left) Schematic of hot-stage two A) Removable sample pan, B) Removable brass collar, C) Outer ceramic, D) Type K thermocouple in twin bore ceramic, E) Secondary ceramic stage, F) Silicone carbide infill, G) Resistive heating wire & H) Thermocouple leads. Right) Photograph of the finished hot-stage two.

A much higher temperature range (approximately 750 °C) could be achieved using this stage whilst still retaining excellent temperature control (±0.1 °C). The removable brass collar and selectable pan allowed for less ‘down time’ due to the reduced need for cleaning of the stage should it become contaminated.

A wide range of microscopes was evaluated in this orientation, but typically the unit was fixed with the Teslong microscope to keep with the ‘small form factor’ of the stage. The reduction in bulk of the rig overall made it much easier to place and remove samples without sacrifice of reproducibility of positioning.

Sections covered using this edition of the hot-stage;

- Section 3.2 - 3.10
- Section 4.3.5 - 4.4.6
- Section 5.3
2.5 Software

The HDM software was developed and extended from prototype software written in Visual Basic 6.0 (Microsoft) by Dr Gareth Parkes at Huddersfield University for Windows XP. The current software utilises the more powerful Visual Studio (Microsoft) programming platform designed for Windows 10.

This section describes the basic operation of the HDM software and shows a selection of screen shots of some of the key interfacing windows.

2.5.1 Experimental header editor

Details relating to the sample and experimental parameters are stored in ‘header’ files. Figure 2.24 shows the experimental header editor window. Each experimental header is stored on a disk as a text file and can be loaded for examination or as a template for subsequent experiments.

Figure 2.24 HDM screenshot - experimental setup window. A) Sample information, B) Experiment type, C) Acquisition trips, D) Settings under development, E) Image capture, F) RGB Pixel monitoring, G) Temperature Calibration, H) Experiment control, I) Microscope, J) Control buttons.
2.5.1.1 Sample information (A)

This section is used to store information about the sample such as what the sample is, the quantity and any additional information is added in the comments box. A file name is chosen here, the data collected from the experiment and micrographs will then be stored under this file name.

2.5.1.2 Experiment type (B)

Two experimental types can be currently run: manual control and linear heating. The manual control experiments allow the user to input a fixed set point at any moment during the operation of HDM, power is adjusted accordingly to reach the setpoint. Temperature program experiments follow a series of pre-set heating or cooling rates (Figure 2.25) to predefined setpoints and may dwell there for a fixed amount of time. The third experimental option ‘sample controlled’ will be discussed further in Section 2.7.4.1.

2.5.1.3 Acquisition trips (C)

As a safety precaution all instrumentation has trip values included to prevent damage to the instrument, these are shown as an upper temperature limit and upper time limit. If either of these values are reached during an experiment, the instrument returns the setpoint below room temperature (10 °C), ceases applying power to the hot-stage and stops the data acquisition.

2.5.1.4 Developments (D)

This section is used for the coding sections under development. A development for having a separate sample thermocouple (as opposed to using a furnace alone thermocouple) is shown. The possibility of having RLI (reflected light intensity) measurements was included but so far has not been significantly developed. Finally, a development to start the MS directly through the HDM controller software was included (better experiment synchronisation).

2.5.1.5 Image capture (E)

The software is instructed to save an image depending on either time or temperature although the microscope image is continuously updated throughout the experiment, images files (.jpeg) are only saved at these predefined intervals.

2.5.1.6 RGB pixel monitoring (F)

This section allows the user to turn on and off the recording of Red, Green, Blue, $\Sigma$RGB and $\Delta$RGB values for the whole image or the two pixel monitoring boxes. The pixel monitoring boxes setup is shown later (see Section 2.5.3)
2.5.1.7 Temperature calibration (G)

This window allows the calculated second order polynomial temperature calibration values (see Section 2.3.4) to be added. The calibration factor can be toggled on or off, to allow the raw data to be saved.

2.5.1.8 Experiment control (H)

This section allows the operator to set 'flags' which tell the software to do something when a certain criterion is met, such as 'take more images if the colour becomes more red'. The second set of parameters to be set relates to the IPC (In-range pixel counting) function. Values can be stored to count the number of pixels within, below or above a selected threshold (see Section 2.3.3)

2.5.1.9 Microscope parameters (I)

This section is used to store values obtained from the microscope itself. These are manually input by reading off the values from the digital microscopes themselves, this is again stored to the header file and is useful for comparative studies, ensuring the same level of brightness and magnification is used.

2.5.1.10 Control buttons (J)

The final section shows a series of control buttons that allow the operator to load existing headers (from previous experiments), save the current header and modify the temperature programme.

2.5.2 Temperature programme editor

Shown in Figure 2.25 is a screenshot of the temperature programme editor window. This version is currently used to modify the existing Eurotherm temperature programme. The Eurotherm has a maximum of 8 temperature ramps that can be used to either controllably heat or cool the sample between 30 and 750 °C (based on hot-stage 2). Very slow heating and cooling rates less than 1 °C min^{-1} may be used (tested down to 0.1 °C using the HDM), contrastingly relatively quick heating rates may be used of up to 50 °C min^{-1}, faster heating rates can be achieved but this has been limited to 50 °C min^{-1} to prevent damage to the hot-stage through thermal shock.

Typically, very few experiments need more than 8 temperature ramps so the use of the Eurotherm has been more than sufficient for the development of the HDM.

A similar window used to control the Arduino microcontroller temperature programmer is introduced shortly in Section 2.7.
2.5.3 Pixel monitoring window

The pixel monitoring functionality is set up in another window shown as a screenshot in Figure 2.26. In this mode the pixel monitoring boxes (shown as the green and purple squares) are adjusted and moved to the desired location of the image in which representative colour values are taken.
The pixel monitoring boxes are selected by toggling the radio buttons in the upper right hand side of the window. The pixel monitoring boxes are then dragged into place (X and Y coordinates are also shown) over a region of interest and the size is adjusted accordingly using the height and width buttons. The individual red, green, blue and total ($\Sigma$RGB) values are shown in a table to the right hand side of the screen, these values are mainly used to set the IPC parameters prior to analysis.

2.5.4 Acquisition window

Figure 2.27 shows a screenshot of the display when a typical experiment is running. Key information is displayed to the right hand side of the main image relating to the colour of the image and corresponding boxes. The values for the current second’s red, green, blue and $\Sigma$RGB for the whole image and the two pixel monitoring boxes are displayed. The IPC value is then expressed as a percentage based on the previously input IPC thresholds.

Images are overlaid with key information (sample name, time and temperature) set in the experiment header. A setpoint temperature control input used in a manual control experiment can be seen. Buttons to control the main experiment are shown, ‘Start’ starts the experiment and runs the temperature programmer, ‘Stop’ stops saving data and returns the setpoint to 10 °C, ‘Hold’ holds the temperature at the current temperature, inducing an isothermal hold and ‘Exit’ stops the experiment and returns to the main screen.

A burst image mode (used to take and store images, typically at intervals less than 1 second) was developed to capture events that occur between the predefined values set in the experimental setup, to ensure maximum flexibility of the image capturing control. This feature provides very useful for fast transitions such as the melting of pure compounds.

Figure 2.27 HDM screenshot – Experiment acquisition window.
2.5.5 Data extract

A separate programme called DataExtract was developed in-house to decrease the time needed to process mass spectral data collected during an experiment. This was necessitated by the limited data manipulation capabilities of the inbuilt mass spectrometer data analysis software. In particular, it was desirable to be able to extract individual ions (or range of ions) from each mass scan to allow ‘thermographs’ relating to a particular chemical species to be obtained as a function of time or temperature. As a one hour experiment could create several hundred megabytes of data corresponding to over 50 million data points an automated method was essential. The main program window is shown in Figure 2.28.

![Data Extract V6.0, used for chromatogram extraction of raw MS data.](image)

In essence, a data file corresponding to all the mass scans in an experiment is selected and the mass range of ions of interest chosen. The data file is read line by line (where each line represents a string of numbers representing the magnitude of each ion detected in one scan) and any ions within the selected range recorded. The program then produces a separate output data file in .csv format ready for processing further using Excel.

In Excel, the data file from the Data Extract and the corresponding HDM data file are combined using the VLOOKUP function so that they share the same time base. Once this has been done mass spectral data can then be plotted as a function of either time or temperature.
2.6 Development of an alternative ion source (µ-DART)

One of the major constraints of the HDM system was the overall size of the DART-100 source which as can be seen from Figure 2.23 dwarfs the hot-stage. The most recent commercial versions of the DART have seen a significant reduction in size although the instrumental rig that accompanies the DART is still relatively large. One factor that determines the overall size of the DART source is that it has to incorporate heating elements used to raise the temperature of the ionisation gas – a feature not required with the use of a hot-stage. In addition, the DART source has additional circuitry used for ion filtering, which is used to change the ionisation polarity. This is useful when coupled to some mass spectrometers but the Bruker Esquire HCT ion trap mass spectrometer used in this project can be operated in positive, negative or in simultaneous modes, allowing for selective charge monitoring even if the source of ions is not filtered.

As part of the longer-term aim of simplification of the HDM system, the idea of producing a smaller, simpler DART source was investigated. Using a range of source materials including the original patent documents, photographs of Cody’s own prototype and other literature an ion source termed ‘µ-DART’ was developed.

µ-DART is possibly the simplest form of DART as it does not contain an ion filter or a heater. The µ-DART (see Figure 2.29) comprises a PTFE T-piece (Swagelok) used as the main body (A) that houses the electrodes used for plasma generation (E). High voltage wires are fed through a blanking plate on one end of the T-piece which are connected to the electrodes. The electrode assembly consists of an outer steel electrode housing a ceramic guide (that is non-electrically conductive) and protruding from the ceramic guide is the counter electrode, the distance of which can be adjusted. The ionisation gas is passed through the ‘bottom’ of the T-piece junction. The final junction of the T-piece is used as the outlet, the outlet itself is a glass tube that tapers down to an outlet size of 1 mm in diameter.

![Figure 2.29 µ-DART development. Left) µ-DART schematic A) Swagelok PTFE T-piece, B) Glass ion guide, C) Gas inlet, D) HV connections, E) Plasma region & Right) Photograph µ-DART in operation.](image-url)
The μ-DART operates using high DC voltage and low currents which leads to the formation of the classic corona-to-glow discharge in the carrier gas. The metastable ions are generated within the low temperature plasma which are focused by the glass ion guide towards the sample on the hot-stage. The plasma itself is highly localised and does not extend into the sampling region.

To ensure the μ-DART could not be classified as another ambient ionisation technique (many of which share a lot of similarities) comparisons were made with DART, FAPA (flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow) and LTP (low temperature probe) based on information from the literature (see Table 2.2).

In appearance μ-DART looks very similar to some versions of the LTP, however the LTP uses higher AC voltages and relies on direct sample contact with the plasma, unlike the μ-DART which is a non-contact plasma. The FAPA source operates at low voltages and higher currents that the μ-DART, with a higher temperature plasma extending into the sampling region. However, μ-DART, LTP and FAPA contain no ion filtering unlike the DART source. μ-DART is more DART like than FAPA like.20

Table 2.2 μ-DART comparison against similar plasma based techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DART</th>
<th>FAPA</th>
<th>LTP</th>
<th>μ-DART</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voltage Type</strong></td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voltage of plasma</strong></td>
<td>0-5 KV</td>
<td>-ve 400-500 V</td>
<td>11-18 KV</td>
<td>Fixed at 9 KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current of plasma</strong></td>
<td>2-5 mA</td>
<td>25 mA</td>
<td>160-270 µA (calc. from 3W)</td>
<td>500 µA (calc. from $P_{in} = 5W$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of plasma</strong></td>
<td>Corona-to-glow</td>
<td>Glow-to-Arc</td>
<td>Dielectric barrier discharge</td>
<td>Corona-to-glow like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrode types</strong></td>
<td>Pin cathode to grounded disk</td>
<td>Various, pin-plate, halo</td>
<td>Dielectric barrier</td>
<td>Pin-Pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filtering</strong></td>
<td>Bias electrode to select polarity</td>
<td>No filtering</td>
<td>No filtering</td>
<td>No filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exit Gas Temperature</strong></td>
<td>30-35 °C with additional heating</td>
<td>235 °C</td>
<td>Ca. 30 °C</td>
<td>30-40 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contact Type</strong></td>
<td>Non-contact</td>
<td>Semi-non-contact. The plasma plume extends into the sampling region</td>
<td>Plasma Contact</td>
<td>Non-contact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To fully characterise the plasma a number of techniques can be used including optical emission spectroscopy which monitors the energetic states generated by the plasma itself. Alternatively, the formation of charged water clusters produced by DART (but not FAPA) can be detected by low range mass spectrometric analysis.

Another documented method used to evaluate the plasma types is through the comparison of ‘survival yields’ which is the ratio of the molecular ion / most abundant ion and its fragments. Generally, the harsher the experimental conditions the more analyte fragmentation is observed, resulting in a lower survival yield.

Since DART is typically classified as a soft ionisation technique, the molecular ion or molecular adducts will be in higher abundance than that of the fragments leading to higher survival yields.

A series of experiments was undertaken to directly compare the performance of the DART-100 and the µ-DART using the desorption of tetryl (2,4,6-trinitrophenylmethylamine, see Chapter 5.0). The most abundant ion for tetryl was the nitrated molecular adduct \([\text{M+NO}_3]^-\) at 349 Da with the main fragment ion \([\text{M-NO}]^-\) found at 257 Da. The second compound evaluated was methyl salicylate, observed as the protonated ion \([\text{M+H}]^+\) 153 Da and a single demethoxylated fragment \([\text{M-OCH}_3]^+\) 121 Da.

Figure 2.30 shows the average mass spectra for tetryl using the DART-100 and the µ-DART source. The fragmentation patterns for both sources are broadly similar. The intensity of the signals when using the µ-DART appears to be greater but the background level is also higher. Figure 2.31 shows the average mass spectra for methyl salicylate using the DART-100 and the µ-DART source, again the mass spectra look very similar, the µ-DART source does show one extra peak at 129 Da, but this was apparent in the background before sample analysis.

Based on the ratio of the ions at 349 Da and 257 Da the survival yield for the DART-100 was 59% while that of the µ-DART was 67% when analysing tetryl. Survival yields of 91 and 93% were achieved for the DART-100 and µ-DART respectively when the ratio was based on the ions 153 Da and 121 Da using methyl salicylate. Shelley et al. have reported that the harsher FAPA source generally leads to more analyte fragmentation than the DART source resulting in lower survival yields. Encouragingly, the values obtained for the µ-DART are significantly higher than those reported for the FAPA source.

The combination of operating conditions, sample interaction methods and survival yields clearly shows that not only can µ-DART be viewed as having the same form of ionisation as DART but that it operates sufficiently well to act as a replacement.
Figure 2.30 Top Left) DART-100 analysis of tetryl & Bottom Left) μ-DART analysis of tetryl.

Figure 2.31 Top Right) DART-100 analysis of methyl salicylate & Bottom Right) μ-DART analysis of methyl salicylate.

The μ-DART was used within the following sections:

- Section 2.7.4.4
- Section 3.4 & 3.9
- Section 4.3.5 - 4.4.6
- Section 5.3.3 - 5.3.5
2.7 Current and Future developments

As with any instrumental development project the process is dynamic and ever evolving to suit the requirements of analysis. The project as a whole was focused on the evaluation of the combination of HSM with DART-MS. However, it soon became apparent that a wide variety of techniques involving controlled heating of the sample and DART-MS of either sample itself and/or evolved material was possible. Some of these techniques would be modifications or adaptations of the basic HDM design while others would move away from the microscopy aspects of the current project. This section describes some of these designs which are in various stages of development and also describes planned developments to the software. A longer term aim beyond the current HDM is to have a more modular approach to the instrumentation with more standardised components.

2.7.1 DTA hot-stages

A logical development of the current hot-stage is to incorporate some form of differential thermal analysis (DTA). This would add information about enthalpic changes in a sample to the chemical and optical information HDM already provides.

There are two approaches possible. One is to have separate thermocouples for both the hot-stage and the sample and then process the difference in software – an approach some thermal analysis instrument manufacturers adopt. The other is to have separate sample and reference thermocouples and amplify the differential signal which gives a ‘true’ DTA as described in Chapter 1.

A schematic of the prototype DTA stage is given in Figure 2.32. It features three thermocouples, one connected to the main body of the stage for heating control, whilst the other two thermocouples are used to measure sample and reference temperatures. The main body of the DTA stage is constructed from metal, in the first iteration of the prototype (see Figure 2.33) aluminium was used for ease of machining, again this does limit the upper temperature range to around 600 °C. The metal body has excellent thermal conduction properties and ensures fast heat flow through to the sample from the external heater windings. The heaters windings (nichrome) are separated by a thin layer of mica, an electrically insulating material. The heater will be driven in the same way as the hot-stages described in Section 2.4. The outer layer is coated with thermally and electrically insulating paint to prevent damage to the instrument, protect the operator from live wires and also force the heat inwards towards the sample pans. The sample wells drilled out are flat, to ensure good thermal contact with standard TA pans up to 6 mm in diameter.

The key to any differential temperature analysis is balance, both in terms of instrumental mechanical symmetry between the sample and reference and a temperature balance to compensate for any drift within the differential signal. High quality amplification of the DT
signal is also necessary to ensure sensitivity as typically the difference is in the order of a few microvolts.

Figure 2.32 Schematic profiles of the constructed DTA stage. A) Sample thermocouple, B) Stage control thermocouple, C) Reference thermocouple, D) DTA stage, E) Insulating cap with viewing points, F) Sample well and G) Reference well. (Not to scale)

Initial tests with a prototype show that although the temperatures are being read accurately an improved preamplification circuit for the DT signal is required. The location of the DTA stage in the DART-MS ionisation stream will also be a crucial factor. Locating the stream immediately above the sample pan (green arrow, Figure 2.32) would lead to the most sensitivity in terms of mass spectrometry, but is likely to lead to a temperature imbalance on the sample side of the DTA stage itself. Alternatively, the DTA stage could be positioned with the DART stream passing down the central axis (blue arrow, Figure 2.32). This would ensure maximum temperature balance as the DART’s cooling effect is equal on both sides of the stage. But, as was shown earlier in this chapter (see Section 2.2.2) the DART outlet stream is typically quite narrow, and a significant reduction in sensitivity in terms of mass spectrometry is likely.

Nonetheless, the use of a DTA stage would be a clear step forward for the instrument as a whole and enhance the aspects of HDM.
2.7.2 Desorption stage

Although desorption experiments have been done using the current HDM (see Chapter 5) there would be benefits in having a system capable of controlled desorption of samples collected from a variety of ‘swabbing’ materials. Here, the microscopy component would be redundant as samples are typically at trace levels from which no useful optical information can be gained.

The proposed desorption stage is shown schematically in Figure 2.34 and the first prototype photographically in Figure 2.35. The design is primarily for use with cotton tipped swabs although other adsorbent matrices could be used. The stage would use a ‘twin thermocouple’ approach with one thermocouple used as the source of control of the main body of the desorption stage and a separate thermocouple to monitor the sample temperature.

The prototype design consists of the main body being constructed out of aluminium (around 35 mm long), with resistive heating wires wrapped around the main body (around 15 mm in diameter). An inner glass sleeve would contain the swab resting on a sintered frit with an embedded thermocouple.

The carrier gas (matching the ionisation gas) would be passed over the sample to aid with the transport of analytes into the ionisation stream of the DART. At the base of the desorption stage connected to the protruding glass sleeve would be a PTFE T-piece used to connect two gas flows, the actual carrier gas and the optional inlet for a source of ‘dopant’. Dopants are introduced to increase sensitivity of analytes (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3.5) which is particularly useful for trace analysis.
Figure 2.34 Schematic representation of the flow through stage and operation. A) Aluminium body, B) Resistive heating wire, C) Quartz glass insert, D) Porous platform, E) Sample thermocouple, F) Hot-stage thermocouple, G) PTFE T-piece, H) Carrier gas inlet and I) Dopant inlet. (Not to scale)

Figure 2.35 Photographs of the prototype desorption stage, Left) the bare stage and Right) the completed prototype.
2.7.3 Induction heating thermal desorption DART-MS

Another approach to desorption studies being planned by the group involves a combination of commercial thermal desorption tubes and induction heating.

TD-GC-MS (Thermal desorption gas chromatography mass spectrometry) is an existing commercialised technique that separates analytes chromatographically where vapours from the area of interest are pulled by vacuum onto a sorbent material contained within a metal tube. If required, these desorption tubes can be sealed for longer term storage so that sampling can be done away from the analytical laboratory. During analysis the tubes are heated rapidly while a carrier gas passes through them to transport the vapours onto a GC column to be separated and then analysed by a mass spectrometer.

TD-GC-MS has shown to be a powerful technique in the investigation of a wide range of analytes including accelerants associated with arson, foods and energetic materials analysis. Combining the flexibility of the thermal desorption tube approach with ambient ionisation techniques such as DART offers many benefits especially if the complexities of the standard thermal desorption unit and gas chromatography could be removed. In an earlier project at the University of Huddersfield, the use of induction heating has been investigated as the basis of a novel thermal analysis technique. Induction heating occurs through the use of high frequency oscillating magnetic fields to drive currents through a material to generate heat. The metal TD tubes are very amenable to induction heating and as it is a direct form of heating, no furnace is required. In addition, induction heating circuitry is relatively cheap and simple. We have demonstrated that induction heating can support rapid but controlled temperature rates of up to several hundred degrees a minute.

A schematic representation of the IHTD-DART-MS system is shown in Figure 2.36. The technique comprises an oscillator circuit (A) attached to the working coil (B) that provides the oscillating magnetic field and in turn the induced currents in the TD tube (or work piece). The TD tube is placed axially within the copper coil so that the tube sits within the highest magnetic flux region ensuring even heating throughout the body of the TD tube. Temperature is measured using a thermocouple situated between the coil and the TD tube, the thermocouple must touch the body of the TD tube for accurate temperature measurement. A gradual flow of carrier gas applied to the base of the TD tube provides a positive flow transporting desorbed vapours into the ionising DART stream. The heating is controlled using a temperature programmer and is switched using PWM circuitry demonstrated earlier in Section 2.3.2.
Figure 2.36 Schematic representation of the proposed Induction heating thermal desorption direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry system. A) Induction heater driver, B) Induction working coil, C) TD tube, D) sorbent material, E) TD tube holder, F) Carrier gas and G) TD tube thermocouple.
2.7.4 Software developments

In addition to the hardware, there are also developments to the HDM software in progress. This falls into two main categories. Firstly, there are modifications to the existing HDM software to provide more capabilities and, secondly, there is a move towards micro-controllers to remove the reliance on commercial temperature programmers.

2.7.4.1 SCTA applied to HDM

Sample Controlled Thermal Analysis (SCTA) is a family of techniques that use feedback algorithms that alter the heating rate of the sample depending on some measured response of some property of the sample. SCTA aims to increase thermal resolution of overlapping events by heating slowly *through* events and more rapidly *between* them. SCTA can help resolve processes which may be missed when performing standard isothermal or linear heating rate experiments. In addition, the near isothermal conditions that can be achieved under SCTA conditions can be useful. Commonly, SCTA has been applied to DSC\textsuperscript{27} and TGA\textsuperscript{28} using heat flow or mass loss respectively as the source of control.

Two of the signals monitored by HDM, colour and ion intensity, are potentially amenable to SCTA. Although reflected light intensity (RLI) used in hot-stage microscopy has combined with SCTA,\textsuperscript{29} colour itself has not been used although it has been shown to relate directly to the extent of reaction for some processes.\textsuperscript{30} SCTA can be used to control the temperature as a function of rate of colour change, this approach would be interesting to apply to some of the highly pigmented reactions discussed in Chapter 3.

The benefits of combining mass spectrometry with SCTA have been realised by other workers.\textsuperscript{31-32} Virtually every system studied using HDM produces a MS profile so, in many cases, a specific ion intensity that uniquely corresponds to a material can be extracted. Controlling temperature following a specific ion allows processes to be investigated in terms of reactants, products and possibly even intermediates. This method could help in the study of complex processes such as the thermal degradation of polymers. A similar approach was used by Sánchez-Jiménez *et al.* who found that using SCTA with TGA in the study of the thermal degradation of PVC (polyvinyl chloride) gave a clearer separation of the mass losses arising from the plasticiser and the polymer itself.\textsuperscript{33}
2.7.4.2 Incorporation of Arduino microcontrollers

Microcontrollers miniaturised computers on a single integrated circuit board. They are cheap, relatively powerful and an increasing variety of supporting circuitry is available that make them ideal for interfacing to scientific instruments.

One of the most popular microcontroller manufacturers is Arduino. They produce a wide range of boards offering different capabilities and have their own IDE (integrated development environment) based on the programming language ‘C’. As an ‘Open Source’ environment with a large user base there is a lot of software freely available for use. Several key electronic manufacturers have realised the potential of this platform and offer high grade peripherals to allow voltages and thermocouples to be monitored, control motors, etc. These attachments invariably come with full software support. In addition, Arduino microcontrollers are easy to interface to Windows PCs using a standard USB connection.

The initial interest in Arduino microcontrollers was driven by the desire to replace the Eurotherm 818P temperature programmers used in the HDM. Although the Eurotherm 818P is a high quality controller it is now obsolete and can only monitor a single thermocouple. There are newer models but they often cost many hundreds of pounds. In principle, an Arduino could form the basis of a temperature programmer and also allow for other peripherals to be added for monitoring other sensor inputs. This would provide flexibility allowing adaptations to the basic HDM with minimum need for additional components or software changes.

The current prototype is shown in Figure 2.37. The hardware consists of the Arduino board (Nano, Uno or Mega), a 16 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC) breakout board (Adafruit, ADS1115) and high resolution universal thermocouple reader breakout boards (Adafruit, MAX31856). One of the digital outputs on the microcontroller board is dedicated for use for on/off PWM control of a solid state relay. Code was written in both the Arduino IDE (C, V1.5-1.8) and Visual Studio (VB.net, 2013-2017) to develop a controller that can support the hardware developed shown in Figure 2.37.

The resolution of the thermocouple reader boards is (at least theoretically) 0.0078 °C which is of sufficient quality for most thermal analysis work. The accuracy of temperature is typically dictated by the thermocouple itself and will have an error of about ±2 °C, although this is readily calibrated using the methods described earlier (see Section 2.3.4).

Software developed with the Arduino IDE and embedded on the controller board uses the MAX31856 library\textsuperscript{34} to read the thermocouples at 200 ms intervals and then averages 5 measurements to reduce noise and produces a value expressed to a resolution of 0.01 °C. One of the two thermocouples is used as an input to a PID routine adapted from an open
source PID library to allow temperature control of a hot-stage using pulsed width modulation period of 1 second. The 4 channel 16 bit ADC with inbuilt amplifier circuit monitors voltages with a maximum resolution of ca. 80 µV per bit, and is run through the ADS controller library. Although these inputs could be used to connect to many signal sources, its initial intended use is for measuring RLI (reflected light intensity) a signal from an optical detector mounted into the eyepiece of a microscope.

![Diagram of hardware used in the microcontroller temperature controller. A) Arduino board, B) MAX31856 thermocouple reader Temp 1, C) MAX31856 thermocouple reader Temp 2 and D) ADS1115 16-bit ADC.](image)

Figure 2.38 shows a screenshot of a form used to interface with the Arduino board. The window is designed to be embedded into the existing HDM software and is has been developed as a replacement for the Eurotherm controller.

The form acts as a bridge between the main HDM software and the Arduino and allows values and control parameters to be sent from to and from the microcontroller. The form comprises key sections, connection, output, input and functions. The connection function allows the form to be connected to any available Arduino devices. The output section, contains all the values ‘output’ from the Arduino, these are mainly in the form of sensor values such as temperature or ADC readings, but also include stored parameters such as the temperature setpoint. The input section ‘inputs’ instructions to the Arduino, currently this is used to update either a setpoint or a percentage power. Finally, functions are extra routines that the form recognises to either save the data or reset the Arduino board.
An example of a test linear heating experiment (10 °C min⁻¹) is shown in Figure 2.39. The Arduino PID routine controls the output (expressed as percent power, blue trace) to make the furnace thermocouple (PV, process variable, orange trace) follow the setpoint (SP, green trace) as closely as possible. So far excellent control has been achieved using this approach with a maximum error (SP-PV) of around 0.1 °C. A secondary sample thermocouple (red trace) is recorded simultaneously.
2.7.4.3 Automated positioning of the hot-stage

The HDM stage may need to be moved away from its position in the DART stream for a variety of reasons, when the stage becomes significantly contaminated, when the mass spectrometer needs servicing or generally when prototype stages need short evaluations. This requires frequent manual positioning of the stage which can be time-consuming and fiddly, and ensuring accurate repositioning is paramount.

To address this problem a two axis motorised stage mover has been developed using a selection of aluminium rail and custom made 3D printed parts as shown in Figure 2.40.

![Figure 2.40 Schematic (Left) and photograph (Right) of the motorised stage mover.](image)

The stage mover comprises of a mount that holds the hot-stage in position and two rails which are each driven by a stepper motor (28 BY J-48) under control of an Arduino and corresponding stepper driver boards (ULN2003). The stepper motors allow repeatable positioning of the hot-stage (measured to within 200 µm). A separate interface window, similar in concept to that described in Section 2.7.4.2, is being developed in-house to embed in the main HDM software to allow simple commands such as move a fixed distance, ‘load’ and ‘run’. These commands allow accurate positioning of the stage mover, moving from a loading sample position to a run position situated within the ionising stream. A further development is to add a Z-axis so that the hot-stage may be moved up and down axially.

It is the intention is to use the motorised stage mover in the projects incremental work to return to some of the fundamental studies based on how position distance and position of the sample in the DART stream affects the ion profiles obtained from the mass spectrometer.
2.7.4.4 Automated positioning of the µ-DART

The commercial DART used in this work has a fixed orientation with the ionising stream in line with MS inlet and passing over the top of the sample on the hot-stage. The newer DART models (DART-SVP) does allow the angle at which the ionising stream hits the sample to be changed between 45° and 0° (flat) but this has to be done manually. It has been reported in the literature that changing the angle at which the ionising stream hits the sample was found to alter the extent of surface ionisation and affected the profiles obtained from the mass spectrometer.36

The small size and low mass of the µ-DART lends itself to automated positioning and a second motorised rig has been developed for controlling an arm holding the µ-DART so that it can be quickly set to any angle with respect to the sample (even below 0°) see Figure 2.41. This positioning could be rapid enough to allow the angle to be changed even in the middle of an experiment allowing volatiles vs sample ablation sampling to be performed.

![Figure 2.41 Schematic (A) and photographs (B & C) of the µ-DART in the motorised holder at 0 and 45 ° respectively.](image)

By using the µ-DART in combination with the hot-stage the surface/thermally desorbed ionisation effects could be investigated more thoroughly. Standard models of DART rely on the thermal desorption process to aid with the removal of analytes from the surface of an introduced sample, for this reason it would be difficult to differentiate completely the difference between surface sampling and volatiles analysis within a single experiment.
Figure 2.42 shows a graphical representation of the types of experiment possible with an angled \(\mu\)-DART. (A) shows the most aggressive type of experiment, with the ionising stream directed at 45\(^\circ\) to the sample giving a combination of thermal desorption ionisation and surface sampling ablation effects. (B) shows the standard configuration used currently with an angle of 0\(^\circ\). Mostly, only material desorbed from the sample would be ionised but the ionisation stream may be broad enough for some surface ionisation to occur. (C) shows the DART angled below the horizontal. In such a position only desorbed species would be expected to be ionised. The \(\mu\)-DART arm could be swept from low to high angles throughout the experiment during a temperature programme, possibly aiding with surface/desorption processes which may be useful in matrix effect studies.

![Figure 2.42 Sampling angle effects of \(\mu\)-DART with HDM. A) 45 ° towards the surface, B) 0 ° across the surface and C) -20 ° below the surface.](image)

Figure 2.43 shows the results of the analysis of benzil (Aldrich, 5mg) at a variety of angles (see legend) heated at 5 °C min\(^{-1}\) between 50 and 200 °C in a standard Inconel pan. When the \(\mu\)-DART stream is below the hot-stage (-10 °) benzil is still observed. Ionisation is taking place solely through sample volatiles opposed to sample ablation. The harshest analysis (45°) shows a reduction in intensity of benzil potentially arising from physically ‘blowing’ the powdered sample from the analysis pan, and/or creating disruption to the air currents about the inlet of the spectrometer through direct impact with the hot-stage. Further investigation is needed into the effects of angle position, this was included to show how the angle effect may be utilised.

![Figure 2.43 Angle comparison using the \(\mu\)-DART stepper monitoring ammoniated benzil evolution. A) 228 Da \([M+NH_4]^+\) -10 °, B) 228 Da \([M+NH_4]^+\) 0° and C) 228 Da \([M+NH_4]^+\) 45°.](image)
2.8 Conclusions

Investigations were conducted using microscopy to evaluate DART’s ionisation and suppression properties. It was found that simple digital microscopes could provide complementary information to DART mass spectra. Commonly during DART analysis samples are introduced on a mesh after first being deposited, compounds may readily be ‘blown’ from these meshes reducing the amount of analyte being analysed during DART analysis indicating the need for a more stable sample holder.

The DART source temperature was found to vary significantly between measured and set temperatures. Thermal inconsistencies may exist through conventional DART sample introduction methods. Preliminary studies revealed the need for accurate and controllable heating of samples so that correct thermal conditions could be quoted and evaluated with greater certainty.

This chapter has described the design and development of a hyphenated TA-MS technique; hot-stage microscopy direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry abbreviated to HDM. The system can relate physical processes such as melting, geometry changes and colour changes to chemical signals observed by a mass spectrometer as either a function of time or temperature.

Software has been developed to control the instrument and collect data (such as time, temperature and RGB values from selected regions of the image) as well as the images themselves in .jpeg format.

A miniaturised DART source termed µ-DART has been developed in tandem with the main HDM project. The µ-DART source has been characterised by comparing electronic characteristics and chemical tests utilising survival yields for ionisation source assignment and shown to be a soft ionisation technique most DART-like as opposed to similar plasma based ambient ionisation sources.

Throughout possible improvements and developments on the basic HDM have been identified and these are at different stages of implementation. These range from modifications to the current hot-stage to incorporate DTA, new approaches combining desorption with DART-MS through to the use of micro-controllers to allow flexibility and facilitate further development. The HDM software is also continuously evolving with additional features such as support for sample controlled thermal analysis has been planned.
2.9 Instrumentation Development References

3.0 Reaction Profiling
3.1 Introduction

The ability to monitor chemical reactions in real-time is an important tool for both industry and synthetic chemists developing or optimising processes. Such work requires a valid method to monitor the formation of intermediates and undesired side products, detect energetic events that might cause thermal run away and overall ensure the reaction is being driven in the most efficient and economical way. It can take a considerable amount of time to optimise all the different conditions needed to drive even the simplest reactions to completion without sacrificing yields. The analytical information and good temperature control that HDM can provide make it an ideal method to study complex reactions that are thermally driven.

Today the synthetic chemist has a large range of analytical tools to aid with reaction monitoring with techniques such as TLC, UV-VIS, FTIR and NMR commonly being used either offline or inline. As with all techniques, they have both strengths and weaknesses, TLC suffers with poor optimisation and requires complete manual input, UV-Vis can require a lot of sample preparation and NMR requires expensive solvents and clean material. The majority of these techniques cannot be employed in real-time. Thermal analysis can also be used as a reaction profiling tool but is generally better suited towards the study of thermal decompositions. Standard thermal techniques, particularly TG, can be coupled with mass spectrometry or FTIR for studies of any volatiles produced by a reaction. These combined methods are excellent for interpreting complex TG mass loss curves during reactions (commonly in the form of decompositions) and provide an extra level of discriminatory power directly relating a quantitative component to a qualitative one.

Conventional chromatography - mass spectrometry systems are less suited for reaction profiling as, although they combine separation with identification, they are not real-time techniques. In addition, the state of the sample must be considered to avoid damaging the equipment or producing high levels of instrument contamination.

Ambient MS, however, has offered a rapid sampling technique for the synthetic chemist with numerous publications demonstrating the use of DART for reaction monitoring. Illustrated in Figure 3.1 are two literature methods for reaction monitoring using ambient MS showing how setups can be made for reaction monitoring using ambient ionisation. The attraction is many mass spectrometers are readily adaptable for ambient ionisation studies and data can be obtained very quickly. Users of ambient MS for reaction profiling typically analyse a representative sample of the whole reaction medium and acquire all the resulting data, which may result in very complex spectra. Some workers have attempted to overcome this by chromatographic separation using TLC and analysing each spot on the plate separately. Both DART and DESI have been highly successful for
monitoring reactions directly from TLC plates\textsuperscript{7} although the ability to detect transient intermediates may be lost.

Ray \textit{et al.}, amongst others, have shown that DART itself suffers immensely as an online reaction monitoring tool due to the current sample introduction methods and the overall geometry of the source when compared to other ambient ionisation methods\textsuperscript{10}. Several authors\textsuperscript{11-12} have reported the use of DART for reaction monitoring but mainly in an ‘offline’ way, typically relying on manual input from the user with a reaction mixture being introduced on the Dip-it\textsuperscript{®} tip (similar to a glass tube). To date it is because of these reasons DART is arguably one of the weaker ambient methods for online reaction monitoring, when other methods are much more applicable.

Research published by Song \textit{et al.} demonstrated a pseudo online reaction monitoring system that was used to analyse a batch slurry reaction. The authors had constructed a mechanical rig that continuously introduced Dip-it\textsuperscript{®} tips loaded with a fraction of the collected reaction mixture directly into the DART-100 stream (see Figure 3.2)\textsuperscript{13}. This work provides an excellent example of what can be achieved using an automated online system.

Due to the size of the HDM system many experiments can be carried out with relatively low quantities of sample (compared with standard synthetic practices), the amounts used within the following reactions typically fall between 5 and 25 mg. This can prove to be a useful probing tool should there be limited quantities of any reagent used in the synthesis.
Importantly due to the use of a reaction pan (as opposed to the standard mesh or Dip-it® introduction methods), reactions can be evaluated as either solids or liquids, making it applicable to heterogeneous systems. The volume of the pan used is around 70 µL meaning that only very small quantities of solvent might need to be used when studying a reaction. HDM can, therefore, be viewed as a ‘green chemistry’ technique concerning the reaction profiling. The extraction process usually requires much more solvent should a final product wish to be extracted for further analysis but the aim is to have a system that allows reaction profiling and not preparation.

3.1.1 Green Chemistry

Green chemistry is defined as ‘the utilisation of a set of principles that reduces or eliminates the use or generation of hazardous substances in the design, manufacture and application of chemical products’. In terms of synthetic chemistry the practice is often applied to either reducing solvent use and/or using ones which are less environmentally damaging.

However, optimisation of industrially important chemical reactions so as to optimise yield or use less energy would also fall under the umbrella of ‘green chemistry’ and it is this aspect for which HDM is particularly suited.

This chapter describes the use of HDM as a reaction profiling technique, although it does not include any quantitative analysis or exploration of yields. Instead, the work was designed as an illustration of the possible benefits of HDM to a wide range of organic reactions compared to more conventional methods and that of standard DART-MS.

Solvent free synthesis has been a major synthetic principle that has been adhered to within the following reactions, typically no auxiliary solvents have been added (those not considered a reactant themselves). For this study, all the reactions investigated utilised the precise temperature control of the HDM and were ‘thermally driven’ although, some of the reactions are typically performed at room temperature.

3.1.2 Aims

The aims of this work were:

- To evaluate HDM as a technique for thermally profiling organic reactions.
- To trial reactions in a variety of reaction states (heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions) evaluating breadth of the technique.
- To evaluate reaction temperature and its relation to reaction progression.
- To evaluate the relationship between reaction images and colour (physical information) to mass spectral profiles (chemical information).
- Confirmatory studies are used to evaluate HDM findings.
3.2 Hydrobenzamide Synthesis

Hydrobenzamide can be synthesised from a two component liquid state reaction between aqueous ammonia and benzaldehyde. The system was selected to demonstrate HDM’s capabilities of profiling reactions in the liquid state with the product forming a white powder.15

Although no longer a commonly used compound the synthesis of (1E, 1’E)-N, N’-(phenylmethylene) bis (1-phenylmethanimine) (commonly known as hydrobenzamide), serves as an excellent example of an aldol condensation reaction (see Schematic 3.1). Hydrobenzamide was historically investigated for use medicinally,16 more recently it has been used within the nanotechnologies industry.17

![Schematic 3.1 Overall synthesis of hydrobenzamide from benzaldehyde and aqueous ammonia.](image)

Standard synthesis methods report stirring the two components together for 24-48 hours at room temperature.18 The HDM study the following experimental parameters were used:

To a standard thermal analysis reaction pan (6mm, Inconel) was added benzaldehyde (30 µL, Aldrich) and aqueous ammonia (35%, 150 µL, excess, Aldrich). A linear heating rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ from 30 to 400 °C was used. The DART source and mass spectrometer were operated in positive mode only with all resultant mass spectral profiles being acquired. Scan ranges were set between 100 and 2800 Da with an accumulation time of 200 ms.

Based on the mass spectra obtained in combination with existing literature the reaction scheme shown in Schematic 3.2 has been proposed.19 The reaction is initiated by the nucleophilic ammonia attacking the carbonyl carbon of benzaldehyde. After rearrangement and self-condensation a reactive imine is formed (phenylmethanimine, intermediate). The imine undergoes further nucleophilic attack from another free ammonia molecule, after rearrangement a diamine (phenylmethanediamine) is formed yielding the central backbone of the final hydrobenzamide product. Each of the amine arms then undergoes nucleophilic attack of benzaldehyde carbonyl carbons and, after rearrangement and dehydration, the final product is obtained. An average mass spectrum of the reaction process is shown in Figure 3.4 with key signals marked.
Schematic 3.2 Proposed mechanistic pathway of hydrobenzamide synthesis from benzaldehyde and aqueous ammonia.
Figure 3.3 Average mass spectrum over the full duration of the hydrobenzamide reaction *) Assigned Reaction peaks, *) Unassigned reaction peaks, !) Contaminant peak

Figure 3.4 Reaction profiling for the formation of hydrobenzamide from benzaldehyde and aqueous ammonia. A) 106 Da [Benzaldehyde + H]^+; B) 299 Da [Hydrobenzamide + H]^+.

The reaction profile for the reactant (benzaldehyde, 106 Da [M]^+) and product (hydrobenzamide, 299 Da [M+H]^+) is shown in Figure 3.5. The ion intensities have been normalised for clarity.
The blue trace (A) in Figure 3.4 shows an initial rise in profile intensity as the benzaldehyde is heated up (attributed to evaporation) until 95 °C when it suddenly begins to decline in intensity as the product becomes evident. This decline in reactant intensity has been tentatively attributed towards reaction consumption. The reactant continues to decline up until 127 °C when a plateau is observed with the shoulder being attributed to the presence of another compound of the same nominal mass. Schematic 3.2 shows that the imine intermediate has a mass of 105 Da, the charged protonated molecular ion [M+H]^+ would also appear at 106 Da. After this event around 150 °C the final decline of the reactant is observed. Product evolution is shown between 100 and 165 °C up until the final decline of the reactant the onset is tentatively attributed towards the melting of the product. Since all the reactant has been either evaporated or consumed the product formation declines due to exhaustion of the benzaldehyde.

Figure 3.5 Micrographs of the hydrobenzamide reaction. A) 50 °C, B) 100 °C and C) 150 °C

Figure 3.5 shows the micrographs of the reaction process. Since the reaction is based on two clear liquids reacting to form a white product the overall process is quite subtle. Image A shows the liquids beginning to react as a slightly cloudy solution starts to form. Image B sees the reduction in volume associated with the evaporation of the benzaldehyde and correlates well with the rise in intensity of the product seen in Figure 3.4. The melting point of the hydrobenzamide product is close to this temperature (102-105 °C)^20 and links to the step rise for the hydrobenzamide protonated molecular ion profile. As the temperature is increased further the remaining solution is forced towards the edges of the pan (Image C) this remains until all the solution becomes exhausted or evaporates away.

Figure 3.6 is a plot of the overall reaction’s total colour change as a function of temperature, this value is a summated colour score (∑RGB) as was discussed in Chapter 2. The trace mainly illustrates the removal of the liquid reactants from the pan between 50 and 120 °C. The dip in the signal at 120 – 145 °C was caused by the loss of the reflection from the LED lighting from the microscope itself (the ‘halo’ type effect in Figure 3.5 image B) and the loss of this reflectance in image C. The faint decline in colour signal has been attributed towards the final removal of sample from the pan as the remaining liquids are removed between 150 - 250 °C complimenting the reaction profile in Figure 3.4. The final section (250 °C onwards) is essentially a steady signal produced by an empty pan.
Confirmatory studies were done using DSC and NMR on products from the same reaction but on a slightly larger scale.

The reactive mixture was placed within a temperature controlled furnace and the temperature ramped to a maximum of 130 °C so sufficient product was formed without risk of depletion or decomposition.

The product was then purified by allowing the solution to cool and rest until a precipitate of hydrobenzamide was noted. The crude product was then isolated and washed with cold distilled water under vacuum. The final washed product was then recrystallised from minimal hot ethanol to yield white crystals. The sample was then analysed for purity by using proton NMR analysis and DSC.

Figure 3.7 shows the proton NMR spectrum of the hydrobenzamide product, the sample was prepared in deuterated chloroform. The NMR assignment is within good agreement to the existing literature.$^{21}$

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta_H (400 \text{ MHz}; \text{CDCl}_3; \text{Me}_4\text{Si}) & \quad 7.314(2\text{H, m, Ar-H}), 7.404(2\text{H, t, Ar-H}), 7.461(4\text{H, m, Ar-H}), \\
& \quad 7.553(2\text{H, d, Ar-H}), 7.899(4\text{H, m, Ar-H}), 8.623(2\text{H, s, N=CH}).
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3.8 shows the melting of the purified hydrobenzamide product using DSC (performed to evaluate the purity of the final product). A linear heating experiment was set up at a rate of 5 °C min$^{-1}$ between 30 and 200 °C, the mass of the product was approximately 10 mg. As can be seen a sharp melt is observed at $T_{onset} = 101.6$ °C, which is very close to the literature melting range of 102-105 °C.$^{20}$ The DSC ‘fit’ has been included for illustrative purposes.
Figure 3.7 Proton NMR spectrum of synthesised hydrobenzamide product.

Figure 3.8 DSC analysis of synthesised hydrobenzamide product.

$T_{\text{onset}} = 101.6$°C

Endo.↓
3.3 Binol Synthesis

[1,1′-Binaphthalene]-2,2′-dihol (commonly known as binol) can be produced by the reductive coupling of 2-naphthol. The reaction is known as the Scholl reaction, and is an important synthetic reaction used for forming carbon-carbon bonds within substituted aromatic rings primarily belonging to the phenol and naphthol families. The system was selected to demonstrate HDM’s capabilities for profiling reactions within the solid state.

The reaction relies on the reductive catalyst inducing radical recombinations yielding the final product. An overview of the reaction is shown in Schematic 3.3.

![Schematic 3.3](image)

**Schematic 3.3 Overall synthesis of binol from 2-naphthol and ferric chloride hexahydrate.**

The reaction has been extensively studied with primary focus on solvent free synthesis that can be achieved with careful selection of reagents. Many of the literature methods evaluate the effect of the addition of various catalysts such as FeCl₃·6H₂O, MnO₂, and TiCl₄ on the yield. Binol itself serves as a useful synthetic building block primarily used within the formation of organometallic catalysts and as a chelating compound for fluorescence studies.

The synthetic pathway shown in Schematic 3.4 is based on the existing literature. The reaction is induced by the reductive ferric ion removing an electron from the resonant form of the 2-naphthol. This electron removal yields a naphthol radical species based at the β-carbon. A radical pairing occurs to produce the penultimate binol product. Final oxidative rearrangement is most likely initiated by atmospheric oxygen removing the hydrogens at each of the β-carbons, (driven by aromatic stabilisation) yielding the final racemic binol product. Although many authors claim that this reaction is a solid-solid reaction they often neglect the fact that the waters of crystallisation in the ferric chloride hexahydrate are lost at ca. 37 °C, so slight heating results in a heterogeneous state reaction.
Based on the work of Toda et al. the experimental parameters for the HDM were as follows; \( \beta \)-naphthol (8 mg, 55.5 \( \mu \)mol, Aldrich, beige solid) and iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (30 mg, 111 \( \mu \)mol, Aldrich, light yellow solid) were 'loosely' ground together before addition to the sample pan. The stage was heated at 1 \( ^\circ \)C min\(^{-1}\) from 30 to 250 \( ^\circ \)C. Full mass scans were acquired in positive ion mode.

\[
\text{2-naphthol} \\
\text{Chemical Formula: } C_{10}H_8O \\
\text{Exact Mass: 144.06}
\]

\[
\text{[O]} - H_2O \\
\text{Binol} \\
\text{Chemical Formula: } C_{20}H_{14}O_2 \\
\text{Exact Mass: 286.10}
\]

**Schematic 3.4** Proposed mechanistic pathway of binol synthesis from 2-naphthol and ferric chloride hexahydrate based on work of Toda et al.\textsuperscript{29}
Figure 3.9 Average mass spectrum over the full reaction period for the synthesis of binol. *) assigned reaction peaks, **) Thermal rearrangement peaks, !) Common contaminant peak

Figure 3.10 Reaction profiling for the synthesis of the binol product, as a function of temperature.
Figure 3.10 shows the formation of binol as a function of temperature. In this example the EIC of binol (286 Da, [M]^+) is shown exclusively as no sign of reactive intermediates (see Figure 3.9) was detected. Extra signals observed are assumed to be the thermal rearrangement products of binol.

A sample of 2-naphthol was tested individually as a separate experiment and was observed as the protonated form 145 Da [M+H]^+ but more readily as its dimer 299 Da [2M+H]^+. From this brief experiment the complexation of the iron in the reaction experiment is expected to have reduced the ease of ionisation existing as an iron complex, the literature has very few examples of DART-MS applied to coordination complexes.

The profile in Figure 3.10 shows a series of key steps. Nothing is observed until above 70 °C when there is the first indication that product is being formed. A plateau in the profile is shown from ca. 90 to 120 °C which is tentatively attributed towards a steady state condition where the rate of product formation is matched by the rate of loss through thermal desorption. The rise in binol shown from 120 °C can be directly correlated to the melting of the 2-naphthol reactant, at this moment the reaction rate significantly increases due to more intimate mixing between liquid reactant and the iron chloride. Product is continuously evolved up until 185 °C after which the decline in signal is assigned to the depletion of the reactant.

For this reaction, the optical component of HDM yields very useful complimentary data to the EIC profile.

Figure 3.11 shows micrographs of the reaction at a range of temperatures. The most striking change is between images A and B going from a light yellow to a dark brown attributed to the dehydration of ferric chloride hexahydrate (commonly referred to as the melting as the salt dissolves in its own waters of crystallisation) around 37 °C. The dark colour itself most likely has two components, the actual ‘wetting’ of the 2-naphthol and also from the iron-naphthol complex that can be formed. This dark brown colour is used as a common indicator as a ‘wet test’ to show the presence of phenol and naphthol based compounds. The colour profile (obtained from the overall colour change ∆RGB) shown in Figure 3.12 also reveals this sharp colour change clearly.

Secondly, key events the melting of the 2-naphthol and the rapid onset of product formation which is clearly observable in both the colour profile and micrographs. Images C and D show a clear difference, the beige coloured spots of the 2-naphthol disappear during the melting and the colour profile shows a corresponding step change in total RGB change of 30 a.u.. A final event relates to the melting of the binol product revealed by another step change in colour between 200 and 216 °C which correlates to the known melting point of the product.
Figure 3.11 Micrographs of the synthesis of binol. A) 30 °C, B) 50 °C, C) 100 °C, D) 150 °C, E) 200 °C, F) 250 °C

Figure 3.12 Colour profiling of the binol synthesis. Reaction colour change plotted as a function of temperature. Labels correlate to micrographs in Figure 3.11.
Micrographs E and F show a very gradual change between brown and black as the product melts (images E and F), but this is very difficult to observe with the human eye and interpretation could be somewhat subjective. However, interpretation of the binol profile is aided by the colour profile data provided by HDM.

Again, confirmatory studies were done using DSC and NMR on products obtained from the same reaction but on a larger scale. A \(1 \degree C \text{ min}^{-1}\) heating rate was applied with the maximum temperature restricted to 150 °C. The product was purified by washing with cold water to remove the various iron salts and then recrystallised to obtain a white/beige powder.

Figure 3.13 shows the NMR spectrum of the binol product (the insert shows expansion of the aromatic region) and is in good agreement with the literature.\(^{33}\)

\[\delta_H\text{ (400 MHz; CDCl}_3;\text{ Me}_4\text{Si)} = 5.057 (2\text{H, s, -OH}),\] 7.181 (2\text{H, d, Ar-H}), 7.326 (2\text{H, td, Ar-H}), 7.387 (4\text{H, td, Ar-H}), 7.412 (2\text{H, d, Ar-H}), 7.920 (2\text{H, d, Ar-H}), 8.002 (2\text{H, d, Ar-H}).\]

Figure 3.14 shows the DSC thermogram of the purified binol. The product (ca. 5 mg) was heated using a linear heating rate of \(5 \degree C \text{ min}^{-1}\) from 30 to 300 °C. A sharp melt is observed at \(T_{\text{onset}} = 216.2 \degree C\), agreeing closely with literature ranges published between 215 and 217 °C.\(^{32}\)
Figure 3.13 proton NMR spectrum of the synthesised binol product, insert focusing on the aromatic region.

Figure 3.14 DSC analysis of the synthesised binol product.
3.4 14-Aryl Xanthene Synthesis

For this study, the µ-DART (Chapter 2, Section 2.6) was used to simultaneously sample in both the positive and negative mode utilising the ion trap’s fast polarity switching mode. The synthesis of 14-phenyl-14H-dibenzoxanthene (aryl xanthene) is similar to the binol carbon coupling reaction described previously. This reaction is multicomponent, using the same components (2-naphthol and ferric chloride hexahydrate) together with an aromatic aldehyde, benzaldehyde. Schematic 3.5 shows an overview of the reaction: 2 equivalents of 2-naphthol react with 1 equivalent of benzaldehyde to form the product 14-phenyl-14H-dibenzoxanthene.

![Chemical formulas and diagram](image)

**Schematic 3.5 Overall synthesis of aryl-xanthene from 2-naphthol, benzaldehyde and ferric chloride hexahydrate.**

The reaction was considered a good test of HDM due to the greater complexity of the system (being multiple component). Aryl-xanthenes themselves find uses primarily within the dyes and pharmaceutical sectors, with many research articles reporting on their use within lasers, anti-viral activity and solar materials.

Much current research focuses on ways of making the synthesis ‘greener’ primarily through the use of modified clay catalysts, non-conventional heating methods such as microwave heating and with metal salts as catalysts.

The experimental conditions used were:

- 2-naphthol (16 mg, 111 µmol, Aldrich) and iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (30mg, 111 µmol, Aldrich) were premixed before the addition of the benzaldehyde (5.1 µl, 50 µmol).
- The reaction mixture was heated at 5 °C min⁻¹ from 30 to 400 °C. Simultaneous positive and negative spectra were obtained using the µ-DART and the mass spectrometer was set to alternating polarity mode for dual polarity data collection.
Schematic 3.6 shows the reaction scheme based on existing literature. The reaction forms a complex between the solvated iron and the benzaldehyde although, as 2-naphthol is also present, the iron-naphthol complex will also form resulting in a dark coloured solution as noted in the binol example. Through nucleophilic attack by the 2-naphthol on the benzaldehyde the first intermediate is formed, which is stabilised by proton transfer. The intermediate then undergoes dehydration to form the second intermediate which is subjected to further nucleophilic attack with a second 2-naphthol molecule. The penultimate intermediate self-cyclises and dehydrates to finish the reaction process forming the aryl-xanthene.
Figure 3.15 Averaged mass spectrum across the aryl-xanthene reaction. A) Negative mode, B) Positive Mode. *) Reaction signals, *') unassigned reaction signals. Thermal degradation peaks were not highlighted for clarity.

Figure 3.16 Reaction profiling for the synthesis of aryl-xanthene shown as a function of temperature. A) Benzaaldehyde 107 Da [M+H]^+, B) Reaction intermediate 375 Da [M-H]^− and C) Aryl-xanthene 358 Da [M]^+. 
Figure 3.15 shows the average mass spectra obtained in both negative (A) and positive (B) modes. Increasing the number of reaction components also increases the number of possible side reactions and, since this is a temperature driven reaction, the number of thermal re-arrangement and decomposition products also may increase. In positive mode more side reactions and decomposition stages are apparent. In negative mode mass spectra are simpler mainly because fewer analytes are amenable to negative mode ionisation. Many intermediates are shown within the proposed reaction scheme, and the average mass spectra in both modes appear to reflect this, as opposed to the relatively simple spectra noted in other examples.

Figure 3.16 was constructed using both positive and negative mode signals from the µ-DART as some key intermediates may be missed if the experiment is operated in one ionisation mode solely. Although commercial DART systems have the ability to switch ionisation mode (between positive and negative) it is still slow (some seconds) and ionisation quantity is expected to be reduced due to the ‘down time’ taken to switch the module. In the case of the ion trap this switching capability is a relatively quick MS allowing virtually simultaneous recording of both polarities when using the µ-DART.

Profile A in Figure 3.16 follows the release of the protonated molecular ion of benzaldehyde. As in previous examples, this compound is released from the onset of heating and comes to a maximum level around 75 °C. A sharp decline is observed after the signal maximum which is attributed to the initiation of the reaction between 80 and 100 °C. Between ca. 100 and 170 °C the level of benzaldehyde plateaus and coincides with the formation of intermediate (B). As the intermediate profile declines the first signs of product release are seen. The product profile (C) has an unusual shape that has arisen from several ions being formed for one analyte, product C is observed as both the molecular ion 358 Da [M]+ and the protonated molecular ion 359 Da [M+H]+ that take preference during different temperature regions. Although both signals are present the molecular ion 358 Da [M]+ observed the greatest profile stability so was used as a representative profile for the aryl-xanthene product. A sharp increase in profile C is seen at 250 °C which correlates to a change in colour and micrographs discussed later. The final sharp increase and then decline in profile C ca. 295 °C correlates to the final drying of the reaction when the final oily components are removed leaving behind a solid char that appears to gradually oxidise and results in a loss of profile intensity. The apparent gain in benzaldehyde (A) during the later stages has most likely arisen from lower molecular weight thermal decomposition products sharing the same nominal mass as several new signals are also observed.

Figure 3.17 shows the colour profile of the reaction. For this reaction the profile is difficult to interpret partly due to the complex nature of the trace. However, with the aid of the
micrographs in Figure 3.18 some features of the trace can be evaluated. 80-100 °C shows a sharp step in colour ($\Sigma$RGB = ca. 220 a.u.), the step arises from the dehydration of the majority of liquid components in the reaction pan, mainly the benzaldehyde (micrographs A-B, Figure 3.21) profile A.

A gradual darkening is noted before another step change between 145-170 °C, micrographs C-D show the remaining liquid begins to turn slightly matte in finish, coinciding with the intermediate formation (B). The reaction darkens gradually between 180 and 250 °C, $\Sigma$RGB changes by ca. -250 a.u.. The surface becomes reflective, linked to the sharp rise in product signal (C). During this temperature range the remaining organic products are assumed to have reached a boiling point and boil away. The remaining solid gradually oxidises under the harsh conditions between 250-400 °C leaving behind the char (see micrograph F).

*Figure 3.17 Colour profiling of the aryl-xanthene synthesis. Labels correlate to the micrographs in Figure 3.18.*
The reaction was repeated but on a slightly larger scale so that DSC and NMR confirmatory studies could be performed. The scaled reaction was heated at 5 °C min⁻¹ between 30 and 170 °C, the reaction was held in this temperature region for 10 minutes so product formation occurred without risk of significant thermal decomposition. The reaction mixture was washed with cold deionised water to remove the remaining iron salts and the crude product was recrystallised from hot ethanol to afford a beige powder.

Unfortunately, the beige powder requires further purification after the original NMR analysis suggested that multiple chemical species were still present. The intention would be to return to the powder and purify through column chromatography.

Figure 3.18 Micrographs of the aryl-xanthene synthesis, A) 80 °C, B) 100 °C, C) 145 °C, D) 170 °C, E) 250 °C and F) 400 °C.
3.5 2-Phenylbenzimidazole Synthesis

A heterogeneous reaction between the liquid benzaldehyde and solid o-diaminobenzene was selected to be monitored using HDM, selected as many reactions rely on heterogeneous synthesis. The reaction itself has been extensively reviewed within the literature yielding the product 2-phenylbenzimidazole. Commonly phenylbenzimidazoles are produced through reactions of primary amines and carbonyl-containing phenyl compounds such as benzaldehyde or benzoic acid as outlined in Schematic 3.7.

Phenylbenzimidazole and its various substituted analogues are of great interest for current research for their use within a wide range of applications including as antimicrobial, antiviral and anticancer compounds. Many literature methods report the use of reaction of these compounds within solvents usually refluxing under oxidative and acidic conditions as originally reported by Phillips, and the method of synthesis is now commonly known as the Phillip’s benzimidazole synthesis.

Schematic 3.8 shows a proposed synthetic pathway based on existing literature. The reaction can follow one of two routes, the formation of the target molecule 2-phenylbenzimidazole and the second route yields the product 1-benzyl-2-phenyl-1H-benzo[d]imidazole. The reaction proceeds through nucleophilic attack between the amine group of o-diaminobenzene and the carbonyl carbon of the benzaldehyde. After proton transfer and dehydration the key intermediate ((E)-2-(benzyldeneamino)aniline) can follow one of two pathways. If sufficient oxygen is present the intermediate may undergo a final dehydration to yield the 2-phenylbenzimidazole product.

Should the reaction be oxygen deprived or if higher amounts of benzaldehyde are used the synthetic pathway preferentially follows a second nucleophilic attack from the primary amine towards another benzaldehyde molecule. Another condensation reaction follows to produce the penultimate product. The final step is the self-cyclisation driven by aromatic stabilisation producing the secondary product 1-benzyl-2-phenyl-1H-benzo[d]imidazole.
The following experiments were setup to evaluate the synthesis without solvent (common synthetic method) and as a function of temperature, the driving force is expected to be the removal of water at elevated temperatures preventing the reverse reaction:

Benzaldehyde (20.4 µL, 200 µmol, Aldrich) was deposited onto 1,2-diaminobenzene (21.6 mg, 200 µmol, Aldrich) in the reaction pan. A linear heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ was applied to the sample between 30 and 300 °C. The reaction was also repeated keeping everything constant other than using benzaldehyde in excess. The DART and MS combination were operated in positive mode only.

*Schematic 3.8 Proposed mechanistic multi-route synthesis between benzaldehyde and o-diaminobenzene. Based on literature.*

\[\text{1-benzyl-2-phenyl-1H-benzo[d]imidazole}\]
\[\text{Chemical Formula: } C_{20}H_{12}N_2\]
\[\text{Exact Mass: } 284.13\]
\[\text{Product 2}\]

\[\text{2-phenyl-1H-benzo[d]imidazole}\]
\[\text{Chemical Formula: } C_{13}H_{10}N_2\]
\[\text{Exact Mass: } 194.08\]
\[\text{Product 1}\]
Figure 3.19 Average mass spectrum over the full reaction duration for phenylbenzimidazole. All major peaks have been assigned.

Figure 3.20 Reaction profiling normalised ion intensities plotted as a function of temperature for reaction pathway one. A) o-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]+, B) Intermediate 197 Da [M+H]+, C) Product one 195 Da [M+H]+.
Reaction pathway 1 from Schematic 3.8 is profiled (see Figure 3.20), the large differences in ion intensity (shown in Figure 3.19) resulted in the reaction profile being normalised for clarity. Figure 3.20 profiles the conversion from reactant (o-diaminobenzene, 109 Da, [M+H]^+), to intermediate ((E)-2-(benzylideneamino)aniline, 197 Da, [M+H]^+) to product (2-phenylbenzimidazole, 195 Da, [M+H]^+).

The onset of heating releases the o-diaminobenzene, around 85 °C the peak maximum is noted. The highest rate of intermediate formation (B) is shown between 70 and 105 °C coinciding with the maximum of o-diaminobenzene. The same trend is observed between intermediate and product formation between 120 and 150 °C. A significant amount of water is removed during these reaction pathways potentially explaining the exclusivity of the protonated signals as discussed in the introduction.

Comparisons of the micrographs and colour (Figure 3.21 & Figure 3.22 respectively) to the reaction profile show some key steps. Micrographs A-C show the conversion from a liquid state to a semi-solid reaction mixture as the benzaldehyde reacts with the o-diaminobenzene. The colour profile within this temperature range shows a gradual increase in total colour, arising from the shift in yellow liquid to the more reflective solid bed that formed. The development of the semi-solid correlates well with the rise in product 1 profile (C). The decline in product 1 (C) from 170 °C appears to arise from the onset of thermal decomposition as the colour also begins to darken. The final darkening (see micrograph E) is the thermal decomposition monitored between 200 and 300 °C as a brown oil remains, from a variety of thermal decomposition products which formed, the step change in colour around 270 °C appears to be an underlying eutectic melt of the product mixture.

This was the first example in which reaction intermediates had been noted in significant quantities resulting in mass spectrum signals. (E)-2-(benzylideneamino)aniline is an isolatable transient intermediate although under these reaction conditions it will be driven towards either product as shown in Schematic 3.4. As intermediates reach the gas phase prior to MS analysis it is reasonable to assume that the environment they exist within at this stage is unfavourable for further reaction (primarily oxidation), this combined with the short transit time from reaction pan to the mass detector may help suggest why these reaction intermediates can be seen, further demonstrated across a wider range of reactions discussed within this chapter.
Figure 3.21 Micrographs of the phenylbenzimidazole reaction progression A) 30 °C, B) 100 °C, C) 150 °C, D) 200 °C and E) 300 °C

Figure 3.22 Colour profiling of the phenylbenzimidazole reaction progression, total colour plotted as a function of temperature. Labels correlate to the micrographs in Figure 3.21

Figure 3.23 demonstrates the same reaction but using an excess of benzaldehyde since a 1:1 stoichiometry would limit the amount of secondary product formed when following pathway 2. The excess benzaldehyde used in this example does appear to drive further formation of the secondary product (comparing average MS profiles). Benzaldehyde (A) and intermediate (B) profiles follow closely to the 1:1 example having a similar shape. The secondary product forms shortly after the intermediate’s onset of formation, the rate of secondary product release is constant until around 130 °C.

Investigation within this region shows that product one is also released resulting in an apparent slowdown in rate of product two between 135 and 160 °C; this has been tentatively attributed to a signal suppression effect. After this temperature the reaction appears to undergo thermal decomposition again with a corresponding loss of ion signal. The slight peak shown around 270 °C had arisen from deposition of the product on the MS
inlet ceramic, with further heating this is removed and thus is considered an artefact of the experiment. This was the primary reasoning for the construction of the inlet ceramic heater to prevent further sample deposition as this had been noted previously in Chapter 2.

Figure 3.23 Reaction profiling normalised ion intensities plotted as a function of temperature for reaction pathway two. A) o-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]^+, B) Intermediate 197 Da [M+H]^+, C) Product 285 Da [M+H]^+.

It has been noted by several authors that if this particular reaction is starved of oxygen then the yields of product one are reduced. The DART source constantly creates a curtain gas (typically inert He) across the sample, the reduced oxygen atmosphere helps to explain why preferential formation of product pathway two is noted in both examples. By increasing the proportion of the benzaldehyde the reaction can be pushed almost exclusively towards reaction pathway two.

The products have not been formulated on a large scale for NMR and DSC analysis. Again, the intent would be to characterise these materials through other instrumental means to strengthen the assignment of the signals obtained by HDM in future work.
3.6 2,3-Diphenylquinoxaline Synthesis

Two different experiment types were trialled for the diphenylquinoxaline synthesis, a simple linear heating experiment and an isothermal temperature hold experiment. The profile of 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline was monitored using HDM to monitor the melt reaction between benzil and o-diaminobenzene. The overall reaction is outlined in Figure 3.28, essentially a double dehydration reaction forming a heterocyclic pyrazine ring.

![Diagram of the reaction between benzil and o-diaminobenzene](image)

**Schematic 3.9 Overall reaction between o-diaminobenzene and benzil yielding phenyl substituted quinoxaline.**

The quinoxaline family of compounds serve major roles biologically and are being extensively researched for use within the following areas: selective protein inhibitors, antioxidants, and cytotoxicity. Chemically quinoxalines serve as excellent backbones for photoactive compounds used within electroluminescence and as chromophores.

Schematic 3.5 shows the proposed mechanistic pathway based on the existing literature. The reaction follows a series of dehydrations and final aromatic stabilisation as the driving force behind this reaction. An amine of o-diaminobenzene attacks a carbonyl carbon of benzil, followed by proton transfer and dehydration. The final condensation is intramolecular, with the free terminal amine attacking the second carbonyl carbon, the intramolecular reaction is likely to be quick and driven by aromatic stabilisation upon formation of the final product. The water from the dehydration reactions is being driven off by the elevated temperatures preventing possible reverse reactions.

Both experiments followed the same sample preparation:

*Equimolar amounts of o-diaminobenzene (10.8 mg, 100 µmol, Aldrich) and benzil (21 mg, 100 µmol, Aldrich) were slightly ground before addition to the analysis pan.*

*The linear heating experiment followed a temperature program of 5 °C min⁻¹ between 30 and 300 °C. The isothermal experiment used a 5 °C min⁻¹ heating rate, held isothermally at 100 °C for 30 mins and continued linearly heating at 5 °C min⁻¹ up to a maximum temperature of 250 °C. The DART and MS were operated in positive mode.*
Schematic 3.10 Proposed mechanistic synthesis between benzil and o-diaminobenzene forming 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline.
Figure 3.24 Average mass spectrum over the entire reaction duration (linear heating experiment) for diphenylquinoxaline, insert shows scaled intermediate region. *) Assigned Reaction peaks and !) Carry over peak.

Figure 3.25 Reaction profiling normalised ion intensities plotted as a function of temperature. A) o-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]^+, B) diphenylquinoxaline 283 Da (M+H)^+.
Shown in Figure 3.24 is the average mass spectrum for the linear heating experiment, although both reactant signals o-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]+ and benzil 211 Da [M+H]+ are noted the trace for benzil has been omitted from Figure 3.25. The choice to omit the benzil profile was due to inconsistencies within the signal arising from apparent signal suppression of the o-diaminobenzene and diphenylquinoxaline product 283 Da [M+H]+. Reaction intermediates (Figure 3.24, insert) had been noted but in relatively low quantities. The apparent reduced intensity is most likely due to the speed at which intramolecular reactions can occur.

Figure 3.25 shows a selected reaction profile from reactant (o-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]+) through to the final product (diphenylquinoxaline product 283 Da [M+H]+), the profiles have been normalised. O-diaminobenzene (A) is gradually evolved with heating until a maximum of 90 °C, coinciding closely with the secondary reactant benzil (T_m = 95-96 °C). As profile (A) reaches its maximum the molten benzil begins to react with the o-diaminobenzene, the profile decline is attributed to the reactants being consumed. During the decline of o-diaminobenzene (A) the rise of diphenylquinoxaline profile (B) is shown with an increase in rate of release around 110 °C as the entire reaction is now within the liquid state. Continued heating drives off the product over a broad temperature range ca. 100 °C. The sharp decline of profile (B) at 240 °C is caused by complete depletion of products from the analysis pan. The profile was concluded at 260 °C for profile clarity as inlet ceramic contamination (from condensation) was a major issue during this experiment, giving rise to apparent prolonged profiles.

This reaction demonstrates some interesting physical processes as can be viewed by comparison of micrographs (Figure 3.26) and colour profiles (Figure 3.27). Micrograph A shows the two reactants in the pan with an off-white colour, with minimal heating the reaction becomes a faint yellow see micrograph B, an associated colour change in the colour profile is seen around 50 °C. The colour profile becomes slightly noisy between 50 and 90 °C as the reactants begin to move around and shrink exposing more of the metallic pan underneath. A step change is noted about 90 °C for the onset of melting of the benzil, micrographs B-C. The colour profile stabilises between 90 and 130 °C, although the colour trace did not reveal too much within this region, comparison between micrographs C and D shows that the reaction mixture had crystallised most likely due to supersaturation of the solution. A sharp step is shown in the colour profile at 130 °C, linked to the micrographs D and E as the reaction mixture melts. The melt coincides with the maximum rate of evolution of the quinoxaline product in Figure 3.25. The colour profile remains relatively stable over the next 100 °C until a final sharp step is observed at 240 °C as all the liquid state evaporates from the pan.
To evaluate the reaction and primarily the in situ crystallisation process further the reaction was held isothermally at 100 °C for 30 minutes to allow further reaction conversion. The isothermal temperature was selected to be between the melting of the reactants and melting of the product to induce the crystallisation shown earlier in Figure 3.26. A series of micrographs are shown in Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29 has been split into three profiles (EICs, differential colour and temperature).

The differential colour (ΔRGB) shows sharper signals most notably around the melting events. During the first heat ramp the colour profile is similar to Figure 3.27 (the linear
heat example). A series of noisy spikes are shown due to movement, colour change and the onset of melting around 85 °C, slightly earlier than in the linear heating example.

The colour remains constant during the isotherm, with no clear sign of crystallisation in this period. Further heating forces the melt at 130 °C, and the final boil away of the sample is shown by a sharp peak around 245 °C in a similar manner to the linear heating example.

In the isothermal example the profile for benzil has been included. The increase in reaction time gave sufficient resolution between reactant profiles that it was decided that the benzil could be included. During the isothermal period the benzil profile dominates the mass spectra, likely owing to the fact it is molten by this point. The benzil signal gradually falls away during the isotherm, a combination of evaporation and reaction consumption will be occurring during this stage. The o-diaminobenzene profile is evolved in a similar manner to Figure 3.25 during the initial heat, and falls away during the isothermal period, again when combinations of evaporation and reaction consumption are occurring. The quinoxaline product shows the onset of formation during the same temperature region as the decline of o-diaminobenzene.

During the isothermal period a steady profile is achieved for the quinoxaline, until the second heat when a rapid evolution is noted. Both benzil (B) and o-diaminobenzene (A) show a brief rise in intensity about the melting of the reaction mixture, suggesting that some of the unreacted components may have been trapped within the solid that formed. The product continues to be released until product depletion beyond 180 °C and reaction termination at 250 °C.

![Figure 3.28 Micrographs of the synthesis of 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline during isothermal synthesis. A) 0 min, B) 15 min, C) 18 min, D) 48 min, E) 58 min, F) 88 min.](image)
Figure 3.29 Isothermal profile of 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline synthesis. A) α-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]^+, B) benzil 211 Da [M+H]^+, C) diphenylquinoxaline 283 Da [M+H]^+, D) Differential colour and E) Temperature.
The micrographs in Figure 3.28 follow closely to the micrographs obtained during the linear heating experiment in Figure 3.26. The same key features are noted, conversion from white to yellow, with an eventual melt (micrographs A-B). During the isotherm the reaction crystallises and continues to solidify removing any resulting liquid components through reaction and evaporation (micrographs C-D). Micrographs D-E show the rapid melt of the reaction mixture at 130 °C. The final micrograph F shows the boil away of the final components around 250 °C.

The reaction was scaled up to perform both DSC and NMR analysis on the final product. The temperature of the reaction was ramped at 5 °C min⁻¹ to 100 °C and held isothermally for 30 minutes in the same manner as the isothermal HDM experiment. The product was allowed to cool and the solid product was removed from the crucible. The crude product was ground, washed and recrystallised from hot ethanol, to yield white crystalline needles.

Figure 3.30 shows the NMR spectrum of the final 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline product, the peaks appear in good agreement with the literature. The spectrum shows no evidence of residual starting material (aryl-amine shifts between 3-5 ppm) and all peaks are assigned within the aromatic region.

δH (400 MHz; CDCl₃; Me₄Si) 7.287 (s, res. solvent), 7.379 (6H, m, Ph-H), 7.541 (4H, dd, Ph-H), 7.807 (2H, m, Ar-H), 8.211 (2H, m, Ar-H).

Figure 3.31 shows the melting of the purified 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline product as monitored using DSC analysis. A linear heating experiment was set up at a rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ between 30 and 300 °C. A melt is observed at T onset = 125.6 °C, close to literature ranges of 123-124 °C.
Figure 3.30 Selected region of the proton NMR spectrum of the synthesised diphenylquinoxaline product.

Figure 3.31 DSC analysis of the synthesised diphenylquinoxaline product.
3.7 Tetraphenylpyrazine Synthesis

As highlighted previously the study of solid state reactions typically proves troublesome for many techniques, for this reason it was decided to investigate HDM’s capabilities with solid state reaction profiling with a focus on multicomponent reactions. The synthesis of tetraphenylpyrazine uses solid components (benzoin, ammonium acetate and anhydrous zinc chloride) and relies on the liberation of ammonia (from an ammonium salt) to initiate the reaction as shown below in Schematic 3.11.

![Schematic 3.11](image)

**Schematic 3.11** Overall reaction between ammonia and benzoin forming the tetraphenylpyrazine product.

Benzoin is commonly used as an organic building block finding particular use within pharmaceutical formulations, although many synthetic procedures usually oxidise it to benzil at some point during the reaction. Pyrazines as a class of compounds find major importance in the food and perfume industries. Recently studies into wines have shown how pyrazine compounds play a major role in the overall flavour and authenticity, and how instrumental techniques are being used to detect these compounds to prove adulteration of products.

In the following example benzoin undergoes nucleophilic attack from ammonia liberated through the thermal decomposition of ammonium acetate, yielding ammonia and acetic acid. A hemiacetal intermediate that is formed undergoes dehydration yielding a Schiff base as in the earlier examples. The tautomeric amino-ketone form may then react with another equivalent of itself undergoing cyclisation through a double dehydration. The final step relies on oxidation from the atmosphere to remove the remaining central hydrogens and forms the aromatic stabilised pyrazine ring. This has been demonstrated through a proposed mechanism in Schematic 3.12 based on existing pyrazine literature. The nature of the multicomponent system leads to obvious side reactions, some of these side reactions will be evaluated alongside the main tetraphenylpyrazine reaction.
Benzoin (10.5 mg, 50 µmol, Aldrich), ammonium acetate (7.4 mg, 100 µmol, Aldrich) and zinc chloride anhydrous (0.6 mg, 5 µmol, Aldrich) were ground prior to the addition to the sample pan. A linear heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ was applied to the sample between 30 and 350 °C. The DART and MS were operated in positive mode.
Schematic 3.12 Proposed mechanism for the synthesis of tetraphenylpyrazine from benzoin and ammonia.\textsuperscript{63}
Figure 3.32 Average mass spectrum over the entire reaction duration for tetraphenylpyrazine synthesis. *) Assigned Reaction peaks and **) Side product.

Figure 3.33 Reaction profiling of tetraphenylpyrazine synthesis plotted as a function of temperature. A) Benzoin 213 Da [M+H]+, B) hemiacetal intermediate 230 Da (M+H)+ and C) tetraphenylpyrazine 385 Da [M+H]+.
Key ions are noted having direct relation to the tetraphenylpyrazine synthesis, along with several other ions most likely arising from side reactions. Although this exact reaction hasn't seen much development in nearly a century preliminary work was undertaken to elucidate possible structures of these products. Figure 3.32 shows the average mass spectrum over the entire course of the reaction, the key signals being monitored are the protonated molecular ion of benzoin 213 Da [M+H]+, the protonated molecular ion of the hemiacetal intermediate 230 Da [M+H]+ and finally the protonated molecular ion of tetraphenylpyrazine 385 Da [M+H]+.

Since the ammoniated molecular ion of benzoin forms a signal at 230 Da [M+NH₄]+ a separate experiment was trialled to identify the proposed analyte. A dopant experiment was set up by adding an open bottle of concentrated ammonium hydroxide near the instrument, resulting in a rise in the concentration of ammoniated signal through increase in liberated gaseous ammonia. The protonated and ammoniated signals of benzoin could not be resolved by temperature ramping the stage, suggesting that since thermal separation of the two signals could be achieved in Figure 3.33 this is indeed related to the hemiacetal intermediate and not the ammoniated form of benzoin. Dopants are discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.5.

The peak that dominated the mass spectrum is a signal at 298 Da, this has been attributed to the product of a side reaction shown in Schematic 3.13. Early work performed by Leslie et al. noted the formation of quantitative yields of 2,4,5-triphenyloxazole along with tetraphenylpyrazine. Should the reaction be performed using benzil as opposed to benzoin a chemically luminescent material lophine (2,4,5-triphenylimidazole) is formed instead forming a central imidazole ring.

![Schematic 3.13 Side product formation during tetraphenylpyrazine reaction, proposed origin of the 298 Da signal.](image_url)
Figure 3.33 profiles the reaction from benzoin to tetraphenylpyrazine via the hemiacetal intermediate. Since the reaction is initiated by the decomposition of the ammonium salt it is reasonable to assume this initiation won’t be until higher decomposition temperatures. The first stages of heating see the release of benzoin (A) up to around 100 °C, the signal maximum of benzoin relates closely to the highest rate of evolution of the intermediate at 2.26 counts x10^6 °C^{-1} around 105 °C. The maximum intensity of the protonated hemiacetal intermediate (B) is noted around 130 °C. Both benzoin and the hemiacetal decline until an abrupt end at 180 °C. Unlike other reactions discussed previously the product signal does not begin to evolve until the apparent end of the intermediate signal, as opposed to during the decline of the intermediate. This proves quite difficult to explain through the EICs alone but a much simpler explanation is found when looking at the micrographs in Figure 3.34.

The tetraphenylpyrazine profile (C in Figure 3.33) shows a sharp rise in signal intensity at around 185 °C, with continuing release until a peak maximum around 240 °C. The decline of the product signal arises from a combination of sample exhaustion and decomposition at elevated temperatures.

The optical data obtained by HDM excel within this example showing how physical sample information can be collected during the reaction processes. Figure 3.34 shows an array of micrographs from key points during the reaction. Micrograph A shows the starting point of the reaction, a partially ground mixture of white compounds, transitioning to B the onset of colour formation is shown with hints of red during the formation of the intermediate hemiacetal. As the temperature reaches 130 °C (see micrograph C) the whole reaction pan becomes red in colour at the same temperature the maximum of the intermediate is shown. Micrographs C-E show the red product begin to melt, the melt correlates well with the ‘take off’ of the tetraphenylpyrazine profile. Although a melt is shown it is significantly lower than the literature melting point for tetraphenylpyrazine, so the reduction in melting has been tentatively attributed to a mixture of impurities, similar to what is noted in the analysis of mixtures melting. The final micrograph (F) shows the dark black tar that has formed during oxidation of the reaction after the pyrazine signal has been reduced into background levels.

The ΔRGB profile (see Figure 3.35) documents the processes occurring during the reaction. The profile remains stable until around 70 °C at the same temperature that the intermediate signal is noted in Figure 3.39. The colour increase (white to red) follows closely with the intermediate signal between 80 and 130 °C, the sharp step in the colour trace is not an artefact of the system but is actually related to the reaction appearing more reflective at this temperature before returning to a base line around 500 a.u. at 150 °C.
A process relating to the melt is shown between 150-200 °C. A decline in colour value is noted between 500 and 350 a.u., under the gradual decline a subtle melt can be shown between 180-190 °C. The remaining colour profile monitors the decomposition process primarily within the 200-240 °C region as decomposition products remain in solution resulting in the stable baseline. The final step at 280 °C is related to a loss in liquid volume as the products begin to boil away at the elevated temperatures, with the remaining noise coming from breakdown of semi-solid decomposition char beyond see (micrograph F).

Figure 3.34 Micrographs of the tetraphenylpyrazine synthesis. A) 30 °C, B) 100 °C, C) 130 °C, D) 180 °C, E) 190 °C, F) 250 °C.

Figure 3.35 Colour profile for the tetraphenylpyrazine synthesis. Labels correlate to micrographs in Figure 3.34.
To authenticate the reaction process and isolate the tetraphenylpyrazine product for further analysis (DSC and NMR) the reaction was scaled up as in previous examples.

_A scaled up equimolar reaction was added to a temperature controlled furnace. This time air was pumped through the furnace to ensure complete conversion to the reduced product, as typically the furnace is under a stagnant air atmosphere. The temperature was ramped at a rate of 5 °C min\(^{-1}\) between 30 and 200 °C._

_The solid red mass was removed and washed through with iced deionised water to remove the water soluble zinc chloride and any other water soluble side products. The crude product was then purified through column chromatography (silica, 5% methanol: dichloromethane). The crude product was then triple recrystallised from hot glacial acetic acid to yield fine white needles._

Interprisingly the product was pure white, so the red colour of the reaction must arise from one of the reaction intermediates, thus the colour is not related to product formation within this example. The colour has been tentatively attributed to a potential bathochromic shift caused by reaction intermediates possibly complexing with the zinc.\(^{66}\)

_Figure 3.36 shows the melting of the purified 2,3,4,5-tetraphenylpyrazine product using DSC. A linear heating experiment was set up at a rate of 5 °C min\(^{-1}\) between 30 and 200 °C using ca. 5 mg of sample. As can be seen a sharp melt is observed at \(T_{onset} = 246.9 \, °C\). The synthesised product shows good purity with the agreement to existing literature melting of 246 °C.\(^{67}\)_

_However, although the DSC indicates purity (through lack of other thermal events and a sharp melting peak) the proton NMR suggests evidence of impurities (remaining from recrystallisation solvent) indicated by extra signals in the spectrum and was not included._

\[\text{Figure 3.36 DSC analysis of the synthesised tetraphenylpyrazine product.}\]
3.8 Benzodiazepine Synthesis

A reaction between o-diaminobenzene and pentane-2,4-dione was trialled to see if the HDM synthesis of 2,4-dimethylbenzodiazepine outlined in Schematic 3.14 could be achieved. Typical literature synthesis of benzodiazepines relies on the coupling reaction between substituted 1,2-diamines and 1,3-dicarbonyls, usually under the influence of acid, base or a catalyst. In the nature of HDM the reaction was trialled without any further additives and was evaluated as a thermally driven reaction.

Schematic 3.14 Overview reaction for benzodiazepine synthesis between diaminobenzene and pentane-2,4-dione.

The class of compounds known as benzodiazepines is of critical importance pharmaceutically with selected compounds having medicinal properties to aid with anxiety, insomnia and depression. Immense research is currently being undertaken to synthesise these compounds due to the limited supply of these drug compounds that are found without major side effects.

The following reaction is heterogeneous between solid o-diaminobenzene and the liquid state pentanedione and is mechanistically following the same theme as many of the previous reactions forming Schiff base complexes through dehydration. Schematic 3.15 shows an overview of the mechanism of reaction. The amine attacks one of the carbonyls of the pentanedione, followed by proton transfer and resulting in dehydration, forming the mono-substituted intermediate. The intermediate can undergo further self-condensation between the remaining carbonyl and amine, forming the final benzodiazepine product.

The following reaction conditions were setup:

To a reaction pan (6mm, Inconel) was added o-diaminobenzene (10.8 mg, 100 µmol) and pentane-2,4-dione (excess). A linear heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ was applied to the hot-stage between 30 and 350 °C. The DART source and mass spectrometer were operated in positive mode only with all resultant mass spectral profiles being acquired.
Figure 3.37 shows the average mass spectrum of the entire reaction, with the insert showing the reactant peaks mainly observed during the low temperature range, product formation is noted almost instantly. The key signals are marked but consist of the protonated molecular ions of o-diaminobenzene 109 Da \([M+H]^+\), pentane-2,4-dione 101 Da \([M+H]^+\), mono-substituted intermediate 191 Da \([M+H]^+\) and the dimethyl benzodiazepine product 173 Da \([M+H]^+\).

**Schematic 3.15** Mechanism for the synthesis of dimethyl benzodiazepine from o-diaminobenzene and pentane-dione.
Figure 3.37 Average mass spectrum over the entire benzodiazepine reaction, insert shows reactant signals that are noted in the initial stages of analysis. *) Reaction signals, *) Side product signal.

Figure 3.38 Reaction profiling of the benzodiazepine synthesis. A) 101 Da [pentane-2,4-dione + H]^+, B) 109 Da [o-diaminobenzene + H]^+, C) 191 Da [mono-sub intermediate + H]^+ and D) 173 Da [benzodiazepine + H]^+. 
The reaction between o-diaminobenzene (B) and pentanedione (A) appears to proceed both quickly and cleanly, this is similar to literature findings obtaining both high yields and relatively short reaction times.\textsuperscript{74}

Figure 3.38 monitors the reaction process as a series of EICs with relation to reaction temperature. From the onset of heating there is a clear decline for both reactant profiles A and B (pentanedione and diaminobenzene respectively) until around 100 °C. Pentanedione itself is extremely volatile so the sharp loss is expected to be some reaction consumption, but largely evaporation. Both the reaction intermediate and product are observed from the start of the experiment.

The reactive intermediate (C) begins to increase in signal intensity at much lower temperatures than the final product (D) until 157 °C. The reaction intermediate reaches a maximum signal intensity between 165-220 °C forming a steady signal during a linear rate of signal evolution for the product, possibly reaching a steady state within this region of intermediate formation and intermediate evaporation and consumption. Continued heating shows decline of the intermediate (C) upwards of 220 °C; the rate of product evolution reaches its highest rate around 250 °C, until the product finishes being released at 270 °C. The product profile then sharply falls away between 270-300 °C, as the reaction remnants boil away and thermal decomposition starts.

The micrographs in Figure 3.39 and the total colour ($\Sigma$RGB) profile in Figure 3.40 appear to correlate well with the reaction profile in Figure 3.38. The underlying crystal formations of o-diaminobenzene can been seen within the pentanedione in micrograph A, the decline can be shown between micrographs A-C up to 150 °C as shown by the EIC profiles in Figure 3.46. The colour profile remains almost constant until the release of the diazepine product around 150 °C, comparing micrographs C-D the colour actually darkens from yellow to orange possibly with the onset of decomposition. Further heating shows the decomposition (see micrographs D-F) and the colour step between 200 and 300 °C. The final boil off of the remaining materials can be shown between 300-350 °C within the curves of both the product profile and the colour profile, micrographs F-G show the liquid reduced down to an oil/char.

A signal was shown at 133 Da which did not relate to any of the proposed intermediates, fragments or adducts. A secondary product 2-methylbenzimidazole has been assigned to this signal as its protonated molecular ion. Schematic 3.16 provides a brief proposal of the origin of this signal, arising from the second amine attacking the hydroxyl-carbon and not the carbonyl carbon before imine formation. HDM may allow for identification of these side reactions aiding with explanations to reduced reaction yields.
Figure 3.39 Micrographs of the benzodiazepine synthesis. A) 30 °C, B) 100 °C, C) 150 °C, D) 200 °C, E) 250 °C, F) 300 °C, G) 350 °C. Green square pixel monitoring region, white spots are lighting reflection from the USB microscopes inbuilt lighting.

Figure 3.40 Colour profiling of the benzodiazepine synthesis as monitored using HDM. Labels correspond to the micrographs in Figure 3.39.

Schematic 3.16 Proposed side reaction giving rise to the unidentified signal at 133 Da.

The reaction wasn't scaled up within the time frame of the investigation so no complimentary NMR or DSC data was obtained.
3.9 Phenylbisbenzimidazole Synthesis

After the successful reaction between o-diaminobenzene and benzaldehyde (Section 3.5) a reaction based on this but in the solid state was trialled. Since benzaldehyde is a liquid at room temperature a solid aldehyde was required to evaluate this reaction. The compound terephthalaldehyde was investigated for this reaction as it is very similar in structure to benzaldehyde and only differs by having two aldehyde groups in the para position. Terephthalaldehyde offered a solid material at room temperature and added another level of reaction complexity by forming two terminal benzimidazole groups as opposed to the one afforded by benzaldehyde itself. The overall reaction is shown in Schematic 3.17 forming the product commonly known as phenylbisbenzimidazole (1,4-bis(benzoimidazolyl)benzene).

![Schematic 3.17 reaction overview for the synthesis of phenylbisbenzimidazole.](image)

A review of the literature did not reveal too much about the applications of phenylbisbenzimidazole other than its inclusion as a reaction analogue within the phenylbenzimidazole papers. Literature mainly shows the compound has been studied crystallographically with investigations into its various forms.

The proposed reaction mechanism is outlined in Schematic 3.18 and was based on the mechanism from the phenylbenzimidazole example (Schematic 3.8). The reaction route is expected to favour the less sterically hindered phenylbisbenzimidazole as opposed to the more complex structures that may form further reactions at the secondary amine similar to reaction pathway 2 in Schematic 3.8. The mechanism in summary has several key steps, nucleophilic attack between an amine and one side of the aldehyde, followed by imine formation via dehydration. The intramolecular oxidation reaction occurs forming a mono-substituted intermediate. The process is repeated at the remaining terminal aldehyde, resulting in the formation of the final product.
The experiment was set up as follows:

1,2-diaminobenzene (21.6 mg, 200 µmol, Aldrich) and terephthalaldehyde (13.4 mg, 100 µmol, Aldrich) were layered side by side in the reaction pan. A linear heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ was applied to the sample between 30 and 350 °C. All resulting mass spectra were collected in positive ion mode.

[Schematic 3.18 Proposed mechanism for the synthesis of phenylbisbenzimidazole.]
Figure 3.41 Average mass spectrum of the phenylbisbenzimidazole synthesis. *) Key reaction signals, *') Unassigned signals. Reaction carry over was not labelled for clarity.

Figure 3.42 EICs for the synthesis of phenylbisbenzimidazole monitored as a function of temperature. A) o-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]^+, B) Monosubstituted intermediate 223 Da [M+H]^+ and C) bisbenzimidazole product 311 Da [M+H]^+. 
Figure 3.41 shows the average mass spectrum over the full duration of the reaction, the major reaction signals are marked. The three signals of interest are of the protonated molecular ions for o-diaminobenzene 109 Da [M+H]+, the monosubstituted intermediate 223 Da [M+H]+ and the phenylbisbenzimidazole product 311 Da [M+H]+, the EICs of these signals are displayed in Figure 3.52.

Figure 3.42 shows the normalised signals plotted as a function of temperature. The o-diaminobenzene (A) is observed from the onset of heating reaching a signal maximum soon after the start of the experiment levelling in intensity between 70 and 115 °C. No substantial quantities of intermediate or product are shown until the o-diaminobenzene profile begins to decline. A linear evolution of intermediate profile (B) is observed from 135 °C until the maximum around 200 °C, during the release of the intermediate the reactant profile is almost completely lost and the product (C) is shown. Product (C) evolution increases between 150 and 250 °C and goes through a trough (between 250 and 300 °C) before reaching the highest level of signal above 340 °C. The sudden decline in the profile has been attributed to the surface of the reaction forming a ‘crust’ as the surface appears to solidify and all MS ions show intensity losses within this region. Further heating appears to melt the surface thus showing a return in the product (C). Within the trough it is worth noting that a few unassigned higher molecular weight species were observed, it is expected that some polymeric system had formed that caused the brief surface effect.

**Schematic 3.19 Possible polymeric chain reaction between terephthalaldehyde and o-diaminobenzene.**

In the previous reaction example 3.5 for the synthesis of phenylbenzimidazole two possible reaction pathways were noted. It is reasonable to assume that the secondary reaction route could follow in the same way as in Schematic 3.4 although the products that would
be formed would continue to have terminal aldehydes leading to possible polymeric reactions as illustrated in Schematic 3.19. The higher molecular weight species noted within the 250-300 °C region could have been related to these undesired reactions although no signals were formally assigned.

It is worth noting that the reason the two components were layered and not physically ground/mixed is due to the apparent highly reactive nature of the process. Initially upon trialling these experiments the powders were weighed and ground, from the start of grinding the colour evidently changes from white to yellow to a vibrant orange. A quick analysis using DART in the standard mode (300 °C, introduced on a melting point tube) revealed that the product had indeed been formed through mechanical synthesis - as has been noted in similar reactions by other authors. Although this discovery was interesting it was not the focus of this study as the evaluation is focused on the thermally driven reaction. The two compounds were then layered to ensure minimal mechanical reactions would proceed before the analysis could begin.

The micrographs in Figure 3.43 show the vibrant colour changes across the entire reaction. The two light powders have been layered in micrograph A. The colour dramatically changes to deeper yellows and oranges as the heating has commenced at 100 °C (see micrograph B). Micrograph C shows a melt at the maximum formation of the intermediate around 200 °C, this is much higher than either of the reactants’ melting points so is a good indication that the reaction is proceeding and forming higher melting products. The colour is lost between micrographs C and D as the onset of decomposition is likely to have started. Micrograph D shows the ‘crusting’ type effect on the surface, the matte colouration is lost with further heating at 300 °C (micrograph E), correlating well with the return of the product (C) in Figure 3.42. The final micrograph (F) shows the reaction at 350 °C with the remaining oil (assumed to be polymeric) with a dark colour due to thermal decomposition products.

Figure 3.44 shows the ∆RGB profile of the reaction. The signal changes rising in intensity to 105 °C as the yellow-orange colour is formed. A small peak is shown after 105 °C up to 130 °C as the reactants begin to melt together revealing some of the metallic pan. The colour remains quite constant from 130 - 300 °C, a slight drift is shown for the melting at 205 °C and the surface ‘crusting’ at ca. 265 °C. The next major event is the step change at 300 °C when the surface melts and becomes more reflective. 300-350 °C monitors the thermal decomposition as the reaction goes from brown to black.

Although an upscaled synthesis was achieved, during the purification step using column chromatography the product appeared to decompose between elution and recrystallisation indicated by more than one product using TLC. Since this was not the main focus of the study the upscaled synthesis was abandoned for other pursuits.
Figure 3.43 Micrographs of phenyl-1,4-bisbenzimidazole synthesis. Key: A) 30 °C, B) 100 °C, C) 200 °C, D) 250 °C, E) 300 °C, F) 350 °C.

Figure 3.44 Colour profiling of the synthesis of phenylbisbenzimidazole. Labels correspond to micrographs in Figure 3.43.
3.10 Incomplete Reactions

The following reactions have been included to demonstrate some of the weaknesses of the current HDM system and include a brief discussion about the reactions as a whole and how they may be addressed in future work.

3.10.1 Dibenzylideneacetone

Following the initial success of the hydrobenzamide example (Section 3.2) a similar synthesis was attempted with the formation of the compound dibenzylideneacetone. The synthesis is base catalysed and undergoes a double dehydration to form the final compound via a transient intermediate benzylideneacetone as shown in Schematic 3.20.

Schematic 3.20 Overall reaction progression from benzaldehyde and acetone forming dibenzylideneacetone.

The reaction was initially trialled using a solution of sodium hydroxide added to a mixture of acetone and benzaldehyde. Although the reaction did appear to progress the volatile nature of the acetone meant that it was rapidly removed with mild heating (30–50 °C) meaning one of the reactants had been depleted without being consumed within the reaction.

The reaction was commonly used to teach kinetics as the rate of the reaction can be directly related to the concentration of the sodium hydroxide within the system. Experiments were trialled by forming basic alumina (Al₂O₃ soaked in sodium hydroxide for 24hrs) to act as both a catalyst and a support for the reaction. The milder reaction conditions were hoped to increase the longevity of the reactant signals. The temperature
ramping always removed the acetone from the reaction typically within a minute or two, so an isothermal experiment was designed to hold the temperature at 30 °C to allow the reaction to progress without exhausting the acetone reactant. Unfortunately, the volume of helium across the sample assisted with the evaporation process and without a complete redesign of the HDM it appeared that this reaction type (those with extremely volatile solvents) was unfavourable in the current method of HDM analysis. Although the reactants themselves could not be followed accurately both the intermediate and the product were noted.

The reaction shown in Figure 3.45 was set to a gradual heating rate of 1 °C min⁻¹, from 30 to 120 °C. The slow rate was set to increase the thermal resolution between the signals as most were noted pre-100 °C.

The benzylideneacetone intermediate (A) was noted from the onset of heating the reaction and shows brief evolution across a narrow temperature range (30-40 °C) associated with its low melting point. The intermediate is expected to have reacted further with the slightly more thermally stable benzaldehyde forming the final dibenzylideneacetone product (B). The product evolution temperature (>90 °C) suggests that the more sterically favoured isomer (Z-Z) had formed (The evolution of the E-E isomer is expected to be earlier melting around ca. 60 °C), resulting in higher thermal stability as evolution of the product hasn’t finished within this temperature range. Acetone and benzaldehyde have been omitted due to inconsistencies of their profiles, as no meaningful trace with relation to the reaction was obtained.

![Figure 3.45 HDM reaction monitoring of dibenzylideneacetone synthesis. A) Intermediate 147 Da [M+H]+, B) dibenzylideneacetone 235 Da [M+H]+ and T) Temperature.](image-url)
Micrographs of the reaction are shown in Figure 3.46. Micrograph A (t = 0 min) shows a white reaction mixture and the highly reflective surface is observed. Within the first minute (micrographs A-B) the acetone is both consumed and evaporated, with an indication of the yellow products starting to form. Further heating deepens the colour of localised spots (micrograph C) suspected to be higher benzaldehyde containing regions on the larger alumina particles (from incomplete grinding), and the entire bed appears to have taken on a yellow colour. The micrograph (D) shows the white colour of the bed returning as the intermediate and product are removed, it is suspected that if heating was continued the remaining contents would be the white bed of alumina.

The ΣRGB profile shown in Figure 3.47 shows the initial dehydration between 0 and 5 minutes (approx. 60 a.u.) followed by the gain in yellow colour of the reaction between 5 and 40 minutes (35 to 70 °C). Although the overall reaction colour is changing the colour trace remains relatively stable between 70 and 120 °C, this is likely to be caused by averaging the darkening spots and the whitening of the remaining bed.

Although the reaction appeared to work the current design and analysis method for reactions was not suited for a highly volatile reaction, due to increasing temperature and the high evaporation rate caused by the significant flow rate of helium from the DART.

Future work to repeat this experiment it is suggested that a DSC pan is used that has a transparent lid with the addition of a pin hole. This will prevent the volatile reactants from evaporating as quickly, whilst still allowing the sample to be imaged. The vapour that is evolved will be done so as a function of temperature as opposed to monitoring an almost evaporative process.
3.10.2 Tetraphenylporphyrin

After a brief literature review for highly coloured reactions to trial on the HDM, many reactions based on porphyrins were found to yield high pigmentation. The following reaction between pyrrole and benzaldehyde (to form tetraphenylporphyrin) was decided to be investigated (Schematic 3.21).

Figure 3.47 HDM colour profile for the dibenzylideneacetone reaction. A) Total colour of the reaction and B) Temperature.

Schematic 3.21 Overall reaction progression from benzaldehyde and pyrrole forming tetraphenylporphyrin.
Typical tetraphenylporphyrin synthesis usually relies on boiling pyrrole and benzaldehyde in an acidic medium (normally propionic acid) for several hours. As the project direction had led towards greener routes it was decided to investigate the synthesis over a solid acid catalyst, montmorillonite. The clay catalyst was activated as per the manufacturer’s recommendations by heating at 350 °C for several hours, thus dehydrating the clay. The synthesis was inspired by literature that reported using silica as a support for the reactants to be heated under microwave radiation.\textsuperscript{80}

The reaction was trialled by mixing equimolar amounts of benzaldehyde and pyrrole and pipetting them onto a bed of activated montmorillonite. Figure 3.48 show normalised extracted ion chromatograms to represent the reaction process. As soon as the light brown solution was added to the off white catalyst a deep purple/black colour formed. Micrographs in Figure 3.49 shows a collection of images throughout the reaction, a purple solution is formed above the catalytic bed in the initial stages and further heating drives away residual reactants leaving a blue-purple solid.

The reaction colour suggests that some reaction has occurred. The dark blue-purple colour is indicative of the tetraphenylporphyrin product. Although colour suggests that the reaction has formed the desired product no evidence of the porphyrin exists within the mass spectrum signal over this temperature range. Again this reaction appears to have progressed very quickly possibly due to the intimate nature of the reactants with the catalyst itself. A range of transient intermediates appears to be observed with higher masses evolving with higher temperature (Figure 3.48); although more signals were noted a selection have been shown to give an overview of the process.

Since the liquid reactants boil away quickly and no liquid is observed it can be expected that the solid intermediates have become ‘trapped’ in this state by coming into no further contact with more feedstock material. So a thermal desorption process is likely to be occurring gradually removing the intermediates that are bound to the montmorillonite.

The final porphyrin signal is expected to be seen should the temperature be driven higher as within the upper temperature range of the reaction 400-450 °C the porphyrin product is expected to melt. MS optimisation will aid with monitoring the high molecular weight signals that will be produced relating to the final porphyrin compound as it was set within the few hundred Da region. The reaction was abandoned in pursuit of other more highly yielding reactions. Although if the project was revisited an interesting comparison would be to achieve higher temperatures (to fully desorb the compounds from the matrix).
Figure 3.48 HDM reaction monitoring of tetraphenylporphyrin synthesis and related structures. A) Pyrrole 85 Da [M+NH₄]⁺, B) Bnz-Pyr carbocation Intermediate 156 Da [M]⁺, C) (Pyr-Bnz)₂ Intermediate 329 Da [M+H]⁺, D) (Pyr-Bnz)₃-Pyr Intermediate 550 Da [M+NH₄]⁺ and E) Temperature.

Figure 3.49 Micrographs of the tetraphenylporphyrin synthesis, A) 30 °C, B) 65 °C, C) 250 °C and D) 450 °C
3.10.3 Diimide substituted NTCDA

In the initial literature search for reactions with dramatic colour changes a paper by Zaworotko et al. showed that through mechanical synthesis by grinding substituted arylamines and NTCDA (naphthalenetetracarboxylicdianhydride) together followed by heating the diimide product could be formed, importantly going through a number of obvious colour changes.\textsuperscript{81} To trial this reaction an arbitrary substituted arylamine (p-aminobenzoic acid, PABA) was selected and reacted with NTCDA as shown in Schematic 3.22.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{schematic3.22.png}
\end{center}

\textit{Schematic 3.22 Overall reaction progression from arylamine and NTCDA forming the diimide upon heating.}

PABA was added to NTCDA (2:1) and ground prior to addition to the analysis pan. The reaction was heated at 5 °C min\textsuperscript{-1} over a broad temperature range to 400 °C to see if any notable colour changes could be observed. The reaction was initially trialled recording mass spectra in positive mode but it was soon found that only the protonated molecular ion of the PABA could be observed with no significant signals of products or intermediates present.

Polarity was moved to negative mode and the reaction was repeated. As before the final diimide product was not observed but the ring opened monosubstituted intermediate was shown as the deprotonated molecular ion 404 Da [M-H]\textsuperscript{-} and the ring closed imide itself as the molecular ion 387 Da [M]\textsuperscript{-} (Figure 3.51).
The starting material is shown to be released from the onset of heating but quickly begins to decline in intensity as the PABA is consumed (100 °C onwards), the trace appears to recover at 157 °C with the associated colour loss. When reviewing the micrographs (Figure 3.50) it can be seen that during the colour loss a red colour is formed and crystals (assumed to be PABA) grow from the reaction and are removed giving rise to another peak in signal.

The colour begins to return from 210 °C with the signal from the ring opened intermediate (B), as a red to pale yellow transition is shown. The assumed more thermally stable monosubstituted imide isn’t noted until the temperature reaches 300 °C when it is quickly lost during the final stages of heating. The diimide is assumed to have not completely formed due to the expulsion of the PABA (around 150 °C) and the red colour shown is the cocrystal not the diimide as noted by the previous authors. A very small indication of monosubstituted imide is shown around 150 °C indicating that the reaction had begun to progress.

In future work should this work be repeated an isothermal experiment within this region would be worthwhile investigating. Isothermally holding the experiment, or a gradual heating rate in this region may result in the formation of the diimide before the PABA is thermally removed.

![Micrographs of the diimide substituted NTCDA](image)

*Figure 3.50 Micrographs of the diimide substituted NTCDA, A) 50 °C, B) 190 °C C) 260 °C and D) 380 °C.*
Figure 3.51 HDM reaction monitoring of imide substituted NTCDA synthesis and related structures. A) p-aminobenzoic acid 136 Da \([M-H]\), B) ring opened monosubstituted intermediate 404 Da \([M-H]\), C) monosubstituted imide 387 Da \([M]^\cdot\), and D) Total reaction colour.

3.10.4 Dilatin

The following reaction looks at a multicomponent synthesis attempted within the solid state, this reaction is commonly performed within a solution so it was possibly optimistic to trial the reaction in this manner. The raw reagents were scaled down and any auxiliary solvents were excluded to try the synthesis in a solventless system.

The reaction was monitored over a modest temperature range to 350 °C. As in previous examples benzil was shown as both its protonated and ammoniated form (211 Da and 228 Da respectively).
Benzil in the presence of base may undergo a benzillic acid rearrangement which also has the same nominal mass of 228 Da; EIC profiles show that the two signals are removed in parallel and are not thermally resolved suggesting that 228 Da is the ammoniated form. The major issue with this reaction was the entire reaction began to swell (micrographs Figure 3.52) and this appears to have inhibited the reaction or ionisation. Unfortunately no signals could be extracted from the mass spectra relating to the formation of dilatin reaction products.

Two major signals were noted after the decline of benzil, the first was 182 Da and the second was 298 Da. No clear assignments could be applied to these signals in relation to the reaction or possible side reactions. Added complexities of secondary reactions were likely to be the cause of the problems within this solventless reaction system. The reaction between urea and potassium hydroxide has been shown to form potassium cyanate, ammonia and water. The foaming has been attributed to the potassium salt forming and expansion caused by the release of the gaseous water and ammonia. Further reactions can occur thermally with the dimerisation and trimerisation of urea to form biuret and triuret respectively. This combination of multiple components with chemically driven reactions and thermally driven side reactions gives an insight into the issues that the HDM can face when trying to resolve complex reactions. If trialled again the hydroxide concentration would be reduced in the hope of forming a melt reaction when benzil melts, after several attempts of the same reaction the reaction was abandoned to focus on other systems.

Figure 3.52 Micrographs of the dilatin synthesis, A) 30°C, B) 150°C C) 300°C and D) 350 °C
3.11 Conclusions

This chapter demonstrates how HDM may be applied to the study and profiling of organic reactions in a variety of physical states covering both heterogeneous and homogeneous synthesis.

HDM can profile organic reactions in relation to both time and temperature as demonstrated by selected linear heating and isothermal experiments.

The inclusion of the optical data of HDM emphasises the strength of the technique as a whole, complex mass spectral profiles can be better explained by visualising key stages during reactions through the use of micrographs and also colour profiles.

In turn, the mass spectrometer provides the necessary chemical information to explain what processes may be occurring during the reactions themselves.

A range of reactions were trialled typically based on forming Schiff-bases through dehydration reactions. Both aryl and alkyl synthetic reactions were achieved, with a number of heterocyclic ring structures being successfully synthesised including imidazole, quinoxaline, pyrazine and diazepine.

HDM was applied to the practice of ‘green’ chemistry trialling reactions on the lower milligram scale without the need for solvents, typically relying on the reactants themselves acting as their own solvents.

Some synthetic reactions that were deemed successful were then scaled up to a preparative scale to evaluate reaction feasibility with obtained products being purified and further characterised using NMR and DSC.

However, a range of reactions were found to be unsuccessfully monitored missing a key component such as an ion profile, colour, or general lack of reaction in a solventless system. These included reactions involving highly volatile materials or those involved with extreme pH’s without solvent. The analysis of these systems would require further development to be successful with HDM which has been briefly discussed.
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4.0 Polymer studies
4.1 Introduction

Polymers are natural\(^1\) and synthetic\(^2\) macrostructures comprising several smaller regular repeating units known as monomers.\(^3\) In 2015 the UK’s polymer sector had a turnover of £23.5 billion and was the second largest manufacturing industry employing over 170,000 people.\(^4\)

Polymers find applications in many sectors including packaging,\(^5\) medicine\(^6\) and construction materials.\(^7\) The properties of these materials can be engineered by modification of the polymer itself. The strength can be increased through the addition of other materials such as glass fibres\(^8\) whilst the flexibility can be modified through the extent of crosslinking.\(^9\)

A variety of different instrumental techniques are used for polymer analysis. Longevity studies of polymers may be performed using optical techniques such as optical microscopy (OM),\(^10\) atomic force microscopy (AFM)\(^11\) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).\(^12\) These techniques monitor the extent of polymer degradation based on surface morphological changes.

The mechanical properties of polymers are evaluated using techniques such as dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) which applies an oscillatory force to the sample. Typically, these experiments involve heating to evaluate how the polymers’ mechanical properties vary with temperature.\(^13\)

Other thermal analysis methods used to study polymers include scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). One key application of DSC to polymers is for the study of the glass transition temperature (\(T_g\)) where the mechanical properties of the polymer change from a brittle ‘glassy’ type state through to a mobile rubbery amorphous state via a process called relaxation.\(^14\) \(T_g\) is detected using DSC through a change in heat capacity which produces a step in the baseline. The glass transition is shown pictorially in Figure 4.1. Other physical changes that can occur during a glass transition include changes in the opacity (detected through a change in birefringence)\(^15\) and volume (measured through mechanical analysis)\(^16\) of the sample.

The detection of the \(T_g\) is essential for materials scientists, particularly for those developing new materials that may be exposed to a range of temperature environments. For example should a material be required as a dampener (a component to reduce mechanical strain) the desirable properties of the polymer would be to have it in a more flexible and rubbery state. If the material existed below its \(T_g\) then it would not have the desired dampening effect. By knowing the \(T_g\) and the application environment the material can be designed to ensure best performance without risk of material failure.
In addition to $T_g$, DSC can be used to detect enthalpic processes such as the melting point ($T_m$) and the crystallisation point ($T_c$). The combination of these values reveal how polymers will behave over a temperature range which can be of critical importance depending on the application the polymer is used for.

![Figure 4.1 Representation of structural change in a polymer through the glass transition ($T_g$) as monitored through DSC analysis. Areas of crystallinity are removed as the sample becomes amorphous.](image)

TGA is often used to evaluate the thermal stability of polymers with the onset of degradation being a critical value. In some cases, the degradation onset temperatures under both oxidative and inert atmospheres are compared with the latter typically being higher. In addition to determining degradation onset, TGA can be used to evaluate degradation kinetics to allow calculation of activation energies for oxidative or pyrolytic decompositions. This is of particular importance to the study of biopolymers as potential fuel feedstocks.

Particular focus has been directed in recent years to the growing impact that synthetic polymers are having on the environment as a whole. Plastic pollution of the sea has attracted considerable interest with global incentives devoted to tackling this problem. Recent studies have also detected micro plastics in bottled drinking water although the effects of these on human health is yet to be evaluated. There are also concerns about plasticisers-incorporated into many polymers, such as phthalates which have been detected leaching from plastic beverage bottles.

### 4.1.1 Aims

The aims of this work were:

- To use HDM to evaluate common polymers physically and chemically.
- To investigate optical information gained during thermal processes of polymers including $T_g$, $T_c$ and $T_m$.
- To compare HDM against existing DART-MS literature for silicone polymers.
4.2 Polymer standards evaluation using HDM

The ability of HDM to monitor various changes in three common polymers (polystyrene (PS), polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH)) as they are heated was evaluated.

4.2.1 Polystyrene (PS)

Polystyrene is made up from monomers of styrene (see Figure 4.2). It has been widely studied using thermal analysis with DSC being used to determine $T_g$ and $T_m$. TGA reveals that polystyrene shows thermal stability past its melting point when under nitrogen, but rapidly decomposes in an oxidative atmosphere shortly after it starts to melt.\(^{24}\)

![Figure 4.2 Structural representation of; A) styrene, B) polystyrene.](image)

HDM analysis of polystyrene was performed using the following conditions;

A piece of polystyrene (4.36 mg, Average MW 250 kg mol\(^{-1}\), Acros) was placed within a standard Inconel DSC pan and heated at 5 °C min\(^{-1}\) between 30 and 285 °C. Images were taken throughout at 5 °C intervals whilst the mass spectrometer and DART were operated in positive mode.

Figure 4.3 shows the average mass spectral profiles of polystyrene over a range of temperatures. Repeating units can be shown for oligomers (both cyclic and linear) as their protonated molecular ions, with clusters of fragments accompanying each oligomer. It can be seen that higher molecular mass polymer fragments are observed with increasing temperature. In addition, at lower temperatures the mass peaks are sharper and better defined while with increased temperature peaks become broadened. This effect is attributed to an increase in the number of different fragments sharing similar nominal masses produced by thermal degradation and other reactions.
Figure 4.3 Average mass spectra of polystyrene over selected temperature ranges. A) 195 to 225 °C, B) 225 to 255 °C and C) 255 to 285 °C.

Figure 4.4 shows the total ion count (TIC) as a function of temperature. During the initial heating process very few ions are observed and the TIC gives a steady baseline. However, as the polystyrene starts to melt and decompose the number of fragments increases sharply. This experiment is in general agreement with the previous literature reported by Fernandes et al. who used TGA to monitor the degradation of polystyrene.²⁴

Figure 4.4 HDM analysis showing total ion count as a function of temperature for polystyrene.
Figure 4.5 Selected EICs for polystyrene oligomers plotted as a function of temperature with associated structures. A) $C_{25}H_{28} [M+H]^+ 329\text{ Da}$, B) $C_{33}H_{36} [M+H]^+ 433\text{ Da}$, C) $C_{41}H_{44} [M+H]^+ 537\text{ Da}$ and D) $C_{49}H_{52} [M+H]^+ 641\text{ Da}$.

Figure 4.5 is similar to figure 4.4 but showing the appearance of various oligomers as the polystyrene decomposes. Again, little is detected until the onset of melting at 200 °C.

Figure 4.6 Micrographs of polystyrene during HDM analysis. A) 100 °C, B) 120 °C, C) 220 °C, D) 230 °C, E) 240 °C and F) 280 °C.
Figure 4.6 shows selected micrographs taken during the experiment. The glass transition at 110 °C is revealed in the small change in both opacity and volume of the sample in micrographs A and B.

Micrographs C to E show the melting which, since the sample was relatively large, appears to start at the bottom and move upwards. Maximum transparency is observed when the whole sample is in liquid form but a faint brown colour is apparent (micrograph F) as degradation products form (as detected by the mass spectrometer).

Figure 4.7 shows the ΔRGB colour profile for the experiment. It can be seen that it is highly complementary to the events observed in the micrographs with the $T_g$ and $T_m$ (extrapolated at the onset at 112 °C and 238 °C respectively) clearly apparent. $T_g$ shows an apparent gain in colour but is likely due to the polymer expanding during the relaxation process. $T_m$ however, shows the event as a further step change, the micrographs aided with the absolute melting point determination. A small event is noted around 190 °C, this has been correlated to a small shift in sample location within the analysis pan. $T_g$ and $T_m$ are in close agreement with the literature values of 113 and 240 °C respectively.

![Figure 4.7 Total colour change ΔRGB as a function of temperature for polystyrene.](image)

HDM was successfully applied to monitoring the key processes during the analysis of polystyrene. The HDM mass spectral profiles obtained for polystyrene are only apparent subsequent to the polymer melting around 200 °C. Optically, the micrographs and colour traces show the glass transition and melting point of the polymer. The micrographs also show an increase in the brown colour as the polymer begins to degrade.
4.2.2 Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is one of the most commonly used thermoset plastics globally and is industrially synthesised from terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol.\textsuperscript{25} PET is mainly used for food containers and drinks bottles. Figure 4.8 shows the structural representation of PET and its monomer bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate.

Yoshii \textit{et al}. performed DSC analysis of PET and identified several key features; $T_g = 75$ °C, $T_c = 110$ °C and $T_m = 240$ °C (based on average MW 25 Kg mol$^{-1}$).\textsuperscript{26} Bandyopadhyay \textit{et al}. used TGA to show that PET exhibits thermal stability until ca. 400 °C under both inert and oxidative atmospheres (based on a 10% mass degradation step).\textsuperscript{27}

![Structural representation of PET and its monomer](image)

\textit{Figure 4.8 Structural representation of; A) bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate, B) polyethylene terephthalate.}

HDM analysis of PET was performed using the following conditions:

\textit{A sample of PET (3.68 mg, Average MW 280 kg mol$^{-1}$, Aldrich) was placed within a standard Inconel DSC pan and heated at 5 °C min$^{-1}$ between 30 and 280 °C. Images were taken throughout at 5 °C intervals whilst the DART and MS were operated in positive mode.}

Selected average mass spectra from the HDM analysis of PET are shown in Figure 4.9. During the initial stages of heating (A) minimal peaks are observed, the large peak at 149 Da is attributed to a common background phthalate ion that does not solely originate from the sample and is commonly observed throughout MS analysis. Further heating initiates the decomposition process with fragments corresponding to PET rising above background levels (B). The major peak at 594 Da has been attributed to the ammoniated molecular ion of the cyclic trimer of PET and has been noted to be the most dominant of the PET cyclic oligomers.\textsuperscript{28} A key degradation product of PET has been shown as the protonated molecular ion 193 Da,\textsuperscript{29} along with other key related degradation products discussed later. These main peaks increase in intensity as the temperature increases (C).
Figure 4.9 Average mass spectra of PET over selected temperature ranges. A) 220 to 240 °C, B) 240 to 260 °C and C) 260 to 280°C.

Figure 4.10 Total ion count as a function of temperature for PET. Red lines are included to show step changes observed around key thermal events.
Figure 4.10 shows the total ion count of PET as a function of temperature. A small rise in intensity is shown at 70 °C which has been attributed to a release of unassigned polymer products during the softening stage as the material goes through its glass transition. At 160 °C a step increase is shown as existing small chain oligomers are thermally desorbed from the bulk material. Further heating past the melting point (ca. 240 °C) produces a sharp increase in overall profile as the PET begins to decompose. These features have been tentatively assigned as further reproducibility studies are required.

Key fragments for PET were identified from the literature and their EIC’s plotted as a function of temperature as shown in Figure 4.11. As with polystyrene, most species are only apparent once the PET has melted with relatively little noted before this event. Profiles A and B (ammoniated cyclic trimer and protonated vinyloxy species) show a steep rise in intensity as the PET melts, whilst C and D (protonated linear degradation product and protonated cyclic dimer) are produced follow a similar profile but at a lower overall intensity.

![Selected EICs for PET analytes plotted as a function of temperature with associated structures.](image)

The ΔRGB colour profile (Figure 4.12) shows some key physical events that can be linked to the micrographs (Figure 4.13). A softening of the PET material is shown at 59.6 °C which has been attributed to T_g, micrographs A-B show this subtle softening effect as the material slightly expands showing a 4.1% increase in total area covered using dimensional analysis. T_g is monitored through a step change in colour as in Figure 4.7. A cold
crystallisation ($T_c$, an event that occurs between $T_g$ and $T_m$ when the polymer has sufficient energy to change from its amorphous form to crystalline) is shown at 130.6 °C, (micrographs C-F) and the slightly transparent PET becomes opaque as the crystals form shown by the ‘dip’ in the ΔRGB profile. The final melt of PET is shown at 248 °C (micrographs G-H) as the opaque PET becomes transparent and melts, giving a very sharp signal in the ΔRGB profile. These values appear close to the literature value quoted by Yoshii et al. although it is worth noting the significant difference in molecular weight of the polymers compared 25 vs 280 kg mol$^{-1}$.

![Graph](image)

Figure 4.12 Total colour change $\Delta$RGB of PET monitored as a function of temperature.

![Micrographs](image)

Figure 4.13 Micrographs of PET during HDM analysis. A) 50 °C, B) 90 °C, C) 100 °C, D) 120 °C, E) 130 °C, F) 140 °C, G) 240 °C and H) 250 °C.

HDM has successfully managed to monitor three key thermal events related to PET, $T_g$, $T_c$ and $T_m$ as observed through micrographs and colour profiles. The mass spectra generated are in agreement with commonly observed degradation products of PET shortly after $T_m$. 
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4.2.3 Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVOH)

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH or PVA) is a polymer and is extensively used in industry as a wood
adhesive and is also exploited for its water soluble material properties. However, PVOH
exhibits poor thermal properties when compared to many other polymers. Industrially
PVOH is manufactured by the vinyl acetate monomer being converted to the polymer
through free radical reaction forming polyvinyl acetate. This polymer is further reacted
with sodium methoxide to yield the desired PVOH. Figure 4.14 shows the reaction
mechanism and key species.

![Reaction Mechanism](image)

**Figure 4.14** Structural representation of, A) Vinyl acetate monomer, B) Polyvinyl acetate precursor
and C) Polyvinyl alcohol and their position in the overall polymerisation processes.

Holland and Hay performed thermogravimetric analysis of PVOH and showed that some
mass is lost before the melt (ca. 5%, 200 °C) which they attributed to water losses through
polymer dehydration with significant degradation occurring when the polymer melted
around 230 °C. The authors also studied PVOH with DSC and observed similar trends,
an endothermic process was observed prior to the melt, and they also attributed a reaction
forming a range of polyalkenes to the dehydration process.

A piece of PVOH (3.85 mg, Average MW 80 kg mol⁻¹, 99% hydrolysed, Aldrich) was placed
in a standard Inconel DSC pan and heated at 5 °C min⁻¹ between 30 and 260 °C. Images
were taken throughout at 5 °C intervals whilst the mass spectrometer and DART were
operated in positive mode.

Figure 4.15 shows a series of average mass spectra from different stages of the analysis.
The overall intensity rises attributed to a range of thermal decomposition products shown
from A-C. Masses are mainly noted over the 100-500 Da range typically separated by 2
Da.

Many ions are observed therefore it is difficult to formally assign them (and more
importantly be able to discriminate them without more advanced MS methods such as MSⁿ
being used). For this reason the total ion count (TIC) alone is plotted (see Figure 4.16)
without any extracted ion profiles as with the polystyrene and PET. An initial rise in profile
is noted around 200 °C this is expected to be linked to the onset of thermal decomposition.
A final sharp step is observed in the profile as the sample melts and the thermal
decomposition products are released from the solid.
Figure 4.15 Average mass spectra of PVOH over selected temperature ranges. A) 180 to 200 °C, B) 200 to 220 °C and C) 220 to 260°C.

Figure 4.16 Total ion count as a function of temperature for PVOH.
Pandey et al. investigated some of the routes that the decomposition of PVOH may take.\textsuperscript{31} The findings are presented in Schematic 4.1 as a degradation schematic. It is clear that a large number of products may be formed many having overlapping nominal masses which explains the complexity of the mass spectra. Yang et al. noted that the extent of hydrolysis of the starting polymer directly relates to the extent of decomposition, that is, the more hydroxyl groups on the starting polymer the more likely the PVOH will be thermally driven to complete decomposition.\textsuperscript{32}

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{schematic.png}
\end{center}

\textit{Schematic 4.1 Possible thermal PVOH decomposition routes. Adapted from\textsuperscript{31}}

Figure 4.17 shows the $\Delta$RGB colour profile as a function of temperature and Figure 4.18 shows selected micrographs for the experiment. As the PVOH is heated it appears thermally stable between 30 and 180 °C (micrographs A-B). At around 200 °C the sample shows a slight yellow discoloration (micrograph C) and the $\Delta$RGB profile begins to increase. This colour change continues up until the melting point of the PVOH, as the sample begins to turn brown (micrograph D). As the melting point is reached around 240 °C a further change is shown in the $\Delta$RGB colour profile as the sample becomes much more reflective (see micrographs E-G).
HDM appeared to follow the complete decomposition of the PVOH, but the complex nature of the mass spectral profile made it difficult to propose structures of evolved products. However, the optical components of HDM performed well for the analysis of PVOH, monitoring the degradation of the sample before the melt.
4.3 HDM and silicone polymers

After the initial evaluation of HDM with polymers, a more detailed study of silicone polymers was undertaken. This work was partly inspired by the findings of Gross who, using DART-MS, reported that on heating a variety of domestic silicone polymers, oligomeric species were evolved.33 Further investigations into silicone bakeware made of polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMS) revealed that these oligomers could migrate into food cooked using these products.34 It is still unclear about the long term effects that these oligomers might have on the human health, although PDMS samples with molecular weights above 1 Kg mol\(^{-1}\) have been shown to be non-bioavailable and are typically thought to be too large to pass through the lipid bilayer of cell membranes when investigated in the marine environment.35

PDMS contains the standard –Si-O- backbone present in all silicone polymers and is synthesised by the hydrolysis of the monomer dimethyl dichlorosilane (Schematic 4.2). Other silicone polymers vary by the numbers and types of aryl or alkyl chains attached to the silicon atom. Typically, silicones are used above their glass transition temperatures giving them the desired rubbery and flexible properties.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SiCl}_3 & + n\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow [\text{SiO}]_n + 2n\text{HCl} \\
\text{Schematic 4.2 Hydrolysis of dimethyl dichlorosilane to form the PDMS polymer.}
\end{align*}
\]

Following on from the work of Gross, it was decided that silicone polymers would be an excellent system for a comparative study between HDM and conventional DART-MS. Gross was restricted in both the temperature control and the sample positioning. It was hoped that the repeatable sample positioning and greater control of the heating provided by HDM would allow for improved temperature profiling of single pieces of silicone.

Most of the experiments in this section utilised a green silicone egg poacher (Kitchen Corner, Birmingham, UK) purchased from a local store. The sample was selected for its colour which provided a large contrast against the background of the pans used with HDM which, although not essential, was beneficial particularly with the experiments using optical methods to monitor changes in sample geometry (see Section 4.5). Analytical grade PDMS silicones may be purchased but due to their lack of colour were not purchased for this study, instead the commonly encountered bakeware silicones were used.
4.3.1 Initial experiment to replicate the work of Gross

The results of an initial experiment using the silicone and approximating the experimental conditions used by Gross with heating solely supplied by the DART-100 source are shown in Figure 4.19. Samples of the silicone were held in front of the DART-100 at three temperatures (150, 250 and 350 °C) and the average MS profiles were obtained.

It is worth noting that many experimental variations existed between these findings and those reported by Gross for example, different silicone polymers, different DART sources and different spectrometers. Nonetheless, the results obtained were similar to those of Gross with larger oligomeric species being released as at higher temperatures.

Figure 4.19 Average MS profiles from singular pieces of silicone bakeware at varying temperatures; A) 150 °C, B) 250 °C and C) 350 °C.

This is also consistent with the work of Fianingam who noted that higher molecular mass oligomers had lower vapour pressures which is a commonly observed feature for polymers.36

Manufacturer’s guidelines for these products suggest that they are washed and baked a few times before use in cooking presumably as a precaution that any residual semi-volatile products from the manufacturing process are removed, which may be observed here.
4.3.2 Isothermal step experiments using the HDM

The next experiments investigated stepping isothermally the temperature of the hot-stage and comparing the evolved species detected by the mass spectrometer over each isothermal period.

_A sample of the silicone egg poacher (5 x 5 x 0.5 mm) was placed within a DSC pan (Inconel). A temperature programme comprising a series of 30 minute isothermal steps in 20 °C increments between 140 and 200 °C was used. Average mass spectra were obtained over each isothermal period. The DART-MS was operated in positive mode, as the ions were shown to exist in their protonated and ammoniated forms._

Figure 4.20 shows the average mass spectra of each isothermal period (A = 140 °C, B = 160 °C, C = 180 °C & D = 200 °C). As noted previously, increasing temperature produces higher molecular mass oligomers in the mass spectra. The mass spectra were relatively constant over the duration of each isothermal period although the overall intensity of the lower mass oligomers declined with continued thermal exposure.

---

![Figure 4.20 HDM isothermal profiling of silicone egg poacher. Insert Shows temperature profile. A) 140 °C isotherm with average MS, B) 160 °C isotherm with average MS, C) 180 °C isotherm with average MS & D) 200 °C isotherm with average MS.](image-url)
4.3.3 Linear heating and cooling experiments

An experiment using a slower heating and cooling was performed, partly to demonstrate the temperature control of the HDM but primarily to determine if material continued to be removed from the polymers over longer exposure times to higher temperatures or if thermal treatment permanently removed the observed oligomers. An upper temperature of 200 °C was chosen to approximate what would be achieved during conventional cooking.

A sample of the silicone egg poacher (5 x 5 x 0.5 mm) was placed within a DSC pan (Inconel). The sample was subjected to a linear heating of 0.8 °C min⁻¹ between 30 and 200 °C followed by a linear cooling of 0.8 °C min⁻¹ from 200 °C to 50 °C. The DART & MS were operated in positive mode.

Figure 4.21 shows a plot of 4 extracted ions over the course of the experiment. For clarity, the figure is displayed as a function of time with the heating and cooling profile superimposed. The ammoniated molecular ions for each of the cyclic species \([\text{(SiC}_2\text{H}_6\text{O})_n + \text{NH}_4]^+\) where \(n= (A=9, B=10, C=11 \text{ and } D=12)\) have been averaged so that each point represents approximately 300 data points.

![Figure 4.21 Thermal profiling of silicone polymers showing extracted ions monitored during heating and cooling. EICs; A) 684 Da \([\text{(SiC}_2\text{H}_6\text{O})_9 + \text{NH}_4]^+\), B) 758 Da \([\text{(SiC}_2\text{H}_6\text{O})_{10} + \text{NH}_4]^+\), C) 832 Da \([\text{(SiC}_2\text{H}_6\text{O})_{11} + \text{NH}_4]^+\), D) 906 Da \([\text{(SiC}_2\text{H}_6\text{O})_{12} + \text{NH}_4]^+ \text{ and E) Temperature.}\)](image)

The lowest selected molecular weight oligomer (A) was shown to be released and removed before the temperature had reached the maximum of 200 °C. This suggests that the oligomers can be ‘thermally removed’ and also that they are not the result of thermal decomposition within this temperature range. The same effect is noted for oligomers B and C both of which reach their maximum levels and begin to decline before the maximum temperature is reached. Oligomer D appears to have just reached its maximum level shortly before the cooling stage commences.
4.3.4 Cyclic isothermal step experiments

To further investigate the thermal removal of the oligomeric material from the silicone a similar experiment to the original isothermal stepping experiment (Section 4.3.2) was set up but incorporating repeated heating cycles.

A sample of silicone egg poacher (5 x 5 x 0.5 mm) was cut and placed in a DSC pan (Inconel). A complex temperature programme comprising a series of 30 minute isothermal steps in 20 °C increments from 140 to 200 °C and then 200 to 140 °C was used. This temperature programme was cycled a total of three times. The DART and MS were operated in positive mode.

![Graph showing the cyclic isothermal stepping of silicone polymer](image)

Figure 4.22 Cycled isothermal stepping of silicone polymer, EICs; A) 684 Da \([(SiC_2H_6O)_9 + NH_4]^+\), B) 758 Da \([(SiC_2H_6O)_{10} + NH_4]^+\), C) 832 Da \([(SiC_2H_6O)_{11} + NH_4]^+\), D) 906 Da \([(SiC_2H_6O)_{12} + NH_4]^+\) and E) Temperature.

Figure 4.22 shows the results for the experiment with temperature profile and EICs plotted as a function of time. Each point represents the average intensity for that specific ion during the isothermal period. From the onset of heating, it can be seen that the intensity of oligomer A reduces. Subsequent heating steps do not show this oligomer and it is assumed to have been completely desorbed/removed during the first temperature cycle.

Similar profiles are obtained for oligomers B and C, during the initial heating the oligomers are shown to increase in intensity but this declines on cooling. No apparent increase is observed during subsequent heating cycles, again, suggesting the oligomers have been desorbed/removed. In contrast, oligomer D shows continued release as the temperature is increased, and reduction as the polymer is cooled. During the second and third heating cycles the oligomer shows a slight increase in profile intensity as heat is applied, but this becomes successively less with each cycle. This effect is attributed to an increase in the thermal lability of this higher mass oligomer as opposed to an increase in concentration resulting from thermal degradation.
4.3.5 Cyclic linear heating and cooling experiments

The previous experiment indicated that it was possible to permanently thermally desorb/remove material from the silicone by heating to 200 °C and that significant thermal degradation did not occur up to this temperature. To investigate whether an overall indication of the extent of oligomer removal could be determined using the TIC a cyclic linear heating and cooling experiment was performed.

A sample of silicone egg poacher (4.0 mm d, 0.5 mm) was cut and placed in a DSC pan (Inconel). A temperature programme comprising heating from 30 °C to 200 °C and cooling from 200 °C to 30 °C, both at 5 °C min⁻¹, was used. This temperature programme was cycled a total of three times. The DART and MS were operated in positive mode with a TIC range of 600 to 2800 Da extracted. This range was chosen to include the masses of all materials likely to be produced by the polymer but exclude common background masses which typically fall below 600 Da with DART-MS. Integration was performed post analysis using Microsoft Excel. Integration was made between thermal cycles above the background 600 – 2800 Da level.

![Figure 4.23 Thermal cycling of silicone polymer using HDM. A) Temperature and B) TIC range 600 – 2800 Da.](image)

Figure 4.23 shows the TIC and temperature profiles as a function of time for the experiment. It can be seen that there is a reduction in overall intensity between heating cycles as shown in the previous examples. Integration of each peak area yields 215 x10⁶ count.mins, 99 x10⁶ count.mins and 70 x10⁶ count.mins respectively. This equates to a reduction between the first and second cycle of 54 % and overall a reduction of 67 % across the three cycles.
4.3.6 Cyclic linear heating and cooling experiments with pre-treated and untreated samples

This experiment was designed to eliminate the possibility that the HDM conditions (e.g. heating under a flowing ionised helium gas stream) had an effect on the results observed on the previous experiments. To achieve this, a comparison was made using a fresh sample that was thermally pre-treated in a furnace at 200 °C for 28 hours prior to analysis.

All experimental parameters were as for Section 4.3.5.

Figure 4.24 shows a comparison of the TIC of the untreated polymer from the previous experiment (B) and the isothermally treated sample (C). It is clear from these profiles that an overall reduction in the amount of material desorbed/removed results from the thermal pre-treatment of the sample.

Integration of the TIC peak during the first heating cycle shows that this reduction is about 90 %. However, it is interesting to note that even after a significant amount of time exposed to increased temperatures, oligomeric species are produced. Apart from the magnitude of the TIC, there were two other differences. Firstly, the onset of oligomer release for the treated sample was approximately 160 °C as opposed to 50 °C for the untreated sample.

Secondly, comparison of the ions seen within the TIC profile indicates a greater proportion of higher molecular mass oligomers for the treated sample, implying that the more volatile lower mass species have been removed by the pre-heating.

The result of this experiment seemed to suggest that the polymer may be undergoing a slight degradation at lower temperatures than was previously noted in the literature.\textsuperscript{38}
4.3.7 Cyclic linear heating and cooling experiments to a higher maximum temperature

The final experiment used a maximum temperature of 300 °C, (higher than manufacturer’s recommended limit of 260 °C), to determine if a clear onset to thermal degradation could be detected.

Experimental conditions were as for Section 4.3.5 with the exception that the maximum temperature was 300 °C rather than 200 °C.

Figure 4.25a shows the result of the experiment using cyclic heating to 300 °C with TIC profile and temperature plotted as a function of time. The TIC peaks have been integrated with the regions falling below 200 °C being shaded in blue and the regions falling between 200 °C and 300 °C being shaded yellow. Figure 4.25b shows average mass spectra for regions above and below 200 °C for the first heating cycle.

In the first cycle the TIC can be resolved into two events. The first blue shaded area shows the thermal desorption of the oligomers seen in previous experiments (figure 4.25b, i). This first region shows a marked shoulder, shortly above 200 °C in the yellow shaded area, the TIC increases and new species (figure 4.25 b, ii) begin to appear which are assumed to be thermal degradation products based on the findings of Camino et al. who determined the onset of degradation to be around 260 °C. The average mass spectrum of this area shows regular repeating units are separated by 86 Da which are consistent with methylvinylsiloxane oligomers used as silicone crosslinkers. However, the peaks are poorly resolved and appear very broad and it is probable that there is a combination of vinyl based oligomers and broad spectrum decomposition products. On cooling below 200 °C (second blue shaded area), no further decomposition products are noted and there are only very small traces of the cyclic oligomers barely above the background (figure 4.25b, iii).

During the second heating the TIC peak shows that there is very little material removed below 200 °C. The yellow shaded area is smaller than for the first peak and almost completely comprises polymer degradation products. The cyclic oligomers noted in significant quantities during the first cycle are not apparent. Literature suggests crosslinking reactions taking place within this higher temperature region may be the cause of the liberation of these new products.

Finally, the third TIC peak is only significant above 200 °C and shows a further reduction in area with mass spectra only showing degradation products. This trend is assumed to continue until pure silica remains through complete degradation of the organic components of the PDMS.
Table 4.1 shows the peak areas for the shaded areas of the three TIC peaks. The majority of the cyclic oligomeric species are removed during the first cycle, observing a 98% reduction between cycle one and two.

![Figure 4.25a Thermal cycling of silicone polymer using HDM profiling cumulative ions between 600 and 2800 Da. A) Temperature and B) TIC range 600 – 2800 Da.](image)

![Figure 4.25b Average MS profiles for the first heating cycle (Figure 4.25a) i) first blue shaded area, ii) yellow shaded area and iii) second blue shaded area.](image)

Table 4.1 Integration values for the TIC peaks from Figure 4.25a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Blue shaded areas / count.mins x10^7</th>
<th>Yellow shaded area / count.mins x10^7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Heating Cycle</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>3428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Heating Cycle</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Heating Cycle</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Monitoring the thermal expansion of silicone polymers using HDM

An examination of the micrographs from the previous experiments on the thermal degradation of silicone indicated that significant thermal expansion occurred during heating. It was decided to investigate this phenomenon further, partly as a means of evaluating the effectiveness of the ‘in range pixel counting’ (IPC) feature of the HDM software (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3). The thermal expansion of silicone has been previously studied by Yamauchi et al. who found that for a particular silicone rubber the extent of expansion could be controlled through the addition of silica particulates during the manufacturing process, generally the more filler that was added the greater the reduction in expansion that was noticed. 40

The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of a material is given the symbol \( \alpha \) and subscript dimension either linear, area or volume (L,A,V respectively). Instrumentally this property is measured using thermomechanical analysis introduced in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.3. The CTE can be calculated from measuring the extent of expansion as a function of temperature using Equation 4.1. 42

\[
CTE = \frac{1}{A_0} \times \frac{\Delta A}{\Delta T}
\]

*Equation 4.1* The coefficient of thermal expansion (Area)

4.4.1 Initial thermal expansion experiment

A sample of the silicone egg poacher (5 x 5 x 1 mm) was placed within a DSC pan (Inconel) and subjected to a linear heating of 0.8 °C min\(^{-1}\) to 700 °C. Figure 4.26 shows selected micrographs from 30 °C to 700 °C. The expansion of the silicone between A and E (note the sample corners touching the pan walls) is apparent. Above 500 °C the green dye fades, presumably as the dye (currently unknown) decomposes. The sample then starts to shrink up to 700 °C as the PDMS decomposes to an off-white solid (presumably silica). The material cracks during the contraction stage as the polymer becomes very brittle and gaseous decomposition products are expected to be released.

The micrographs were individually loaded into PowerPoint (Microsoft) and the length and width of the sample measured using the ruler feature. From this an area could be calculated and expressed as a percentage of the starting size.
Figure 4.26 Micrographs of silicone egg poacher at various temperatures; A) 30 °C, B) 100 °C, C) 200 °C, D) 300 °C, E) 400 °C, F) 500 °C, G) 600 °C and H) 700 °C.37

Figure 4.27 shows the manually calculated area (A) and the ΔRGB colour profile (B) plotted as a function of temperature.

The area is shown to increase in a linear fashion up until the PDMS begins to decompose around 500 °C when the area begins to decrease. The colour profile shows a corresponding trend and the point where the sample starts to contract clearly matches the change from expansion to contraction.

Figure 4.27 Area expansion and colour monitoring as a function of temperature for silicone egg poacher. A) Area change of silicone polymer and B) colour change monitored by ΔRGB.37
4.4.2 Development of a method to monitor thermal expansion using real-time processing of pixel values

The correlation between the colour profile and area seen in the previous experiment led to a development of the HDM software to support a form of real-time sample size analysis. This used IPC (in range pixel counting, discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3).

To recap, IPC monitors the colours of all the pixels in a selected region of the image recording their values 0 - 255 for each primary colours (red, green and blue), or 0-765 for a summated colour value. Normally, the colour profile changes as the sample changes colour. However, it will also be affected if the sample expands or contracts to cover or expose any of the sample pan in the image. IPC adds the additional aspect of counting the number of pixels whose colour values fall within a user-selectable range.

For example, if a green sample was used on a black background the IPC method could be set to count pixels with a high green value as black pixels have a very low green value. Therefore, any increase in size of the green sample would result in an overall gain in green pixels being counted (assuming the background colour remains constant). This can then be expressed as a percentage change from the number of green pixels counted at the start of the experiment. Similarly, a fall in the green pixel count would occur if the sample contracted.

The method does have limitations and care has to be taken to consider a few factors when using the IPC method size analysis:

- **Is the sample likely to change colour during analysis?**
  If the sample degrades and changes colour then skewed values for the size will be given as pixels may be counted that are associated with degradation and not a morphological change.

- **Will the sample become transparent or less opaque?**
  As the size monitoring is based solely on colour should the sample become transparent an apparent rise in the background will be shown, potentially indicating that the sample has reduced in size to zero.

- **Is the contrast high enough?**
  A large difference in colour between the background (typically the sample pan) and the sample reduces the error as fewer pixels will be erroneously counted (or omitted). Looking at a white sample on a highly reflective pan would be difficult as both materials have similar RGB values.

The silicone polymers used in this study were particularly amenable to the IPC approach. The polymers had excellent solid colours, did not change in opacity and were relatively thermally inert over a broad temperature range. Use of a graphite sample pan provided
both a chemically and thermally resistant background with the added benefit of providing a highly contrasting colour with most materials.

For all the experiments described below a sample of green silicone polymer was used with 5 mm circular pieces being cut using a metal punch to ensure standardisation of size and shape.

To allow comparison with the IPC method of size determination, the manual method for size determination based on PowerPoint described earlier was used. It should be noted that, for speed and simplicity, this involved selecting micrographs at 25 °C intervals from those collected after an experiment. In contrast, the IPC method calculates size once per second.

### 4.4.3 Measuring expansion and contraction during thermal cycling to 200 °C

This experiment aims to evaluate if the sample retains its ability to reversibly expand and contract whilst keeping below the degradation temperature.

*This experiment involved three repeat heating and cooling cycles from 50 °C to 200 °C at 5 °C min⁻¹ for the same piece of silicone.*

Figure 4.28 shows two micrographs of the green silicone at 50 °C and 200 °C. A red circle was overlaid on the image so as to match the perimeter of the silicone sample at 50 °C (A). The same circle is overlaid on the image taken at 200 °C (B) demonstrating how the silicone has expanded.

Figure 4.29 shows the IPC area (A, green trace) and the manually calculated area (B, blue trace) as a function of time together with the temperature (C, red trace). It can be seen that the IPC area method matches the manually calculated area very closely. The manual area profile appears much smoother in comparison to the IPC method but this is primarily due to a frequency of sampling effect, with one data point being sampled every 25 °C (300 seconds) compared to once per second.

In terms of the sample, it can be seen that the silicone polymer exhibits reversible expansion and contraction over these three cycles, but with an apparent overall decline in the extent of expansion with each cycle (comparing peak maximum to the peak minimum between cycles).
Figure 4.28 Micrographs of the silicone sample at 50 °C (A) and 200 °C (B). The overlaid red circle is the same size in both cases indicating the expansion.

Figure 4.29 IPC & manual area measurement during thermal cycling up to 200 °C; A) IPC Area (green), B) Manual Area (blue), C) Temperature (red).
4.4.4 Measuring expansion and contraction during thermal cycling to 300 °C

To investigate whether the decrease in expansion and contraction observed in the previous experiment was linked to initial traces of thermal degradation, a repeat experiment was performed but using a maximum temperature of 300 °C.

Figure 4.30 shows the IPC area (A, green trace) and the manually calculated area (B, blue trace) as a function of time together with the temperature (C, red trace). Again, there is reasonable agreement between the IPC and manually calculated area profiles.

The extent of expansion appears linear into the higher temperature range showing that the polymer retains some of its elastic properties even though it is expected to have begun decomposition.

![Figure 4.30 IPC & manual area measurement during thermal cycling up to 300 °C; A) IPC Area, B) Manual Area, C) Temperature.](image)

Comparing the maximum and minimum values between each cycle for the manual measurements (B blue trace) it is apparent that the expansion reduces between the first and third cycle. The expansion extent, 9.66% (cycle 1) and 8.47% (cycle 3) shows an overall reduction of 1.20%. In this example the IPC method (A, green trace) is consistent with a linear change but the values are much harder to compare directly to the manual measurements. The difference in values is almost certainly due to the colour beginning to fade which, as mentioned earlier can affect the operation of IPC. The results suggest that there may be some irreversible changes in the physical properties of the silicone even when subjected to a maximum temperature of 200 °C.
4.4.5 Monitoring of change in size during a 9 hour isotherm at 200 °C

The final experiment involved holding the sample isothermally at 200 °C for 9 hours. The aim was to evaluate IPC size measurement monitoring capabilities over a longer period of time but at a temperature below which the green colour would fade. In addition, it was hoped to be able to more reliably determine whether there were irreversible physical changes in the sample at 200 °C.

Figure 4.31 shows the result of the 9 hour isothermal experiment with the area profile and temperature plotted as a function of time. The start and end sizes are highlighted as the two blue points. During the isothermal period each orange point represents an average area taken over 25 minutes.

It can be seen that the area increases, as expected, during the initial heating stage. During the isothermal period there is slow overall decline in area which correlates well with that noted in the previous cycled experiments comparing their expansion reductions. The contraction appears to be relatively linear with an R² of 0.92 although the trace shows some oscillations around the best fit line, which may be due to changes in lighting (strong day light changes in the laboratory) over the period affecting the IPC.

After the isothermal period the area contracts more rapidly as the sample is cooled. The overall contraction in area was 1.32% equating to 0.006 % for each minute held isothermally at 200 °C.

![Figure 4.31 200 °C isothermal hold of a silicone sample monitoring the area change. Red) Temperature, Orange) Area change and the blue points indicate the starting and finishing areas.](image)
4.4.6 Using optical data to calculate the coefficient of thermal expansion

As well as providing information on visual and colour changes, the data obtained using HDM’s IPC method can be used to calculate the CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) of a material directly. The data shown below in Table 4.2 was obtained for a sample of silicone heated from 25 °C to 200 °C at a rate of 5 °C min\(^{-1}\). The values shown are the absolute IPC values for the two temperatures 25 and 200 °C.

**Table 4.2 HDM IPC size analysis the silicone polymer.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Size / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 °C (T(_0))</td>
<td>100 (A(_0))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 °C</td>
<td>109.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the CTE equation introduced earlier (Equation 4.1):

\[
\text{CTE} \, \alpha_A = \frac{1}{A_0} \times \frac{\Delta A}{\Delta T} \quad \alpha_A = \frac{1}{100} \times \frac{109.11-100}{200-25} \quad \alpha_A = 5.21 \times 10^{-4} \, \text{°C}^{-1}
\]

Typically the values for CTE are quoted as the volumetric expansion \(\alpha_V\), as silicone polymers behave isotopically, the property that allows a material to expand equally in all directions, a conversion factor (x 0.66)\(^{44}\) can be applied to the \(\alpha_A\) value to yield the commonly quoted volumetric expansion;

\[
\alpha_V = \alpha_A \times 0.66 \quad \alpha_V = 5.21 \times 10^{-4} \times 0.66 \quad \alpha_V = 3.44 \times 10^{-4} \, \text{°C}^{-1}
\]

The value is in agreement with that reported by Sim *et al.*\(^{45}\) for general PDMS silicone rubbers of ca. 3.0 \(\times 10^{-4}\) °C\(^{-1}\). However, no absolute value was found for the particular sample of silicone used in these experiments as it was not obtained from the manufacturer.

Further testing is required to evaluate how various physical properties of the material such as diameter and thickness effect the CTE value, and the absolute size and shape may need to be standardised should this method be used for comparative studies.

Since the optical method of obtaining volumetric expansions is limited to isotopic materials, those that behave non-isotopically (expand unequally in all directions) are unable to have their \(\alpha_V\) values calculated using HDM. Although, the HDM’s IPC method is capable of measuring the area as viewed in a single plane for all materials.
4.5 Conclusions and further work

The application of HDM to the thermal analysis of common polymers was successfully demonstrated. Results showed that the optical component of HDM could monitor thermal events, commonly observed in DSC analysis, such as glass transitions ($T_g$), cold crystallisations ($T_c$) and melting points ($T_m$). The mass spectrometer component of HDM provided complementary chemical information. For PS and PET the fragmentation patterns consistent with the polymer were observed, particularly after the sample melted, while for PVOH thermal degradation products were detected.

Silicone polymers, used in kitchen bakeware, were investigated initially following on from previous DART-MS work of Gross and co-workers. Using HDM, these polymers were found to leach oligomeric material during heating but at much lower temperature than previously reported and comfortably within common cooking temperatures (< 200 °C). At higher temperatures, silicones were shown to degrade. HDM was used to evaluate various properties of the silicone including size analysis, colour changes and observation of polymer decomposition products.

To enhance the ability of HDM to monitor changes in sample geometry in real time, an optical method based on counting the number of pixels in the image within a given colour range was developed. This was successfully applied to the measurement of the thermal expansion of silicones. The IPC method is much less laborious than taking manual measurements of the polymers post experiment and initial findings on the silicone polymers suggest the method looks promising.

There are innate limitations in that consistent sample colour and good contrast with the background (sample pan) is required. However, improvements in terms of software (increased sampling frequency (with smoothing) and better real-time image processing to reduce pixel noise) and hardware (particularly improved lighting) are planned using newer COB LED halo type lighting to ensure external lighting effects (shadows, daylight etc.) are minimised.

A longer term aim would be to add a geometry component to the software allowing the recognition of a predefined shape. The combination of shape monitoring and the current IPC method will create a significantly more robust size monitoring system allowing for the automated monitoring of geometry during colour change process such as degradation.
In addition to general improvements of the technique, planned future work with IPC will involve:

a) Calibration
   Many metals have a well-characterised thermal expansion property, do not degrade and have a consistent colour making them suitable to calibrate the technique. Although, the thermal expansion of many pure metals is often small by comparison to the silicone polymers studied earlier (Aluminium $\alpha_L = 2.3 \times 10^{-6}$ °C$^{-1}$).$^{46}$

b) Applications to crystals
   Some inorganic (such as barium titanate)$^{47}$ and polymeric (including HDPE)$^{48}$ materials have been shown to have directional expansion properties that may be amenable to this technique

The controlled heating provided by HDM would also allow more detailed studies linking extent of degradation of other polymers to their thermal expansion.

Finally, no quantitation experiments were performed during this study. The intention would be to continue this work and perform an evaluative study between TGA-(MS) and HDM to evaluate the extent of polymer degradation during heating.
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5.0 Desorption Studies


5.1 Introduction

Desorption is defined as the release of a substance or substances from a surface, this may either be through the surface or from the surface. Before desorption, sorption of a compound must occur. Sorption is defined by two pathways; adsorption and absorption focusing on different fundamentals of the sorption process. Both sorption mechanisms are comprised of a further two components; physisorption and chemisorption.

Adsorption is the process in which a surface effect is noted, when gases or liquids bind to the surfaces of liquids or solids. Absorption on the other hand is focused on bulk properties of the material, more than a surface effect the substance of interest may move beyond the surface layer of the material and into the bulk volume.

Physisorption is concerned with weak attractive forces between the sorbent and the substance of interest. These forces are typically experienced as surface level electrostatic interactions such as van der Waals, that is, the attraction of dipoles either permanent or transient. Concerning a bulk material, physisorption may occur when an inert substance dissolves or migrates into the sorbent without chemically altering the surface.

Chemisorption processes are far more energetic than physisorption processes due to new chemical bonds being formed, usually in the form of new covalent bonds between the sorbent and sorbate.

These effects are exploited in chromatography and are a key driving force for the separation technique. Analytes are introduced onto a column and are moved through it using a mobile phase, commonly an organic solvent in LC (liquid chromatography) or a gas in GC (gas chromatography). As the analytes pass through the column they can be adsorbed to the surface of the stationary phase or if the stationary phase is porous the analytes may be absorbed. The interaction between sorption and desorption processes is what creates separation in chromatography driven by a number of interactions including dipole interactions, complexation and acid-base interactions. Analytes that have more affinity to the mobile phase will be eluted first, whereas those that have more affinity to the stationary phase will be eluted later.

Desorption is often an important factor in mass spectrometry. Many techniques require sample introduction through a desorption process, particularly those of ambient ionisation. A few techniques that utilise desorption as part of the sample preparation and introduction method are outlined below.

DESI (desorption electrospray ionisation) is an ambient ionisation technique and as the name suggests is based on desorption. The DESI desorption process works through
pneumatic action, aiming a high velocity and charged solvent spray towards a solid sample. The sample partially solvates within the spray solvent forming a thin surface coating, which is then desorbed by further incoming solvent physically ‘knocking off’ the solvated ions and through electrostatic repulsion generated through the accumulation of a localised charge, and driven towards the MS (introduced earlier in Chapter 1).

Thermal desorption (TD) is also a key sample introduction method for techniques such as TD-GC-MS (thermal desorption gas chromatography mass spectrometry), DART-MS and DAPPI (desorption atmospheric pressure photoionisation). These techniques utilise heat energy to remove materials from surfaces through thermal desorption. As the heated material gets hotter the surface molecules gain sufficient energy to overcome surface forces binding the material.

The term ‘surface residency’ is used to describe how long on average a molecule will remain at the surface of a specific material at fixed conditions of pressure and temperature. The surface residency of a molecule is exponentially dependant on temperature, meaning that as temperature is increased the surface residency time is exponentially reduced until all surface bound molecules are removed and the surface becomes clean.

Many of the ambient plasma techniques utilise a two stage thermal desorption ionisation process. DART itself thermally desorbs compounds from the introduced material via the heated gas stream and not through contact with a heated plasma. The ionisation is provided from the flow of metastable and energetic molecules exiting the source (see Chapter 1).

HDM (hot-stage microscopy direct analysis in real-time mass spectrometry) separates these two processes that occur in DART, in this way HDM behaves analogously to TG-GC-MS. The hot-stage of HDM thermally desorbs introduced materials, separation is provided thermally depending on the properties of the material/mixture, whilst the detection is initiated by DART’s ionisation and final mass spectrometer detection.

Since HDM relies on thermal desorption to introduce samples into the gas phase and in turn ionisation from the DART, experiments were designed to investigate how samples desorb from materials used to introduce analytes to HDM.

5.1.2 Aims

- To investigate the removal of compounds from powdered matrices using HDM.
- To investigate HDM’s use for the analysis and identification of energetic materials.
- To evaluate swabbing materials that may be used in the HDM and the desorption stage, comparing material degradation and its effects on background levels.
- To investigate the use of dopants and adding dopants to HDM during analysis.
5.2 Dyes

A series of desorption studies was designed to evaluate how compounds could be removed from surfaces, these initially focused on the removal of dye compounds from stable inorganic oxides primarily alumina. The use of alumina had two clear benefits, it has excellent thermal stability (>2000 °C) and the lack of colour gave a high contrast making it significantly easier to visualise the desorption process.

Dyes have been shown to interact with alumina through both physisorption and chemisorption. Many factors determine the absolute sorption process onto alumina such as pH, temperature and ancillary ions present in solution. This study was less focused on the mechanisms of the uptake of the dyes by the alumina, rather, the intention was to form homogenous dry powders as a platform for thermal desorption analysis using HDM.

A range of coloured pens was purchased and the ink components were extracted by soaking the cartridges in methanol (10 ml, HPLC grade) until highly pigmented solutions of unknown concentrations were obtained. To each of these solutions was added alumina (1 g, Aldrich 99.9%) that had been previously thermally treated (600 °C, 4 hrs) ensuring the alumina was activated through removal of surface water and other potential surface bound contaminants. The alumina was allowed to soak in the concentrated solutions for 15 mins under sonication, before extraction through gravity filtration. The samples were then dried on a hot-plate at 50 °C for 30 minutes expected to remove all the residual solvent. Samples were subjected to individual heating programs and monitored using mass spectrometry in positive ion mode.

5.2.1 Selected ink example

Figure 5.1 shows the removal of two major components in the orange pen ink from alumina. profile A has been assigned to the protonated molecular ion of a common azo dye found in writing inks (Orange III, 212 g mol⁻¹, 213 Da [M+H]+), profile B has been attributed to the dechlorinated molecular ion of a xanthene pigment (rhodamine B, 478 g mol⁻¹, 443 Da [M-Cl]+). Other ions expected to be related to the ink binding agents were noted but primary focus was paid to the pigment desorption processes for correlation with the micrographs and colour profiles obtained. The sample was heated at a rate of 3.5 °C min⁻¹ between 50 and 350 °C as a general profiling temperature and ramp rate.

Orange III is shown to be removed quite sharply from 100 °C until the eventual decline after 170 °C, this decline is accompanied by the gradual removal of rhodamine B. Possible signal suppression of rhodamine B appears to be taking place by the Orange III, once the majority of the Orange III has been removed the rhodamine B profile rapidly increases in intensity around 250 °C. The rhodamine B declines in intensity from 310 °C as the pigment is desorbed from the alumina.
The micrographs (Figure 5.2) show the thermal desorption through the changes in colour and are complimentary to the ion profiles discussed previously. Initially the alumina appears a light orange in colour, as the orange III is removed the colour changes from orange to a faint pink (micrographs A-D) this is in keeping with the ion profiles as the remaining rhodamine B is red-pink in colour. Further heating between 200 and 300 °C shows the removal of the rhodamine B as the alumina goes from pink to an off white, micrographs D-H. The off white colour is expected to be remnants of organic degradation products from pigments and binders.

Finally, the colour profile in Figure 5.3 shows the colour removal from the supporting alumina matrix. A relatively stable level in the change in colour (ΔRGB) is shown until 100 °C as a shallow trough in the profile appears, correlating with the onset of removal of the orange III both through the EIC trace and micrographs. An approximate constant rate of colour change is observed between 150 and 250 °C as the orange colour is removed leaving behind a pink colour. A slight rate change is noted at 250 °C as the rhodamine B is rapidly evolved, confirmed by its ion profile (B). The colour becomes stable again above 290 °C as the majority of the rhodamine B has been desorbed and the remaining components on the alumina begin to thermally degrade, leaving behind the off white powder.
Figure 5.2 Micrographs of orange ink desorption from alumina. A) 100 °C, B) 150 °C, C) 200 °C, D) 225 °C, E) 250 °C, F) 300 °C, G) 325 °C and H) 350 °C.

Figure 5.3 Change in colour profile for the thermal desorption of orange ink from alumina, plotted as a function of temperature.
5.2.2 Overview of inks

Many of the inks analysed display similar trends to the orange ink (Section 5.2.1); although the ink compounds gave significant mass spectral profiles absolute assignment of ions was difficult when dealing with large mixtures of unknown compounds. Other mass spectral techniques could have been used to further discriminate and assign the ink components such as tandem mass spectrometry but this was outside the scope of this investigation.

A collection of profiles from a range of coloured inks is shown below. All typically show the same trends; heating desorbs the most volatile compounds first, the colour of the alumina is lost, at high temperatures the alumina remains discoloured due to thermal degradation of remaining organic compounds.

Figure 5.4 shows the HDM thermal profiling of blue ink dried on alumina. Two compounds (B & C) were identified from the ink matrix, although the compounds with masses 314 Da (C) and 422 Da (B) remain unassigned. The colour profile (A) was also plotted as a function of temperature, around 150 °C a dip is shown, the small change is negligible and doesn’t appear related any of the pigmented components. Instead, the change is attributed to the matrix drying. The colour profile remains quite constant even though overall there are clear signs of degradation from the micrographs (blue to grey in colour).

Figure 5.5 shows the HDM thermal profiling of green ink dried on alumina. Again, two unassigned compounds were attributed to pigment components 314 Da (B) and 240 Da (C). The colour profile (A) remains constant until above 270 °C when the colour gradually starts to darken, also documented by the micrographs.

Figure 5.6 show the HDM thermal profiling of purple ink dried on alumina. This time only one evident pigment compound existed, the ion at 443 Da was attributed the dechlorinated rhodamine B ion as in the previous orange ink example and is removed from 150 °C until around 250 °C. In this example the colour profile (A) monitors the desorption much more closely. The ‘dip’ of the colour profile correlates with the maximum of the 443 ion’s release. The micrographs show the removal of the intense purple down to a pale mauve colour.

Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the thermal profiling of pink ink dried onto alumina. The colour, mass spectrum and micrographs suggest that the major ink component is rhodamine B. Again, the desorption profile (B) starts from 150 °C and reaches a maximum by 240 °C when it begins to reduce.

This section was designed to evaluate how materials desorbed from a powdered alumina using HDM and shows how powdered matrices maybe applied to HDM unlike conventional DART. Some peaks were tentatively attributed to certain compounds due to similarities with literature findings, commonness of compounds and general mass spectral profiles.
Figure 5.4 HDM analysis of blue ink desorbed from alumina. (A) Shows $\Sigma$RGB change as a function of temperature, (B & C) show EIC profiles of 422 Da and 314 Da (respectively) as a function of temperature, (D) shows a region of interest from an averaged mass spectrum over the entire experiment. Micrographs of the desorption process at three temperatures are displayed to the right hand side.

Figure 5.5 HDM analysis of green ink desorbed from alumina. (A) Shows $\Sigma$RGB change as a function of temperature, (B & C) show EIC profiles of 314 Da and 240 Da (respectively) as a function of temperature, (D) shows a region of interest from an averaged mass spectrum over the entire experiment. Micrographs of the desorption process at three temperatures are displayed to the right hand side.
Figure 5.6 HDM analysis of purple ink desorbed from alumina. (A) Shows $\Sigma$RGB change as a function of temperature, (B) shows the EIC profile of the 443 Da ion as a function of temperature, (C) shows a region of interest from an averaged mass spectrum over the entire experiment. Micrographs of the desorption process at three temperatures are displayed to the right hand side.

Figure 5.7 HDM analysis of pink ink desorbed from alumina. (A) Shows $\Sigma$RGB change as a function of temperature, (B) shows the EIC profile of the 443 Da ion as a function of temperature, (C) shows a region of interest from an averaged mass spectrum over the entire experiment. Micrographs of the desorption process at three temperatures are displayed to the right hand side.
5.2.3 Quantitation

As the compound rhodamine B was highly pigmented, readily ionised and commonly encountered (Section 5.2.2) it was decided to investigate the removal of the pure dye from an alumina surface. The experiment was used to evaluate the desorption process from an alumina matrix without the interference of other compounds found within the ink cartridges.

As both profiles for the pink and purple inks appeared to show a characteristic shape during the removal of the rhodamine B from the alumina, experiments were designed to evaluate if the colour curves could be used in a quantitative or semi-quantitative manner. Solutions were prepared as follows:

*Rhodamine B was added to methanol (25 mg or 100 mg of rhodamine B in 10 ml of methanol, HPLC grade). An aliquot of stock solution (100 µL) was deposited onto alumina (100 mg, activated at 600 °C for 4 hrs), the mixture was then sonicated for 15 minutes. The solutions were allowed to evaporate overnight and 10 mg of each of the dried mixtures were analysed individually, resulting in 25 and 100 µg amounts of rhodamine B used during HDM analysis. A heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ was used between 50 and 350 °C.*

Figure 5.8 documents the thermal desorption of two amounts of rhodamine B from alumina both in terms of colour and extracted ion profiles (443 Da, [M-Cl]⁺). Both profiles show the desorption process occurring from ca. 170 °C through to approximately 270 °C. Integration of the extracted ion (between 150 and 350 °C) profiles yields $1.38 \times 10^7$ and $5.39 \times 10^7$ counts·°C for 25 and 100 µg respectively, giving a ratio of 1:3.9. A similar result is obtained for the integration of the colour profiles ($\Sigma$RGB shaded areas in Figure 5.8, between 150 and 350 °C) integration values of $2.94 \times 10^4$ and $1.11 \times 10^5$ a.u..°C (units of colour change over a temperature range) for 25 and 100 µg respectively giving a ratio of 1:3.8. Both ratios indicate that the technique may at least be used semi-quantitatively in a relative sense. Further development is required across a wider range of sample concentrations with concentration (and hence mass calculation) validation against existing techniques such as UV-Vis spectroscopy.

The micrographs shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 monitor the removal of rhodamine B from alumina at 100 and 25 µg respectively. Both amounts show how a light pink colour (A) moves to an off white colour (E) as the rhodamine is desorbed. Any remaining that isn’t desorbed is decomposed, leaving behind the off white colour.
Figure 5.8 Thermal desorption of rhodamine B from alumina. A) 100 µg of rhodamine B EIC 443 Da [M-Cl]+, B) 25 µg of rhodamine B EIC 443 Da [M-Cl]+, A’) 100 µg colour desorption profile and B’) 25 µg colour desorption profile. Shaded area represent integrated areas taken from 150 °C until 350 °C.

Figure 5.9 Micrographs of rhodamine B (100 µg) desorption from alumina during heating. A) 50 °C, B) 150 °C, C) 210 °C, D) 250 °C, E) 350 °C.

Figure 5.10 Micrographs of rhodamine B (25 µg) desorption from alumina during heating. A) 50 °C, B) 150 °C, C) 210 °C, D) 250 °C, E) 350 °C.
5.3 Energetic Materials

Energetic materials (such as explosives, fuels and propellants) are defined as materials that store a large amount of chemical energy within their molecular structure. These materials typically require a small amount of externally applied energy such as heat, friction or current to initiate their decomposition and release of their potential energy moving from the solid or liquid state to primarily gas phase products.

Ambient ionisation methods have been extensively applied to the study of energetic materials and DART-MS has shown promise in the detection and quantitation of explosives. The detection of IEDs (improvised explosive devices) and general munitions is paramount for modern day security efforts and often these materials containing other materials such as binders, accelerants and oxidants.

As a forensic screening tool DART-MS is required to analyse trace and ultra-trace quantities of materials from surfaces either directly from a section of the material of interest or through a transfer method such as a swab or wipe. Nilles et al. investigated the removal of a range of commonly encountered nitro-aromatic compounds from various surfaces such as glass, steel and wood. The group used a modified transfer method to analyse solids transferred onto the surface of interest as opposed to solution deposition from a pipette, known amounts of samples were first deposited onto aluminium foil and when dried they were abrasively removed from the aluminium foil onto the surface of interest, thus simulating deposition of solid material after an explosion. The group successfully managed to detect a range of transferred nitro-aromatic compounds by adding dichloromethane as a dopant near the DART source itself primarily and detecting the compounds as the chloride adducts.

Another increasingly used method for the detection of energetic materials (and other controlled substances) is ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) where its relative simplicity lends itself for use in places like airports. IMS works by separating analytes based on their drift velocities as opposed to their m/z ratios like MS. Analytes are typically thermally desorbed into a drift region and are accelerated between the gate (the starting point) and the detector (the end point) using a series of charged plates. The separation occurs as the accelerated ions drift against a counter flow of gas, the result is the largest ions are the slowest and the smallest are the fastest.

There is a growing trend to couple DART-MS with other complimentary techniques and linking with IMS would provide the necessary separation technique before MS detection. This instrumental combination was used by Krechmer et al. to study lipid profiling from natural oils, fish, olive and human sebum oils. The DART-IMS-MS technique would provide incredibly useful for energetic materials evaluation. The DART-IMS technique
appears to be in its infancy and after a review of the literature no applications towards energetic materials could be found.

Another technique that has been used in conjunction with DART-MS is DAPNe (Direct analyte-probed nanoextraction). DAPNe relies on the nanoextraction of materials from a surface by precisely positioning a micro syringe and a capillary tip for analyte removal before the latter are introduced directly into the DART sampling region. Verbeck et al. found that using DAPNe-DART-MS trace quantities of energetic materials to be removed from latent fingerprints without damaging them.\textsuperscript{12} The solvation and removal methods of DAPNe provide a technique that removes analytes from the overall matrix and reduces background levels typically observed during standard DART-MS analysis of surfaces.

With so much emphasis placed on the use of DART-MS as an analysis tool for energetic materials, it was decided to evaluate HDM with these types of system.
5.3.1 Conventional HDM analysis

As an initial investigation a range of samples was investigated using HDM in the standard mode of analysis, using the Inconel pan in the hot-stage.

A summary of the samples analysed is shown in Table 5.1. All samples were nitro-functionalised aryl or alkyl compounds and were purchased as fixed concentration solutions (typically 1 mg per ml, AccuStandards) which were diluted so that known amounts (10 µg) of sample could deposited on the individual pans. Solvent was removed by drying in the air for at least 30 minutes prior to analysis in the negative ion mode.

All compounds tested had well defined peaks significantly above the background levels of the DART-MS spectrum. Figure 5.11 shows selected examples that had been thermally desorbed from the analysis pan during HDM analysis.

All samples were exposed to a linear heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ between 30 and 300 °C.

It is worth noting that the digital microscope typically used in HDM lacked the magnifying power to be informative when looking at trace levels of analytes. However, should a microscope with increased magnification be used it is possible that HDM could monitor the individual crystals of these energetic materials. Particular care was taken to minimise contamination of the instrument and negligible ‘carry over’ was noted between runs.

Profile A shows the removal of the deprotonated molecular ion of nitrobenzene (NB) 122 Da [M⁻H]; although a volatile liquid at room temperature very little NB is noted until it reaches its boiling point of 210 °C. After the boiling point is reached the NB rapidly evolves until around 300 °C when the heating ramp finishes, although the profile appears to be plateauing around this temperature.

Profile B monitors the removal of PETN as its hydroxylated molecular ion 333 Da [M+OH]⁻ over the 300 °C temperature range. Again the profile begins to increase in significant intensity after the boiling point has been reached (ca. 180 °C) and decomposes above 215 °C. The profile rises above the boiling point until a maximum evolution at 240 °C and then declines, probably due to a combination of material exhaustion and decomposition, until a stable signal is noted around 280 °C.

Profile C shows the removal of the denitrited molecular ion of tetryl 241 Da [M-NO₂]⁻. Tetryl melts around 130 °C and reaches its explosive limit at its flash point of 180 °C in air. The tetryl appears to become volatile around this temperature showing the onset of release around 185 °C and is continued to be evolved until 260 °C as the material becomes exhausted and the profile declines until the end of the experiment at 300 °C. Materials may exist beyond their flash point without a source of ignition, this is slightly different to the auto-ignition temperature where a material may spontaneously ignite and decompose.
Table 5.1 A table of nitro-based compounds investigated using HDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Molecular formula and weight (g mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Ions observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,4-Dinitrobenzene (1,4-DNB)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_6)H(_4)N(_2)O(_4) = 168.1</td>
<td>167 Da [M-H](^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrobenzene (NB)</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_6)H(_5)NO(_2) = 123.1</td>
<td>122 Da [M-H](^-) 185 Da [M+NO(_3)](^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,2-Bis[(nitrooxy)methyl]propane-1,3-diyl dinitrate (PETN)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_5)H(_8)N(<em>4)O(</em>{12}) = 316.1</td>
<td>315 Da [M-H](^-) 333 Da [M+OH](^-) 378 Da [M+NO(_3)](^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4,6-Trinitrophenylmethyl nitramine (Tetryl)</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_7)H(_5)N(_5)O(_8) = 287.2</td>
<td>241 Da [M-NO(_2)](^-) 349 Da [M+NO(_3)](^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3,5-Trinitro-1,3,5-triazinane (RDX)</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_3)H(_6)N(_6)O(_6) = 222.1</td>
<td>268 Da [M+NO(_2)](^-) 284 Da [M+NO(_3)](^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3,5,7-Tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocane (HMX)</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_4)H(_8)N(_8)O(_8) = 296.2</td>
<td>342 Da [M+NO(_2)](^-) 358 Da [M+NO(_3)](^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT)</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_7)H(_5)N(_3)O(_6) = 227.1</td>
<td>226 Da [M-H](^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane-1,2,3-triyl trinitrate (Nitroglycerin, NG)</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>C(_3)H(_5)N(_3)O(_9) = 227.1</td>
<td>289 Da [M+NO(_3)](^-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Profile D shows the removal of the deprotonated molecular ion of TNT 226 Da [M-H]. Little is observed until around 80 °C when the TNT melts. Above this temperature, the profile rises exponentially until around 260 °C (TNT’s boiling point) when it falls sharply as material is exhausted.

Figure 5.11 Selected examples of thermal desorption of nitro compounds from Inconel analysis pans plotted as the respective EIC vs Temperature. A) NB 122 Da [M-H]', B) PETN 333 Da [M+OH]', C) Tetryl 241 Da [M-NO₂]' & D) TNT 226 Da [M-H]'.
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5.3.2 Limits of detection using conventional HDM analysis

The identification of the major ions allowed experiments to determine the limits of detection (LOD) with HDM for a selection of compounds.

The LOD is defined as the lowest level of analyte that can be reliably and repeatedly measured or distinguished from the background or a ‘blank’ sample. The LOD is compound specific for each MS technique and hence needs to be evaluated per compound system. A range of factors determine the LOD for ambient ionisation MS analysis: the inherent background noise from an open source mass spectrometer, the respective ion affinities for different adducts and hence the ease of ionisation, the substrate or matrix of the analyte leading to matrix effects and/or possible ion suppression.

A standard model for the instrumental limit of detection is that the magnitude of the analyte signal must be at least 3 standard deviations plus the average of the background level for the ion of interest, whereas the instrumental limit of quantitation (LOQ) is defined as being at 10 standard deviations of the background level plus the average.

Since the HDM relies on temperature profiling another vector is added, the moving temperature vs ion relationship. It has been noted throughout many experiments that the background level of the HDM varies with increasing temperature, as even atmospheric background ions will fragment at a given temperature. To collect background profiles representative of the instrument, the experimental conditions were fixed to match the conditions of sample analysis.

Full range mass spectral scans were performed using an empty pan over the entire temperature range that the sample would be subjected to. The background scans were repeated three times between each analyte series to gain a triplicate average for the background levels and from this the ion of interest could be averaged and extracted. This process has been depicted in Figure 5.12 for an arbitrary mass of 200 Da, selected for its naturally low background levels and does not correspond to any analyte of interest.

Profile A shows three averaged total ion thermograms for the mass range 50 to 2800 Da and, even with an empty pan, an underlying shape is noted across the temperature range. The general profile shape has been tentatively attributed to the increase in the amount of nitrate 62 Da [NO$_3$]$^-$ and the protonated nitrate dimer 125 Da [2(NO$_3$)+H]$^-$ over the 50 to 250 °C temperature range. This may be due to the presence of NO$_x$ species which have been noted to form through the operation of atmospheric plasma sources.

Profile B is a plot of three extracted ion thermograms (grey) for an arbitrary mass of 200 Da representative of a background level of interest. The three profiles are then averaged together to make the background EIC of 200 Da (blue).
The average intensity across the temperature range of interest is calculated for the 200 Da mass (122 counts) and three standard deviations (calculated from the three background experiments) are added to this for the LOD (red dashes) and ten standard deviations are added for the LOQ (orange dashes) shown in profile C.

This method was used throughout to determine if selected compounds could be monitored above their respective LOD. Many compounds have not been pushed to the absolute LOD using HDM, instead they were evaluated in the 1-100 nanogram range representative of trace levels. Again, the use of the LOQ was considered of less importance as the longer-term aim would be to use HDM as a qualitative technique for rapid and confident analysis of whether a compound of interest poses a potential threat.

Figure 5.12 Collection and processing of background ion levels. A) Triplicate average of background total ion thermograms plotted against temperature, B) EIC of 200 Da triplicate average, showing the average (blue) and three repeats (grey), C) Application of LOD (red dash) and LOQ (orange dash) to the 200 Da profile.
The absolute LOD of a selection of compounds was investigated. The following example shows the evaluation of tetryl using HDM in its ‘raw’ form, that is, without the assistance of dopants commonly used within conventional DART-MS analysis. The factor of most importance for increasing the sensitivity of the system was the heating rate (as is true for other TA systems). Most systems investigated with HDM used standard heating rates between 5 and 10 °C min⁻¹, but here the upper heating rates of the HDM instrument were evaluated to achieve maximum sensitivity.

A linear heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ was applied to each of the samples until the ion intensity began to decline and fall close to the LOD, several samples commonly had shown multiple peaks relating to the compound of interest. Tetryl mainly gave the denitrited molecular fragment ion 241 Da [M-NO₂]⁻ and the nitrated molecular adduct ion 349 Da [M+NO₃]⁻.

Figure 5.13 shows how tetryl forms two ions depending on the desorption temperature, the adduct (349 Da) forms in preference at lower temperatures, whilst the fragment ion (241 Da) shows preferential formation at the higher temperatures attributed to a thermal degradation process, note how the onset of the degradation product appears at the same temperature of the decline of the adduct profile.

Figure 5.13 Thermal desorption of 10µg of tetryl from the HDM stage. Ion profiles A) molecular adduct 349 Da [M+NO₃]⁻ and B) fragment ion 241 Da [M-NO₂]⁻.
As many of the samples could be monitored in the microgram range the solutions were made significantly more dilute to evaluate more conventional ‘trace’ levels within the nanogram range. Solutions of tetryl were prepared via serial dilution methods to obtain fixed concentrations, solutions were aliquoted into each pan to contain a known mass of tetryl. Once dried the samples underwent HDM analysis at various heating rates.

Figure 5.14 shows the removal of 1ng of tetryl 349 Da [M+NO₃]⁻ at 5 °C min⁻¹ (profile A) compared against the same sample amount but heated at 50 °C min⁻¹ (profile B), the respective LODs have been added for comparison. Although the slower heating rate yielded a significant response above the LOD, it is evident that a sharper and more pronounced profile is obtained at higher heating rates. Encouragingly, the background profiles do not appear to fluctuate significantly with heating rate. The increased heating rate is also advantageous due to the volatile nature of the materials, leading to increased turnaround of samples. So far the experimental times could be viewed as an apparent weakness of the HDM system when compared to the core DART-MS technique, although slower heating rates yield increased resolution between thermal events.
The heating rate was capped at 50 °C min\(^{-1}\) as a safety feature to prevent damage to the hot-stage itself through potential thermal shock. However, it is worth noting that higher heating rates can be achieved with the system but were not investigated as part of this study.

The lowest detectable limit observed so far using the HDM system was 100 pg of tetryl using the 50 °C min\(^{-1}\) heating rate. Figure 5.15 shows the desorption profile of 100 pg of tetryl. The LOD (red dashed line) was included for comparison against the tetryl profile, again the trace remains comfortably above the LOD.

![Thermal desorption of 100 pg of tetryl 349 Da [M+NO\(_3\)]\(^{-1}\) from the HDM stage, linear heating at 50 °C min\(^{-1}\). Red dashed line shows the LOD for tetryl.](image)

Tetryl, TNT, RDX, HMX and PETN were evaluated at a 100 ng level, showing significant detection above their respective LODs. Since the preliminary studies had been based on direct deposition of sample into an analysis pan, a process which is very far from an actual field collection technique, an evaluation of different swabbing materials was undertaken to more closely replicate a real-life application.
5.3.3 Evaluation of swabbing materials

A clear benefit that DART-MS has over HDM is the ability to analyse a variety of sample morphologies and that it isn’t confined to analysis from a sample pan. The premise for the HDM approach is ensuring even heating across the sample, leading to complete desorption of the sample from the surface of interest.

After reviewing the literature an array of swabbing materials and techniques were identified including both destructive and non-invasive techniques; swabs, wipes and complete destruction of surfaces of interest are currently used for investigations into suspected energetic contact materials (items that have been in contact or stored near energetic materials). The field of collection materials appears to be growing particularly for materials scientists working on the design of better collection materials.

A range of surface collection materials (shown in Figure 5.16) was evaluated first by analysing the background generated by the material and then comparison with the same material but spiked with a known amount of energetic material. This method then allowed for background spectra to be representative of the potential decomposition products of the collection material itself.

![Figure 5.16 Images of the collection materials. A) Cotton Swab, B) Cellulose acetate filter, C) Quartz wool, D) Fibre glass and E) Brass fibres.](image)

The collection materials were chosen based on their ability to fit into a HDM pan and also with the future aim to analyse them using the planned desorption stage discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.7.

Each collection material was thermally profiled in its untreated state to account for any background ions generated. In the profiles from experiments where the swabbing materials were spiked with analyte, 100% of the material is assumed to be desorbed. From these profiles the efficiency of surface sampling can be evaluated by depositing a solution of analyte with the same concentration onto a fixed surface and swabbing the
surface with the collection material. Integration of the peaks found above the LOD band were then taken, the spiked collection material representing 100% collection and the swab representing a percentage collection.

As many factors as possible were kept constant to evaluate the collection process for direct comparisons between materials.

A volume of tetryl solution (containing 100 ng) was deposited directly onto a collection material, the solution was then allowed to evaporate for 1 hour at room temperature. The materials were then placed within an Inconel pan, added to the hot-stage and subjected to a heating rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ between 30 and 300 °C. The DART and MS were operated in negative mode, and all masses were collected between 50 and 500 Da. EIC profiles were obtained for a constant fingerprint ion of tetryl 241 Da \([M-\text{NO}_2]^−\). The LOD for the 241 Da ion was found for each collection material by analysing the raw material itself under the same analysis conditions. Once the spiked and raw material profiles were obtained a 'swabbing' procedure was developed to evaluate the collection efficiency of the collection materials. Samples were spiked onto a clean surface (an Eppendorf vial lid) and allowed to dry for 1 hour under the same conditions as the spiked examples. The analysis of the swabbing material was identical to the spiked and raw examples discussed previously in Section 5.3.2.

![Figure 5.17 Pictorial representation of the swabbing procedure, the circle represents an Eppendorf vial lid and the red arrow shows the swabbing direction, vertical and then horizontal.](image)

Figure 5.17 shows a pictorial representation of the procedure used to remove the samples from the chosen surface (the lid of an Eppendorf vial). The procedure followed a vertical sinusoidal pattern on the first pass, and then on the same lid the corresponding horizontal pass. The lids provided a reproducible sampling area and were economical since they are disposable. Profiles were taken by swabbing the lids directly without any sample deposition, the swabs from the lids were not found to have any effect on the overall level of the 241 Da ion and thus were disregarded for the following series. The technique, although crude, aimed to reduce some of the uncertainty of duration in swabbing by standardising the process. This is not representative of a real scenario and was solely aimed at being a comparative evaluation for material collection.
5.3.3.1 Cotton medical swab

The first material evaluated was a cotton medical swab (Figure 5.16, A). The exact material composition was not identified on the packaging only that the main body was 100% cotton. The cotton itself appeared to have been adhered to the wooden stem either by an adhesive or mechanical adhesion through high speed spinning. It was of importance to ensure all components were included for collecting a background profile, as the whole collection swab material is hoped to be deposited directly into the planned desorption stage.

Background profiles were obtained respective to each ion of interest. Figure 5.18 shows a comparison of the 100 ng tetryl spiked and collected using the cotton swab against the calculated LOD from the cotton swab itself based using the fragment ion 241 Da \([M-\text{NO}_2]^–\). The shaded profiles for the spiked and swab samples are used for integration. This area is taken above the LOD for the medical swab material. The spiked sample gave an integration value of $5.06 \times 10^5$ counts.°C representative of 100% collection, whilst the surface recovered sample gave $3.43 \times 10^5$ counts.°C overall totalling a 67.8% recovery using the cotton swab.

Since the cotton is a thermal insulator the peak shape is broadened over a wider temperature range. This is innately a drawback to using these types of materials, as the resolution between peaks (when analysing mixtures) will be diminished. Similar effects were noted by the research group in an earlier project showing how the introduction material may vary the resultant mass spectral profile due to the thermal properties of the material.\(^{22}\)

![Figure 5.18 Medical cotton swab removal of tetryl observed as 241 Da \([M-\text{NO}_2]^–\) profiled as a function of temperature. A) Spiked Swab, B) Surface recovered sample and Red dashed line LOD.](image-url)
5.3.3.2 Cellulose acetate filter

The second collection material investigated was a cigarette filter (Figure 5.16, B), purchased from a local high street store. The filter provided a smooth collection surface, was the correct size/geometry for HDM and also is a very economical collection material. The filter material is primarily composed of cellulose acetate, which gave a significant background fingerprint particularly in positive mode. The energetic materials evaluated so far gave the largest responses in negative mode, thus reducing the concern of high backgrounds from the cellulose acetate itself. The filter did eventually decompose under heating between 250 and 300 °C, shown as a series of micrographs insert Figure 5.19.

![Micrographs of a cigarette filter under linear heating using HDM. C) 200 °C, D) 250 °C and E) 300 °C.](image)

Although the cellulose acetate is likely to behave as a thermal insulating material the profile for tetryl stays relatively sharp (Figure 5.19) when compared to the previous cotton example. This is likely due to the extent of packing of the cellulose material, having an apparent higher density than the loosely wrapped cotton which had significant air gaps between the fibres. The LOD for this ion (241 Da) using the cigarette filter is also marginally lower than the cotton example. This is not likely to be the case for many ion values though as overlapping decomposition products are likely to be a significant issue. Integration of the peaks above the LOD are 2.95 x10^5 and 6.12 x10^4 counts.°C for the spiked and recovered samples respectively. The surface recovery was 20.8 %.
5.3.3.3 Quartz wool

The third collection material was quartz glass wool (Figure 5.16, C). The benefit of this material is a low background was observed across a wide mass range as it has a crystalline structure which will not undergo decomposition until extreme temperatures and it will not be easily ionised due to the soft ionisation provided by the DART source.

The use of quartz wool is expected to be a very ‘soft’ collection technique, relying on physically up taking materials within the loose fibres by gentle abrasion as opposed to true sorption processes that may occur for the organic based collection materials.

![Graph](image)

*Figure 5.20 Quartz wool removal of tetryl observed as 241 Da [M-NO₂]⁻ profiled as a function of temperature. A) Spiked wool, B) Surface recovered sample and Red dashed line LOD.*

The profiles in Figure 5.20 show excellent peak shapes with significant response above the LOD band for the spiked quartz wool (A). In this example the profile has shifted to a significantly lower temperature range with the onset of removal shortly after 100 °C, this effect has been attributed to the more intimate contact that the glass fibres can make with the pan when deposited as they lay flat to the pan’s surface. Interestingly, the fragment ion is shown at much lower temperatures than was noted when tetryl was analysed directly from the sample pan (Figure 5.13). The surface recovered material (B) also gives a very clean profile but is evidently weak at recovery. Peak integration yields 2.74 x10⁵ and 4.88 x10⁴ counts °C for the spiked and swabbed quartz wool. The overall percentage recovery was 17.8 % for the quartz wool as a recovery material.
5.3.3.4 Fibre glass

The previous quartz wool example gave overall low background across the full mass scan range, so a similar product was investigated, a fibre glass cleaning pen (Figure 5.16, D). The pen is designed for removing debris from surfaces by gentle abrasion, again this type of collection material is assumed to be highly suited for surface sampling, being inorganic in composition (non-ionisable using DART) and having significantly more strength than the quartz wool to ensure thorough surface contact.

![Graph showing intensity counts over time for fibre glass sample](image_url)

*Figure 5.21 Fibre glass removal of tetryl observed as 241 Da \(\text{M-NO}_2\)^- profiled as a function of temperature. A) Spiked fibre glass, B) Surface recovered sample and Red dashed line LOD.*

Figure 5.21 shows the comparison using the fibre glass pen. The removal of tetryl using the fibre glass pen and quartz wool appeared comparable for the spiked samples, although the collection efficiency of the fibre glass actually appeared marginally worse, peak integration of the spiked fibre glass (A) and surface recovered (B) tetryl was \(2.43 \times 10^5\) and \(2.83 \times 10^4\) counts.°C respectively resulting in an 11.6% recovery. The LOD for the fibre glass is significantly lower than the quartz wool but the reason for this is unclear as both sources are composed of silica. However, this effect appears reproducible across a range of different selected ions. Although the recovery is poor the significantly lower LOD band across the entire sampled mass range is an encouraging feature of the material.
5.3.3.5 Brass fibres

The final collection material evaluated was another abrasive pen but using brass fibres (Figure 5.13, E). This were assumed to be similar in collection mechanism to the glass fibres evaluated previously. Brass has a significantly higher thermal conductivity when compared to silica glass and organic materials investigated so far, assisting with the uniformity of heating across the collection material.

Figure 5.22 shows the comparison of using the brass fibres. The brass collection material provided excellent levels of low background across the entire mass range, giving a very low LOD for the ion at 241 Da. The profiles for the spiked and swabbed tetryl ion appear at a lower temperature when compared to the sample removed directly from the analysis pan.

Each analyte is likely to have a temperature-material dependency, that is, a characteristic temperature region at which ions are noted for a specified material. This idea will be explored further in the upcoming section (Section 5.4). The brass collection material had a 27.7 % recovery after peak integration of $2.79 \times 10^5$ and $7.71 \times 10^4$ counts. °C for the spiked and surface recovered samples respectively.
The materials evaluation was only conducted for one compound but was explored to give an insight into how surface collection material is likely to be an important factor when using DART-MS and HDM. The collection efficiencies for tetryl are summarised in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Comparison for recovery of 100 ng of tetryl from a plastic surface using a variety of swabbing materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Spiked peak area integration / counts.°C</th>
<th>Swabbed peak area integration / counts.°C</th>
<th>Recovery / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotton Medical swab</td>
<td>5.06 x10^5</td>
<td>3.43 x10^5</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellulose acetate filter</td>
<td>2.95 x10^5</td>
<td>6.12 x10^4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz wool</td>
<td>2.74 x10^5</td>
<td>4.88 x10^4</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre glass</td>
<td>2.43 x10^5</td>
<td>2.83 x10^4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass fibres</td>
<td>2.79 x10^5</td>
<td>7.71 x10^4</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The organic medical swab based on cotton gave the best recovery of 67.8%, although observed significantly higher background levels and respective LOD. The analysis temperature must be reduced as thermal decomposition of the organic materials takes place, resulting in an upward shift in the background noise level.

Contrastingly, the brass fibres provided lower collection efficiency at 27.7 % recovery, but the material was highly inert with negligible background over the whole analysis temperature range giving significantly reduced detection limits when compared to organic materials.
5.3.4 Thermal separation

Often energetic materials are found as compositional mixtures, particularly in improvised explosive devices (IED). If analysis of a substance relies on looking for fingerprint ions within the mass spectra, interpretation can become difficult when analysing multicomponent mixtures from the extra ions generated. Thermally profiling mixtures may provide some separation to create simplified spectra at certain temperatures, with the added benefit of obtaining potentially temperature dependent ion profiles. The temperature dependency could be of particular importance when ions share the same nominal mass, this may assist with material discrimination without the need for more advanced practices such as tandem mass spectrometry, increasing the throughput of samples.

Following on from the surface recovery work evaluated in the previous section (Section 5.3.3), the brass fibres were used for the continued thermal separation evaluation study. Although the brass fibres were representatively poor at efficiency of recovery they offered low background levels, apparently identical to analysing an empty pan across the full mass scan range. Several examples have been included to show the thermal separation capabilities of HDM analysing multiple component mixtures.

A linear heating rate of 50 °C min⁻¹ was used between 50 and 300 °C for all thermal separation studies.

Figure 5.23 shows the results of a ‘proof of concept’ experiment using 100 ng of TNT and 100 ng of tetryl deposited in an Inconel pan. The TNT 226 Da [M-H]⁻ (profile A) appears to evaporate from the start of the experiment, with a rapid decline in intensity until around 100 °C. Further heating shows the removal of tetryl 349 Da [M+NO₃]⁻ (profile B) primarily over the range 100 to 150 °C, with both compounds completely desorbed from the pan by 200 °C.

Figure 5.24 shows the thermal separation of TNT 226 Da [M-H]⁻ (profile A) and RDX 268 Da [M+NO₂]⁻ (profile B). The energetic materials can be separated and characterised after recovery using the brass fibres, the surface was spiked with 1µg of each substance.
Figure 5.23 Thermal separation of pan deposited energetic materials at 100 ng amount. A) TNT 226 Da [M-H]- and B) tetryl 349 Da [M+NO3]-.

Figure 5.24 Thermal separation of surface recovered energetic materials at 1 µg amount. A) TNT 226 Da [M-H]- and B) RDX 268 Da [M+NO2]-.
The µ-DART (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6) was used in an experiment of a three component mixture of 100 ng of each of TNT, PETN and RDX collected using brass fibres.

Figure 5.25 shows that the HDM system successfully managed to thermally resolve this three component mixture. Profile A is TNT as the deprotonated molecular ion 226 Da [M-H]: which has a maximum between 50 and 150 °C. Profile B is the nitrated molecular ion of PETN 378 Da [M+NO₂]: which has a maximum between 75 and 160 °C. Profile C is the nitrated molecular ion of RDX 268 Da [M+NO₂]: which has a maximum between 100 °C and 200 °C. The three profiles were normalised for clarity after the separation of each component of the mixture.

Although, in this case, the mass spectrometer can readily distinguish between these ions (having significantly large mass differences) it does indicate how multiple component mixtures can be thermally separated for improved identification. The HDM system allows for more complex temperature programmes giving enhanced separation.

*Figure 5.25 Thermal separation of brass recovered materials (100 ng each) analysed using the µ-DART. A) TNT 226 Da [M-H]:, B) PETN 378 Da [M+NO₂]:, and C) RDX 268 Da [M+NO₂]:.*
5.3.5 Dopants

Many authors have shown the benefit that using dopant gases can give on DART mass spectra.\textsuperscript{24-25} Typically, a dopant is added to the localised zone around the DART source and assists with the formation of charged ions (as in the APCI mechanism described in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3) that are detected by the spectrometer. One of the commonly added dopants to DART-MS experiments is ammonium (NH\textsubscript{4}+) usually supplied in the form of ammonium hydroxide. The use of ammoniating agents was shown to increase the sensitivity of TAGs (triacylglycerols) within food oils 10-fold when compared to the non-doped samples.\textsuperscript{26}

This practice is commonly applied to energetic materials, particularly those of nitroaromatic origin. DCM (dichloromethane) vapours placed in the vicinity of the DART source have been shown to significantly increase the formation of chloride adducts which was found to increase the detection limits for this class of explosives.\textsuperscript{27}

Figure 5.26 shows the result of an experiment that demonstrates this effect using 100 ng of RDX 268 Da [M+NO\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{-} and 284 Da [M+NO\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{-} thermally desorbed from an Inconel pan at a rate of 50 °C min\textsuperscript{-1}. Mass spectrum A is without any dopants added while mass spectrum B is with addition of a DCM soaked cotton swab as a chloride source near the hot-stage (both are taken as average mass spectra). It can be seen that there is a significant increase in chloride adducts 257 Da [M+\textsuperscript{35}Cl]\textsuperscript{-} and 259 Da [M+\textsuperscript{37}Cl]\textsuperscript{-} in mass spectrum B which are in the expected isotope ratio of 3:1. The mass spectra show how the addition of a dopant can increase the sensitivity with a relative gain in the total number of observed RDX ions, assisting with the overall certainty of assignment and discriminatory power of HDM.

![Figure 5.26 HDM analysis of 100 ng of RDX without (A) and with (B) a chloride dopant.](image)

Figure 5.26 shows the result of an experiment using DCM as dopant with another energetic material, PETN. As in the previous example 100 ng of material (PETN) was deposited as a solution and allowed to dry before applying a 50 °C min\textsuperscript{-1} temperature ramp to the stage.
The average mass spectrum (A) is without the addition of dopant and is dominated by the nitrated molecular adduct 378 Da [M+NO₃]⁻. The run was repeated but with a piece of cotton soaked DCM nearby (mass spectrum B), this time the chloride adducts are noted in preference as 351 Da [M+³⁵Cl]⁻ and 353 Da [M+³⁷Cl]⁻ in the correct 3:1 isotope ratio. A 3.5x10⁵ increase in relative sensitivity gain has been observed when comparing the intensity of the original nitrated adduct (of 0.5x10⁶) and the chlorine doped ion (0.85x10⁶).

![Figure 5.27 HDM analysis of 100 ng of PETN without (A) and with (B) a chloride dopant.](image)

The current, rather crude, method of adding dopants is innately going to be quite poor in terms of vapour introduction reproducibility for use with quantitation, as the amount of dopant will vary both throughout and between experiments. Many factors affect the resultant mass spectrum when introducing a dopant and these are discussed in the following section.
5.4 Further work

Significant work is needed to evaluate the HDM system for use with actual ‘field collected’ samples. Part of that evaluation would require swabs to be taken from a variety of surfaces with a range of textures.

Better trace transfer methods need to be evaluated similar to the contact practices used by Nilles et al.\textsuperscript{10} In their method, samples are deposited on aluminium as a solution containing a known concentration and transferred via gentle abrasion onto the contact surface to be sampled.

The reliable detection and identification of energetic materials is often of greater importance than the quantification of an absolute amount of material since even trace amounts of these materials may give indication of possible threats. As the energetic materials studied have all been shown to have a thermal component, that is, a specific temperature (although reproducibility studies are needed to confirm this) at which the energetic material is thermally desorbed from a particular surface, this feature is another variable that can be used as an aid to identification and profiling.

Under strict conditions and with significant number of repeats a library of energetic materials could be developed. With the addition of chemometric analysis (mathematic and statistical analysis used to correlate data sets) in combination with the library, a software routine could be developed to indicate the presence of a particular material above a selected threshold.

The benefits of replacing the expensive, and increasingly rare, helium with a gas such as nitrogen as the ionisation gas discussed in Section 1.5. For a HDM system to be deployable ‘in the field’ using air would be further beneficial in terms of reducing instrumental complexity. However, interpretation of the resultant mass spectra would be made more difficult as the generation of oxygen radicals would inevitably affect many samples.

There are clear benefits to using dopants for the analysis of many compounds. The addition of DCM vapours nearby the DART source was shown to induce preferential formation of chloride adducts, confirmed by the chlorine isotopic ratio, which raised the apparent sensitivity of the technique.

However, to be effective the dopant concentration needs to be controlled in a quantitative manner: too low and the maximum sensitivity is not achieved, too high and suppression effects may occur.
Chapter 2 (Section 2.7) describes a planned desorption stage that incorporates a dopant inlet. Figure 5.28 (A) shows a schematic of how a humidity controller operates. The controller adjusts the amount of vapour generated (usually by heating a reservoir) that is introduced into a sample chamber and operates under a feedback loop.

Figure 5.28 (B & C) show two possible simple designs for how a controlled introduction of dopants may be achieved. Both would simply pass a stream of gas (matching the ionisation gas of the DART source) through a vial and remove the head space vapours generated which would then be vented to the desorption stage. B represents the removal of the head space vapours for high volatility solvents whilst C is expected to be better for solvents that are less volatile.

In both methods the flow rate of the dopant stream will be controlled and is expected to be proportional to the concentration of dopant delivered.

![Figure 5.28 A) Schematic representation of how relative humidity is commonly controlled, B) reservoir for high volatility dopants, C) reservoir for low volatility dopants.](image)
5.5 Conclusion

The major aim of the desorption experiments was to evaluate the capability of HDM to thermally desorb samples from a range of surfaces including TA pans, powdered matrices (alumina) and a range of surface collection materials (cottons, fibres and metals).

A range of dried pen inks were thermally desorbed from a relatively complex matrix, powdered alumina. Powdered samples would typically be very difficult to analyse directly using standard DART-MS techniques due to the high flow rates hitting the powdered sample, possibly losing the sample before significant thermal desorption has occurred. The benefit of HDM using a pan has allowed the prepared powdered samples to be analysed in situ as compounds are thermally desorbed and ionised upon reaching the helium stream above the sample.

Compounds were tentatively assigned during the dye desorption from alumina, although a few remained unassigned. A common pigment, rhodamine B, was found in several of the ink compositions adding a pink-red hue to the final colour. A trial experiment was performed to use the HDM system quantitatively comparing two different loadings of the pigment 25 and 100 µg. Both the colour and EIC profiles yield a ratio around 1:3.8, indicating the HDM technique may be used semi-quantitatively, a core development required for the use within DART-MS technology.

A range of energetic materials have been detected using HDM, samples have been thermally desorbed using a variety of heating rates. Beneficially for sample throughput higher heating rates were shown to give stronger more uniform profiles for desorbed compounds. The primary benefit that a rapid heating rate gave was the ability to lower the limits of detection for energetic materials. So far the lowest observed quantity of material was 100 pg of tetryl using a heating rate of 50 °Cmin⁻¹. This gave a significant signal above the limits of detection without the addition of dopant materials in the HDMs ‘raw’ form.

The addition of dopants to the HDM system was found to increase the relative sensitivity for selected energetic materials, but further testing of the addition of dopants in a controlled manner is required to evaluate whether this will lead to improvements in reproducibility. Energetic materials have been shown to generate multiple ions that appear to be both surface and temperature dependant, although this introduces sample variability when analysing unknown materials it can also introduce specificity to aid with the material identification useful for materials discrimination for those that share similar nominal masses.
5.6 Desorption Studies

References

6.0 Overall Conclusions

The DART-100 source was found to have significant variations between the set gas temperature (used to thermally desorb analytes from matrices) and the temperature achieved within the sampling region of the source. Typically, this was found to be ca. 80 °C in difference. In addition, investigations into whether suppression effects could be correlated to the physical appearance of a sample revealed the additional benefit information a camera system could give to mass spectra when studying selectively layered materials.

To implement these initial findings a miniaturised hot-stage microscope was constructed to fit between the DART source and mass spectrometer. The hot-stage itself was constructed as commercial hot-stages were too large to fit within the confined geometry between the DART outlet and the mass spectrometer. Readily available USB microscopes were found to provide sufficient quality images and magnification for the project.

The hyphenated technique was abbreviated to HDM. Software was written to control the hot-stage and microscope, whilst manufacturer’s software was used to control the DART and MS. Samples are introduced to the hot-stage within standard thermal analysis (TA) crucibles at milligram or microliter amounts. The developed software allows a temperature programme to control the hot-stage for use as a standard piece of TA instrumentation. The current version of HDM is capable of heating rates between 0.1 and 50 °C, with a temperature range from 30 to 750 °C. During operation the software records time, temperature, colour properties and micrographs.

The data sets between the HSM and DART-MS can be correlated through a shared time function to allow mass spectra to be visualised as a function of temperature and be correlated directly to the optical properties of the sample. This allows the HDM system to link physical and chemical phenomena together within one single experiment.

A miniaturised DART source was constructed termed the µ-DART. The source was characterised and evaluated against the existing DART-100 to produce comparable mass spectra. The reduced size has offered more flexibility, allowing for pseudo-simultaneous dual polarity analysis which has been utilised during the project.

The HDM system was evaluated in many different fields and has been summarised into three main bodies of work, synthetic reaction monitoring, polymer analysis and thermal desorption profiling.

DART-MS is commonly used to indicate synthetic reaction progression through introduction of reaction solution on glass capillaries. With HDM online reaction profiling has been
achieved for both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Emphasis is placed on the ability to monitor solution state reactions within a reaction pan, which conventional DART-MS cannot achieve. Reactants, products and transient intermediates have been profiled as a function of temperature to indicate reaction progression. The general size of the reaction is suitably applied towards ‘green chemistry’, monitoring reactions at reduced levels. The green aspect has been demonstrated further by trialling solvent free synthesis and has been achieved during solid-liquid interactions during the melting of the reactants. Weaknesses of the HDM reaction profiling method have been highlighted and includes a discussion how these issues may be resolved.

A range of common polymeric materials was analysed using HDM. The technique offered a qualitative optical measure of thermal events including melting, cold crystallisations and glass transitions, whilst mass spectra highlighted polymer degradation. Comparisons between HDM and current DART-MS research into the leaching of silicone oligomers from bakeware gave similar profiles. However, the oligomers were found to leach at lower temperatures than previously reported, within cooking temperature range (ca. 200 °C). The silicone polymers were shown to expand under heating, so a software routine was developed to evaluate morphological changes based on comparisons between pixels. This method has enabled the calculation of the coefficient of thermal expansion through optical means, a property normally analysed using thermomechanical analysis.

HDM was also applied to the study of desorption. Pen inks were thermally desorbed from powdered alumina matrices, conventional DART-MS would be incapable of this due to the introduction of a powered sample directly into a high gas flow. Comparisons were made between colour and ion profiles and were found to give semi-quantitative results based on different concentration loadings of pigment. Energetic materials were also analysed using HDM, through deposition as solutions and from a range of collection materials used to remove energetic materials from surfaces. By using higher heating rates (50 °C min⁻¹), many compounds were analysed significantly above their limits of detection with the current lowest observable detection of 100 pg for tetryl. HDM also provided capabilities to thermally resolve mixtures, increasing discrimination of ions that may share the same nominal mass. Further studies are required to evaluate the quantitative and reproducibility aspects of HDM used for desorption studies work.

Developments have been proposed and some are currently under construction for the HDM system. Instrumental developments such as differential temperature measurement or sample controlled thermal analysis techniques have been discussed to further enhance thermal resolution. Many new application and confirmatory studies have been suggested including evaluation of HDM against other hyphenated techniques such as thermogravimetry-mass spectrometry.